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HYDRODYNAMIC DESCRIPTION

OF A STRONGLY-RAREFIED PLASMA

T. F. Volkov

i. A strict description of the behavior of a plasma must be

carried out with the aid of the kinetic equations for electrons and

ions. This method, however, is very complex, and in many cases

which are of practical importance it is not necessary. As can be

shown by theory (Ref. i), a system of kinetic equations can be re-

placed by a simpler system of so-called transfer equations for

local, macroscopic quantities determining the behavior of electrons

and ions, if two basic conditions are fulfilled:

I) Many collisions occur during the characteristic time of

the process;

2) The course traversed by the particles between two collisions

is considerably less than the distance over which the macro-

scopic quantities change substantially.

Frequently these conditions are not fulfilled. Thus, for a ty-

pical "thermonuclear" plasma, for example, the second condition is

violated. An approximate description of the plasma behavior can then

be obtained if, in general, the collision terms are disregarded in the

kinetic equations, i.e., if we start with an equation of the following

type :

o-7- + (vV) f + E -:- [vB] -OT = 0 (1)

(actually, two equations for electrons and ions must be examined,

together with the Maxwell equations). The equations of hydrodynamics,

however, are simpler and make it possible to interpret the solutions

obtained more clearly. It wili be shown below that a hydrodynamic
description of a plasma without collisions can in several cases be

used at least as a heuristic method for obtaining results which are

qualitatively correct.

Let us try to obtain the equation of hydrodynamics from the

kinetic equation (i) by the usual method, taking the moments of the

distribution function f. For this purpose, it is convenient to

factor out the mean velocity V = f Vf dr, changing to the new variable

/3*

*Note: Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the original

foreign text.
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W = V - V. It is convenient to carry out additional calculations

in the coordinate form. The change to the new variables in velocity

space is reduced to the substitution

0 "0 OVk a o a avk a a o

o-T-* at a, o_k ' o_j -_ o_j ox1 "o_k ' o_--7-_a_---T

Also utilizing the designations

(mjk l

reduce

a a V a e ( , Vk "B_,e--F=- -_-f -F i--O-f�-i a Fj = --_- E i -_- em -T_ J

is the completely antisymmetric tensor of the third rank), we

the kinetic equation to the form

/4

af at.
"_i"+ wl -o-_-i q- ( f k dVk ) Of OVk Ofdt awk ax I - wi _ --}-

+ eikt ___ Bt of-_-F.= o. (2)

Multiplying this equation by i and Wi, and integrating with respect

to W, we obtain the equation of continuity and the equation of motion

or in vector form

_" n ark (3)
_,+ _ffC =o,

dVi _ Opii

dt ax i q- Fi (4)

dfl

d---U+ n div V = 0,

av e( , 1 )a-T- +(VV) V=-divP+_ ET-7-[VB] .

Here n = f f dw; P is the pressure tensor with the components

Pij = mY_f dw. In order to express the quantities Pij in terms

of hydrodynamic variables (density, velocity), it is possible to

try and obtain the equation for the second moments of the distri-

bution function. Multiplying equation (2) by W W and integrating

with respect to velocity, we find m n

dpmn O c)Vk OVm OVn

dt -_-6£7P_i + Pm"--O_k + -_i P"i + "-_'-xi Prni --

-- emktPnkBt -- e,,ktpmkB t .

(5)
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This equation can be interpreted as an equation of state. We

did not obtain a closed system of equations, because the third moments

Pmnj = f_'f _ entered into equation (5), and the fourth moments

enter into the equation for the third moments, etc. In order to obtain

a closed system of equations, it is necessary to know the distribution

function f , which is not determined in this scheme. We should note

here that in the opposite case, when the particle collisions play a

definite role, the distribution function is single-valued (Ref. 2). In

order to eliminate the third moments, assumptions are usually intro-

duced concerning the symmetry of the distribution function. For a

sufficiently isotropic distribution function (for example, a velocity

distribution which is close to the Maxwellian one), the third moments

can be small or even exactly equal to zero. The non-diagonal com-

ponents of the tensor Pij are small also, i.e.

p_i- p6_j. (6)

Substituting expression (6) in equation (5) we obtain the equation

of state

dp 5 .
at + --f-P dw V = O. (7)

Expressing div V from the equation of continuity, we find

d P =0,
at n':" (8)

5
i.e., the customary adiabatic law with y =_ holds.

Some times distinct anisotropy exists in the distribution of the

particles - for example, in the presence of a strong magnetic field

(see below). Since an exchange of energy between degrees of freedom

does not occur in a plasma with infrequent collisions, the pressure

along the magnetic field can differ from the pressure in the perpen-

dicular direction _ II _ PJ__ In a system of Cartesian coordinates,

one of the axes of which is directed along the magnetic field, the

pressure tensor has a diagonal form

Pit 0 0 )(p_) = o p_ 0 .

o o p±

In an arbitrary system of coordinates, its components will be

Pmn = Pll xmxn + p_ (6rrrn- _m _n )" where _.z are the components of the

unit vector directed along the magnetic field. Substituting Pmn

/5___



in equation (5), for Pll and Pi we obtain different equations of state

(assuming the third moments to be small)

dpfl , 2pir(rV) V O;dt _-Pli divVq- =_

dPl z 2p i div V pit (r V) V O.dt -I- -- _-

(9)

(i0)

An interpretation of these equations will be given below.

2. The hydrodynamic equations which are obtained have a formal

meaning, because nowhere in their derivation is there proof that a

plasma without collisions can be regarded as a continuous medium.

In terms of absolute completeness, this statement is simply not true.

Thus, for example, the pressure tensor which appears in the hydro-

dynamic equations (4) and (5) is the convective transfer of impulse

by the particles, and not the force which one particle of the plasma

exerts upon another. Similarly, the velocity V is the mean velocity

of i cm3 of a collection of non-interacting particles, and not the

velocity of an elementary volume of substance in ordinary hydrodynamics.

The application of the system of hydrodynamic equations (3) - (5) to a

neutral gas without collisions has no meaning. This does have meaning

for a plasma, because the self-consistent fields play an essential

role in the plasma processes. These fields replace the collisions,

connecting the particles,thus making it difficult to separate the indi-
vidual particles.

Let us show, by way of an example, that in certain cases which

are important in a practical sense, the velocities of electrons differ

very little from the velocities of the ions, primarily due to the

presence of a self-consistent magnetic field (Ref. II) ( the electrons

"are hound" to the ions even in the absence of collisions). For this

relationship we can have the approximation

J Vi-- Ve I _ /
Vi enVi "

oB
We should note that from the Maxwell equations j _ _ (L is the
characteristic dimension of the field inhomogeneity 4_ ). If the

relationship of the kinetic energy density of the particles to the

4_inVi 2
magnetic energy density is designated by _ : , then

B 2

I v_- v, I { c=,,,_ _,', _ 1

The number Z[ is the so-called "linear proton number", i.e., the

number of ions in a layer with a height equal to the classical radius

/6
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of the ion, and with a surface equal to the square of the characteris-

tic dimension of the system. The relationship IVi - Vel/V i is small if

_>> I. In astrophysical applications, L % i0 I0 - 1020 , _ _ i, 2/>> L

For an experimental plasma, for L _ i0 ÷ I00 cm, 2/ can be on the order

of i , and the assumption that the electrons are bound is not always
true.

We should note that the hydrodynamic equations very roughly take

into account the thermal motion of the particles. A certain average

effect of the thermal motion is transmitted by the terms containing

pressure. The actual role of thermal motion can only be established

from the kinetic solution of the problem. Unfortunately, it is im-

possible to indicate universal criteria for the applicability of a

hydrodynamic solution of the problemsof plasma dynamics. For an im-

portant special case of small fluctuations, for example, hydrodynamics

provide at least qualitatively correct results, if the phase velocity

of the waves is greater than the thermal velocity of the particles, i.e.,

small dissipative processes [Landau damping (Ref. 3)]. This is

realized, for example, for Langmuir fluctuations or for ionic sound for

T e >> T i (in the latter case, hydrodynamic examination yields the phase

velocity V_ =( Te _zTii ½) which is considerably larger than the thermal

velocity of the ions for'Te>>T i. An analogous situation occurs for

magneto-sonic fluctuations.) The small value of the Landau damping (an

effect which is determined completely by the thermal dispersion of

velocities) can he explained by the fact that for v_>>v T the so-called

resonance particles - which move together with the _aves and are ca-

pable of strong interaction with them - are small.

3. Let us now examine the hydrodynamic equations which describe

the behavior of a rarefied plasma in a strong magnetic field. We shall

assume that the plasma is "magnetized", i.e., the Larmor radius of

the particles is much less than the characteristic length of the

plasma inhomogeneity, and the corresponding Larmor particles are larger

than the characteristic particles of the process. In a strong magnetic

field the distribution of the electrons and ions can have axial sym-

metry with respect to the direction of the latter. This circumstance

leads to the fact that, if thermal currents are not present along the

lines of force, the slow movements of the plasma conform to the equa-

tions of magnetic hydrodynamics with a non-isotropic pressure tensor.

We shall give these equations below, starting with the kinetic equa-

tions for electrons and ions.

A kinetic equation in the absence of collision terms represents

an equation of continuity in phase space (r, v, t)

of , -Iat _ div_ v[ divv af --- O. (11)

/7
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The symbols div r and div v designate the taking of divergence in spaces

of coordinates and velocities, respectively; a represents the accelera-

tion of the particle, f is the distribution function. For purposes of

definiteness, let us examine the kinetic equation for a single type

of particle. The results which are obtained can be used both for ions

and for electrons with the aid of the substitution e _ e_ and m _ m s
(_ = e, _ for electrons and ions respectively).

We can write the kinetic equation (Ii) in the cylindrical system

of coordinates in velocity space

';/ :-di\v[ ' 1 0 # 1 O
,,t r oi Oo± v±a±f+-ff_ua_lf+ v± O0 ao[=O. (12)

here UII is the component of velocity parallel to the magnetic field;

u_is the component of velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field.

In addition, let us examine the equation of motion for a particle

here

av (13)
at -- F + t_ [vx].

m--c-' ,,-7-'r :=-_"

the velocity V can be written in the form

dr + (x, cosO sin @).v =-d Y= ve + out oi + x2 (14)

Here T 1 and x2 are unit vectors which form a right-handed

triplet and which are perpendicular to T and to each other. The

direction of these vectors does not matter to us, since they do not

enter into the final results. The quantity VF represents the

velocity of electric drift:

1 c[EB l
Ve -- _ .[FT] -- B2 (15)

This is the velocity with which the charged particles drift in

crossed electric and magnetic fields; vF is also the velocity of the

coordinate system in which the component of the electric field

(EIIB) which is perpendicular to T , is not present. In the theory

of drift motion of particles in a strong electric field (Ref. 4),

the velocity ¥F is assumed to factor out, by introducing a moving

local coordinate system according to formula (14).

Substituting expression (14) in equation (13), we obtain

hilt " Vi_ --I- vF -I- O± (T, cosO _ T_sin O) + D I.('_ICOSO -_ To sinO) +

+-, _ .,. _:.0 I T_COSA_ ......... ___. _;,-,0 , x2cosO)+x(F._).w L_, k--tl o,*i ul -- _wj_ k -io,- _-

/8



Projecting in the directions T,T 1 cos O + T2 sin O and

- T 1 sin O + T2 cos O, we obtain

=u= _u=(* F--v_)+-rdiv,--v±[(_i)+ _(T,V)v_]c0_O--

-- v± [(_) q- _ (T_V) VF] sin (9 _ .... (16a)

v± . v±
a± = v± -- v±v tl div x -- _ dlv v r q- --U- "r (l:V) v F2

-- T, (vii T' + v_)cos(9-- T2 (vl, ," q- v_) sin 19 ft...., (16b)

=o =0=-_o_-: ", coco{-o,_'-<_--_± i_,v)_} +
V_L

+ Vz'-A-_sin 0 {vlt T" -i- vF -_ v__ (T2V) v2} -_ ... (16c)

[ the derivative _ + (V F + Vii T, V) is designated by the prime

sign]. In formula_(16a,b, c) the terms which are proportional to

cos 20 and sin 28, are not shown, and in equation (16c) neither is

the term shown which is independent of 8 and does not contain _B"
Their explicit form is not essential for future purposes.

Let us substitute the expressions for all, a_ and aO from

equations (16a, b, c) into the kinetic equation (12); let us reduce

it to the form

here

The explicit form of

be determined if all

formulas (16).

(17)

l)_"_-_-_diV(VFq-Vll'r)q-_v_ (T,F--y_)q- divT J-

{ ! 1 } (17a).q. 1 O V__ oil div,---udivx+___,(_V ) UF ,v± OvA ---5-

Oo il

1 0 • if, {v " ' vFq- vI (TzV).¢,}; (17b)_,, 0%._'±_,(_'_ +"_)+w C ,_

o, -- _._divT,-o-_-" _, {(_;) + _(_..v)_,_}-
__]-_ 0 , V.
c._. Ov----_°k "% (vii't/ q- v;) -_- _ {vllx" --}-VF q- v_. (T,V)T,} (17c)

the operators D3, D4, Ai(i =0, I, 2, 3, 4) can
of the omitted terms are taken into account in

/9



D

W < rB
If it is assumed that --_ < 1 and _ << 1 (W is the frequency

of the process; rB is the mean Larmor radlus of the particles; L is

the characteristic length of the inhomogeneity in the distribution

of the density and fields), then the solution of equation (17) can

be sought in the form of expansion in inverse powers of WB

I q-f =A+-_-dA ... (18)

In the zero order approximation, we have

el0
-_ = 0, (19)

i.e.,

fo = fo (t, r, v Ii, yD.

The function fl must be determined from the equation

d_JU -- {cosODx q- sin OOz + cos 2OO a -k sin 2ODa} fo + DJo. (20)oo -

In terms of the physical meaning of the problem, the quantity fl

must be a periodic function of the angle 0. Integrating the latter

equation with respect to e from 0 to 2_, we obtain the necessary
condition as follows :

Ddo = O, (21)

Integrating equation (20) while observing condition (21), we find

' I (sin2@Da--cos2OD_}fo=-G1 (22)/:x = {sin @D x -- cos @D2} fo -i- -y-

[G I = Gl(t, r, v{{ , vL) is a function which is independent of @.

Substituting fl _n the kinetic equation (17), we obtain an equation

which determine _2 :

{ 0 (\D, _- q-D0q-A0-8-_+cosO A_O ) sinO(D,q _-_- +

+cos20 DaqAa-_- -bsin2@ D4_-A4-_- jfl-- aO

(f2 is a periodic function of 0). Integrating equation (23) with

respect to 0 from 0 to 2_ and equating the result which is ob-

tained to zero, we find the equation for determining the function 6:1:

1
{D 2 1 (D_D a DAD4) _ A1D1 -i--A2D2Do_ l. -_ D1 -- D1D _ -- -g- --

1 (AaDa , A4D_)}[o (24)+--_- -._ =0.

In the general case it should be possible to show that the

equation for the function Gn is obtained as the condition of perio-

dicity of the (n - i) th approximation. In practice, the calculations

/i0
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become very cumbersome in determining the function G 1 . Fortunately,

in a certain class of problems it is possible to confine oneself to

the determination of f0 and the part of fl which is periodic in 8.

Let us turn to the physical meaning of the results which are

obtained. Equation (21) was obtained from expression (20) as the

result of integrating with respect to 0 . This operation is equiva-

lent to averaging the equations of motion of the particle (16) over

the azimuthal angle e . The averaging implies changing to the so-

called drift approximation (or to the approximation of guiding centers).

Using vll and vl to designate the values averaged over 0, we can

write the kinetic equation in the drift approximation (21) in the form

of the Liouville theorem in phase space t, r, vjl , vl (Ref. 5):

dfo dvll 0:o dr± a{o --0, Vc:VF-_-vllx, (25)
dt -_ (VcV)/° +. d---t-dr [t -_ at dr±

__ \ 0 2
doll (x, F--v_)-i--S_- div T, (25a)dt

__ t,___ div v P v± (T (xV) v_).do& = v IKv± div x E- --_
dt 2 (25b)

Comparing formulas (25a) and (25b) with the equations for drift

motion of the particles (Ref. 5), we can see that Vc is the velocity

of motion of the guiding center, and equations (25a, b) determine the

parameters vll and ui. In accordance with the conclusion set forth

above, the terms _ i
The ''-/_--are_Bomitted everywhere and are of a higher order

of smallness. distribution function itself, which is indepen-

dent of the distribution of the particle velocity in azimuth e, must

be interpreted as a distribution function of the guiding centers.

In an examination of plasma dynamics, the kinetic equations

must be solved together with the Maxwell equations. Difficulties

arise in describing the expressions for the electrical current and

the density of the charge. The crux of the matter is that the mean

macroscopic veloaity of the particles of a given type does not agree

with the mean velocity of their guiding centers. The true current

density is determined by the mean macroscopic velocities of the elec-

trons and ions, which are expressed by the distribution functions of

the particles f, and not f0- In order to obtain the correct expres-

sions for the mean velocities of particles of a given type, it is

necessary to take into account the term of the first order in the 1

expansion of the solution of the kinetic equation (17) in powers of_ B .

4. Let us calculate the mean macroscopic velocity of a given

/ii
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type of particle. According to the definition, we have

nV = Sv 7; + [1) dv, dv ::_ v± doi dv IIdO.
(26)

Substituting the expression for fl from equation (22) and taking into
account the fact that

we obtain

v : = vl: -i- v JlT !- v_, (T 1cos 0 _- "to_sin @),

i 1 1 j-nV --- (v F -- v Jllr) qo 4- _G1) dv I oB V_L(xzD_-- T1D2) [odv ----

, 1 iv±(T.,D1--T1Do)fodv i-= n(ve_wr) i 2oB - -

!
I (vF -_ U I] T) G 1

dv.
' tO B

(27)

It is taken into account here that f fodv = n, f Ull fdr = nu,

where u is the mean macroscopic velocity of the particles along

the field. In practice, calculation of the function G1, and con-

sequently the integral _ f (VF + ull T)GIdv , is very complex. In

order to overcome this difficulty, we shall assume that the quantity

Ull is on the order of_. In order to do this, it is necessary

that the component of the electric field, which is parallel to B, is

small (ET << E). Such an assumption is usually made in the drift

theory and means that the particles move primarily in a plane which

is perpendicular to B. If this assumption is correct, then

__I f V lITGld v will be on the order of 1 and it can then be dis-
WB _'

i fv_idv can also be disregarded, becauseregarded. The quantity_

1 times less than nV F. The second integral in equation (27)it is

determines the mean velocity acquired by the particles in a direction

perpendicular to the magnetic field, due to the remaining drifts

which are not included in nv F . The expressions for the operators D 1

and D 2 are taken from formulas (17a) and (17b). In order to eliminate

the vectors T 1 and T2, it is necessary to proceed in a manner similar

to that which is followed in the works (Ref. 4) and (Ref. 6). Carrying

out the integration with respect to V and taking the fact into account
that

we obtain

i
mn-v_ m V_fodv 'P_-- 2- -- 2

t' u = m,, (-v_ --t?) --_mS (v ;_ -- u)"-fo d,,,

/12
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here

V=UT-II-VF enC ro'[(-_-T)-_

1 [ d. _ P,I (TV) T pd_ VB l÷-_-_B _' u---_-1-, +--_A- -}- nm a "

d 0
dt-- Ot +(uT _ VF, .v).

(28)

This expression can be readily written in another equivalent form

-- 1 [ d_ dVF , (PJl -- P±)I[ --=--UT _- VF +--_B _T' U--_- -3c dt "_ mn (TV)'t'-i-

-_- m-_- VP-L] • (29)

In order to do this, it is necessary to represent the third term

of equation (28) as

-£--cr°ten (f-_-)- rno_BPl-IT, (TV)I[] + nlo_BP"--i--__(T rot T)-

The second term of the right side of the equation described determines

an additional contribution, on the order of _ , to the velocity com-

ponent parallel to the magnetic field. This-Ucan be combined with the

mean velocity along the field, assuming

P_L (_ rot %u_._,=u+--_-i- _

as is usually done in the theory of drift motion of particles.

The meaning of separate terms in equation (28) can be clarified in

the following way: uT is the ordered macroscopic velocity of the par-

ticles along the field; VF is the velocity of electric drift, which is

regarded as dominant, if the electric field is sufficiently strong. The

last term in formula (28) gives the averaged drift of the particles due

to the gradient of the magnetic field, of its curvature (centrifugal

dT dYF since the
drift), and also due to the inertia force u _ + dt '

examination was carried out in the moving, local system of coordinates

[a comparison can be made with the corresponding expressions for par-

ticle motion in the work (Ref. 4)]. In order to clarify the role of

T
C___rot _d_ _) , we can write the expression forthe remaining term e_

the electric current in a plasma;

13
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(Pl ) (30)J= b + J_- en_- _,)= --crot--8-_ +

-ken (u_ -- u,) T + j_,.,

In formulas (30) and (31) P± =Pl_i + P_, Pil = Pig + Plli. The

quantity Jdr + en(ui - ue)T is the current caused by the relative

motion of the guiding centers of the electrons and ions. The Maxwell equa-

tion rot B - 4_ j can be written in the following form
o

where

4_ .
rot H -- 4nee (ui--uc) T +--d-J_, (32)

-g-=B 1+-_T-/.

In equation (30) rot cP_____lt is the magnetization current and the
B

quantity n 1 + 4_p&= can be treated as the magnetic permeability
B 2

of the plasma. The magnetization of a unit volume is characterized

by the quantity _ = __P_ The magnetic moment of a particle moving in
B2

a Larmor circle equals _ = mul . Consequently _ is the mean mag-

2B

netic moment of a unit volume of plasma. The isolation of the

magnetic field strength H in an examination of plasma dynamics is not

customary; usually the total current _ and the magnetic induction 8

are examined.

5. The kinetic equation (21), described for electrons and ions,

together with the Maxwell equations [the expression for the current

must be taken from the relationship (30)], provides the complete sys-

tem of equations for describing the motion of a plasma with frequen-

cies below the Larmor frequency of ions. Frequently, instead of

kinetic equations, it is simpler to use the equations of hydrodynamics.

In order to obtain the Hydrodynamic equations, we followed the cus-

tomary scheme, i.e., we multiplied the kinetic equation (2Dby i, /14
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Vll , V2, (Vll- U) 2, and integrated with respect to velocity. As a

result, we obtain the equation of continuity for a given type of

particles (omitting the index a)

Ot +divn(v_,-{ xu) = O. (33)

The equation of motion in the direction of the magnetic field is

du ( VPll __ F dvF ) _l_ (p± __ Pll) div Tat -- T, mn dt (34)

and the equation of state is

dp±
dt -}- 2p± div vF -- p_, (x (TV) ve) -]-

(35)
+ p± div Ttt -_ pitt div _r = --div xq -- q div x,

dp II
dt q-3Pll ('rV) tz _- uP I1divx +Pil divvF-_

(36)
+ 2p I1 (x (xV) ve) = --div xs.

The system of equations (33) - (36) was first obtained by Chu,

Gol'dberger, and Lou (Ref. 7). Equations (35) and (36) lead to the

form of the equations (9) - (10), if V designates the quantity

ux + VF. The quantities q and 8 represent the thermal currents
(third moments of the distribution function):

The Maxwell equations must be added for a complete description of the

plasma.

The hydrodynamic equation (31) determines the speed of motion of

particles along the magnetic field; the velocity in a perpendicular

direction can be found by formula (28). The system of equations

(33-36) is open. Obtaining equations for the third moments of the

distribution function does not improve our position, since fourth

moments enter into it, etc. The system of equations can be usually

changed into a closed system by equating the quantities q and 8 to

zero. In other words, a definite symmetry in the distribution func-

tion with respect to the longitudinal velocities is assumed. This

also means that there are no currents of heat along the lines of

force. This assumption is reasonable in physical terms, because the

particles move much more freely along the field than they do across it,

and the rotation of the particles in the Larmor circles does not lead

to a transfer of energy. The magnetic field effectively "hydrodyna-

mizes" the system, while the Larmor radius mB replaces the free path in
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the sense that, for _B = 0, streams of particles and energy perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field are absent, and, to obtain them, terms
on the order of _B/L and higher are necessary (L is the characteris-

tic dimension of inhomogeneity given above in the distribution of the

quantities being examined).

If it is assumed that q = 8 = 0, then equations (35) and (36)
can be written in the form

/15

at -_ =0,

o.
7\ n' /=

(37)

(38)

Thus, the equation

1 dB
--u div'_-- div v r -! ('c (xV) vp) -- B at

and the equation of continuity must be used.

6. The system of equations (33) - (36) describes the dynamics

of two "liquids" - electrons and ions (the index _ = e, i should be

introduced in all the quantities). The equation of motion (33) does

not have a true hydrodynamic form, because it only holds for motion

along the magnetic field. Let us show that the system (33) - (36)

is equivalent to the system of equations of magnetic hydrodynamics

with an anisotropic pressure and ideal conductivity. If the motion

of electrons is not of special interest, considering the plasma to

be quasi-neutral, then it is more convenient to examine the motion

of the center of inertia of an elementary plasma volume, which

practically coincides with the motion of ions, and the motion of

electrons with respect to the ions (Ohm's law). In order to obtain

the equation of motion for a quasi-neutral plasma, we should note

that the electric current j can be represented as follows:

J = Jll+ Jz = _e(ui--u,) +

-K T, m.n u.--_@ dt / _Vp±+(pji--p±)(_V)T "
u=e, i (39)

In addition, multiplying equation rot B = 4___" in a vectorial

manner by B, we substitute the expression for°jJfrom equation (39).

Expanding the double vector product, we obtain

d
Z matz "_ (vF @ "rtta) = --Vp_t. @

C,.--e,i

1 [rotB, BI.i-(pj--pIL)(TV)T4 _div_(p±--pll)'_
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If the tensor P is introduced with the components P/k = Pll T/Tk +pA_
(+ik - T/T k), then - directly differentiating - it can be found that

div P -- Vp± -!-(prl--Pi)(xV)T+x div T(pll--p± ). (41)

Disregarding the mass of the electrons in the left side of equation

(40), and introducing the term V = Vp + Tui, we obtain

av @mln--=--divP÷ [rot B, BI.dt (42)

This is an equation of motion for a quasi-neutral plasma with a non-
isotropic pressure tensor.

1

If the terms on the order of_-£- are disregarded, the velocity

of the plasma is V = c[EB] Formulating the vector products of
B 2

both parts of the described equation with the vector B, and making

use of the assumption that the longitudinal component of the electric
field is small, we obtain

[VB].
E=-U (43)

The electric field E, consequently, is determined from Ohm's law

with ideal conductivity. Substituting E from formula (43) in the

1 _B
Maxwell equation rot E -

e @t' we obtain

OB
0---t--- rot [VB] = 0, (44)

which designates the "freezing" of the magnetic lines of force in the

case being examined. If the currents of heat are disregarded, the

equations of state can be described in a form which is analogous to

the equations (35), (37) or (37), (38):

/16

or,

(45)

a ( .,,B./
a-f- \_/: 0 (46)

ap I.___L+ p _ div V + 2p liT (zV) V -- O,
at

apz -t- 2p± div V -- pz,_ (TV) V :-- 0.
at

Here pj_ = P_e + Pl/, Pll = Pile + Plli •

(47)

(48)

We should note that equations
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(45) and (46) can be interpreted in the following way. The quantities
B and Pa_ are not changed if the plasma is compressed in the direction

of the magnetic field. The quantities p IIand n are related to the adia-

batic law with y = 3 , in agreement with the fact that the energy of

one longitudinal degree of freedom is increased. If the plasma is

compressed in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field, P llremains

constant. According to the freezing condition B _ n. Consequently,

equation (48) can be interpreted as an adiabatic curve with y = 2,

which points to an increase in the energy of two perpendicular degrees
of freedom.

The system of equations (42-46), which is analogous to the equations

of magnetic hydrodynamics, describes the behavior of a plasma in a

strong magnetic field. We should point out that the absence of colli-

sions plays a definite role in retaining the anisotropic pressure

tensor throughout the entire process. The fact that this is correct

for each problem must be verified.

In conclusion, we should note one fact which should be kept in

mind in using the system of equations (42-46) for describing equilibrium

plasma configurations. Strictly speaking, the averaging method which

is used in deriving drift equations for a particle [and, consequently,

the kinetic equation in a drift approximation (21)], is correct if the

number of transits of each particle through this system is less than

L/r B (Ref. 4). If this system exists for a sufficiently long time and

this condition is disturbed, then the conclusions - obtained on the

basis of the kinetic equation (21) or the hydrodynamic system (42-46) -

can be considered only as approximate.

7. By way of an example of the applicability of the equations

obtained, let us examine the problem of small fluctuations of a non-

isothermic plasma. The solution of system (42-46) will be sought in

the form B = B 0 + BI,

Pu =Puo+Pub Pi=P±o+P±I, Q=Qo+QI, V=VI.

Let us introduce the terms

t

%=Bo/B o, b_=B_/B o, _ :-- _.V_dt, VA =- Bo.ll/4 po.

If the terms of the second order of smallness with respect to the dis-

turbances are disregarded, the system (42-46) assumes the form

0'_ _ 1 div Pl -- V_I {V ('cob_) -- (-%V) b_ _, (49)
a/z Po :

b 1 == (.roy) _-- "to div g, (50)

/17
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p± 1 = --2p±o div g -_- Pzo (%V) (%g),

Pll I = --PtJ o div g -- 2pi I o (ToV) (xo_).

(51)

(52)

With the help of equations (50-52), we obtain from formula (41)

div P1 -= --2p_Lo div _ + p±oV (Zo'V) (zoO) + (P _ o -- P±o) (*oV) __ +

+ (P±o -- 4Pu o) Xo (XoV) 2 (_'ro) + p±ox o ('roV) dive. (53)

From equation (49) we find that

(d'_
"%) =_ P±o (%V) div _ + (,p± o + 3p Uo) (xoV) _ (_,_o).aP (54)

If we take the divergence of both parts of equation (49), differen-

tiating it twice in time, and if we express the quantity

d2_) with the aid of formula (54) then we obtain, noting thatd#2 "tO

div _ = -Pl

P 0 04C?
Ot4

+ ÷{To -00 +

If it is assumed that the solution of the described equation is

proportional to eikr+i_t, we obtain the dispersion equation (let us

assume that the magnetic field is directed along the z-axis)

¢o4-- A_o2-- B --0;

-( 2p±° V_)h' 1 2.A _.--6_o + + _o (2pil o-- P.Lo) k_,

t %

O_ P±o (3p IIo -- •

(56)

From this equation it is possible to obtain relationships which

are analogous to those which are obtained for an isotropic plasma.
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Thus, for a wave which is propagated along the B 0 field we obtain

k2,
Q0

The first of these solutions corresponds to "one-dimensional" sound

with an adiabatic curve 7 = 3; the second corresponds to an Alfv4n wave.

For a wave which is propagated perpendicularly to the direction

of the magnetic field, we obtai_

_=2P±° _ V_,
Qo

which corresponds to an accelerated magneto-sound wave with a "two-

dimensional" adiabatic exponent y = 2. Without anisotropy of pressure,

there is no slow magneto-sound wave in the direction perpendicular to

the magnetic field, i.e., "'2 = O. In the presence of pressure aniso-

tropy, the quantity _ can become negative, which corresponds to the

appearance of instability. In the case of almost perpendicular propa-

gation, when __kz << i, rather large anisotropy is required for the

appearance of k instability

Pi0 > 3p, 0 -_- ]/9p_l 0 + 3p II0V_g0.

In a slow magneto-sound wave, the magnetic field is increased at the

locations where the density is decreased. With sufficiently large

anisotropy due to plasma diamagnetism, slow magneto-sound waves can

swing spontaneously due to an increase of B at the locations where

# decreases in a random manner. This instability, which was obtained

in the work (Ref. 9), is called diamagnetic.
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N66 30294.

COLLECTIVE PROCESSES AND SHOCK WAVES IN A RAREFIED PLASMA /2__9_o

R. Z. Sagdeyev

i. Collective Processes in a Plasma.

It is known that the relaxation processes in a rarefied plasma,

in a state which is far from thermodynamic equilibrium, are as a rule

accompanied by excitation of collective plasma fluctuations (for

example, due to instability). The formation of such fluctuations sub-

stantially affects the transfer phenomenon in a plasma, which is most

interesting from a practical point of view. The most important

example is the so-called "anomalous diffusion" of a hot plasma in

magnetic traps (Ref. i). The different sides of this complex problem,

which are related to the theories of stability of relatively small

disturbances, have now been studied sufficiently, and the bases for

a non-linear approach have been essentially provided. Another interes-

ting example of collective processes is provided by shock waves in a

plasma. In normal gas dynamics, the width of the front of the shock

waves has a lower limit by a magnitude on the order of the mean free

path of the molecules in a gas. Due to the "collective" properties

in a plasma, the existence of specific shock waves, with a width which

is significantly lower than the length of the free path, is possible.

This means that even a strongly-rarefied plasma resembles, not a

"Knudsen" gas, but rather a gas-dynamic medium.

The purpose of this article is to graphically present basic

ideas and results of the theory of collective processes in a rarefied

plasma. Primary attention is given to the qualitative aspect of

this problem - to clarifying the physical meaning by an examination

of different approximate models.

i. The interaction between particles in a plasma, due to the

action of the electric forces at great distances, is accomplished

not only by collisions, but is also the result of the influence of

a so-called coordinated field. For a plasma which can be considered

as an almost ideal gas, [ha 3 >>I, is the condition of applicability of

the "gas approximation", where n is the density of a quantity of parti-

cles; a is the Debye radius, ] the kinetic theory holds, in which the

distribution function for the ions (electrons) fi, e(V, F, t) satisfies
the Boltzmann-Vlasov equation

af
a-T + [H, fl = st C), (1)

where [Hj _] is the Poisson brackets; St(_ is the collision term.
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The self-consistent field in equation (i) is calculated by inclu-

ding the terms containing the electric and magnetic field, which

satisfy the Maxwell equations. The density of the charge and thai

density of the current will take the form p = [ek[fkdv and j= [eklvfdv ,

where the summation is carried out for all types of charged particles

present in the plasma. The collisions are taken into account in equa-

tion (i) by the collision integral St(_, the explicit form of which

is determined by the composition of the plasma. In plasma dynamics

it would seem that the "close" collisions and the self-consistent field

must play roles which are essentially different. Thus, the collisions

must determine the relaxation processes (establishment of the local

Maxwell distribution, exchange of energy and impulse between the ions

and electrons, etc.), each of which can be characterized by a certain

time _ ("collision time"). The self-consistent field, on the other

hand, would have to determine the "dispersion" characteristics of the

plasma, the characteristics of the eigen fluctuations, and the wave

properties of the plasma. For example, in the simplest case, when

there is no magnetic field, the Langmuir electron frequency _0

= m , e is the electron charge, m is the mass, n is the densit

is the primary dispersion parameter. In the majority of cases in

which we are interested, we shall regard the fluctuation frequency of

the plasma as sufficiently large, so that _ >> I, i.e.,in this plasma

there are two different time scales T and T = 2_ (the fluctuationT
period, in which T << _). Therefore, in an examination of the fluctua-

tion processes, it is possible to overlook the close collisions, as-

suming them to be infrequent, i.e., it is possible to exclude the

collision integral from equation (I). Such an approach has received

the name of "non-collision theory of a plasma", and makes it possible

to simplify a study of the entire range of problems in plasma dynamics.

This theory studies the processes occurring in a plasma over a period

of time which is considerably less than the time of the free path T .

The original equation is the kinetic equation of Vlasov with coordinated

fields without a collision integral

a_
a-?q- [H, [] ---=O. (2)

As follows from the H-theorem, since entropy is retained in the absence

of a collision integral, it would appear that the non-collision theory

of a plasma is related to the isentropic processes, and should not

describe the reverse relaxation processes of a plasma, processes for

establishing thermal equilibrium ("Maxwellization"), etc. Neverthe-

less, it has been shown experimentally that the relaxation processes

take place in a period of time which is considerably less than T ,

i.e., under the conditions when the non-collision theory is used.

Such anomalous dissipative properties of a rarefied plasma suggest the
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situation in the normal hydrodynamic theory of turbulence. The
characteristic time of the reversible process of velocity diffusion
is on the order of

_2

%_7' (3)

where R is the characteristic dimension; v is the kinematic viscosity.

In actuality, the real relaxation time proves to be considerably less:

the development of instability leads to turbulence - to a breaking

down of the scales, and consequently to a reduction in the mixing time.

Two factors play an essential role here. In the first place, the

presence of a very large number of macroscopic degrees of freedom - of

so-called "scales of pulsations" in the theory of turbulence - which

interact with each other due to non-linear effects, by itself leads to

the non-reversibility of the processes in time, with a change from

the dynamic to the statistical description of the system - i.e., with

a change from the Navier-Stokes equation to the equations characterizing

the averaged motions I of the liquid.

In the second place, the role of the viscous effects increases as

the energy changes to motions which are on increasingly smaller scales,

due to the increase in the spatial gradients. Then the quantity R must

be replaced in equation (3) by the characteristic scale 2 of pulsations Z.

For Z << R, the diffusion velocity sharply decreases.

By determining the meaning of the analogy between the hydrodynamic

turbulence and the anomalous dissipative processes in the rarefied

plasma, one can discern two very important groups of similar pheno-
mena.

I) The non-collision theory describes different plasma fluctua-

tions and waves. Frequently, the states of the plasma prove to be

unstable, so that the amplitudes of such fluctuations rapidly increase.

Non-linear interactions of different types of fluctuations corres-

pond to the interactions between scales of pulsations in hydrodyna-

mics. A number of different fluctuations in a plasma can be regarded

1 For example, a system of an infinite number of coupled equations for

moments of velocities.

2 The scale of pulsation Z in hydrodynamics is in every case not less

than the mean free path _.
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as very largel, and it is possible to change from a dynamic description

to a statistical one. Just as in hydrodynamic turbulence, the processes

become non-reversible even in a non-collision plasma.

2) The electric and magnetic fields of plasma fluctuations cause

sharp local changes in the distribution function of the particles with

respect to velocity. This is connected with the fact that every wave

of the type exp i (mt - kr) interacts most strongly of all with so-

called resonance particles - for example, with particles moving at a

velocity close to the phase velocity of the wave v _ _- . As a result,

large gradients are formed, but in velocity space. The collision term

f)Auf corresponds to the collisions between charged particles. In this

term D is the "coefficient of diffusion" in velocity space which is

similar to the term containing viscosity in the Navier-Stokes equation

(but in velocity space). This corresponds to the case when collisions

with small-angle deflections predominate- i.e., with a small change in

velocity. Thus, an analogy can be made here with hydrodynamic turbulence,

but a formal analogy can be made more rapidly, since viscosity in

normal space (hydrodynamics) corresponds to "viscosity" in velocity

space (plasma).

The theory of such anomalous phenomena in a plasma can be called

the theory of collective processes, thereby emphasizing the fact that

the basic role in these processes belongs to the plasma fluctuations

and to the waves which represent "collective"motions of the particles

in a plasma.. The analogy with hydrodynamic turbulence provides an

idea of the nature and scale of the difficulties encountered by the

theory of collective processes in a plasma. In actuality, the situation

is more complex in the theory of collective processes in a plasma, if

only because the distribution function of the particles with respect to

velocity depends not on four variables (r, t) - as in hydrodynamics -

but on seven (r, V, t).

The basic problem in the theory of collective processes consists

1 Thus, the number N of degrees of freedom of the Langmuir fluctua-

tions in a plasma can be approximated in the following way: per unit

of volume the number of fluctuations

| k2 ,
V J

where k is the wave number.

As is known, for plasma fluctuations, kma x _ _I Consequently,

N _ aV--3, which is much greater than 1 according toathe calculations.
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of constructing the kinetics of unbalanced processes - processes for

establishing thermal equilibrium. If the original state of the plasma

is sufficiently far from an equilibrium state, then the change to the

latter does not have a monotonic character, and is accompanied by an

intense buildup of plasma fluctuations due to the instabilities I.

The theory of collective processes must determine the characteris-

tic time of these transitional phenomena. The presence of sufficiently

intense, unorganized fluctuations which accompany these transitional

processes points to the phenomena of transfer, such as diffusion, thermo-

conductivity, etc. From the point-of-view of practical theory applica-

tion, they are of great interest. Thus, for example, in studies on con_

trolled thermonuclear reactions, the principle of magnetic thermal

insulation of the plasma is utilized. Thus, frequently the balanced

configurations of the plasma in the magnetic field prove to be unstable.

The formation of instabilities can lead to great deterioration of the

magnetic thermal insulation and to an increase in the streams of heat

and particles at the walls as a result of the collective processes. In

recent years, a great deal of experimental material has been accumulated

on this subject. However, frequently the phenomena of the anomalously

rapid "drift" of the plasma at the walls are not connected with speci-

fically collective plasma processes, but with normal magnetohydrodynamic

instabilities. It is difficult to draw a clear distinction between

specifically plasma collective processes and turbulences of a magneto-

hydrodynamic nature. This is particularly true as a rarefied plasma

with a very large mean free path can at times be described with very

good accuracy by the equations which are similar to equations of normal

magnetic hydrodynamics.

2. In many works on the dynamics of a rarefied plasma, completely

different mathematical models are encountered, which can be used for

describing the plasma. A very general approach to the solution of the

given problem consists of using the kinetic equation with coordinated

electric and magnetic fields. However, this path is rather complex.

Frequently (in an examination of the problem of the theory of fluc-

tuations and stability) "hydrodynamic" equations are used for describing

the plasma (for electrons and ions individually). Strictly speaking,

one cannot speak about hydrodynamics at all in the absence of collisions.

Nevertheless, in many relationships this approach yields reasonable

results.

For example, let us examine the question of the propagation of

any wave through a plasma in the absence of a constant magnetic field.

1 Frequently a small deviation from the thermodynamic equilibrium

is sufficient to cause the instability.
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If the phase velocity satisfies _ _./T_ ½ then the thermal motion

of the particles is unimportant, kand t can be assumed that all the

ions and electrons in a given stream have the same velocities. Then

it is possible to use simply the equations of motion for each type of

particle. In an Euler system of coordinates, this is none other than

hydrodynamics with zero temperature. If we are interested in the

corrections related to small thermal scatter• then a correct result -

i.e., one which coincides with the kinetic result - is obtained when

we add the terms which take into account the gradients of pressure Vp

(for ions and electrons) in these "hydrodynamic" equations. We shall

regard p as variable in terms of the adiabatic law, with the adiabatic

exponent 7 = 3. This is not surprising: in the absence of collisions•

the motion with respect to each degree of freedom is independent and,

as is known, for one-dimensional motion Y = 3.

In a similar way, it is possible to justify the "hydrodynamic"

simplified approach in another case. Let us assume that the phase

is considerably greater than the thermal velocity of thevelocity

lons |_---_ , but I considerably less than the thermal velocity of the

electrons _-_ . As was done previously, the ions can be described

b e ""y quations of motion• disregarding the thermal scattering. As re-

gards the electrons, the picture changes here. Since the electrons

move much more rapidly than the waves• their electric fields - with

respect to the electrons - will be quasi-static. Then, if - in the

region where the electric potential _ is maximum- the eLectron2_

ve oo  , ,
then the density of the electrons at any point will be described by

e_
the Boltsmann distribution n = n o e _-. If we now confine ourselves

to the wave lengths• which considerably exceed the Debye radius _,

then the electric field can be excluded from the equations, by making

e_
use of the quasi-neutrality condition: n?5 = n e = n O e -;-. The term

containing the electric field in the equation of motionTfor ions -eV_

T

is replaced by n Vn . Thus, the movement of the ions conforms to

the equations of hydrodynamics with 7 = 1 (the isothermality is assured

due to the electrons• which - moving more rapidly than the waves -

succeed in equalizing the temperature). However, a hydrodynamic des-

cription does not take into account certain characteristics which are

related to the presence of thermal motion. Thus, features which are

caused by the presence of resonance particles - which have velocities
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close to the velocity of the wave distribution - do not enter into

the investigation. Such particles determine the damping of the fluc-

tuations, which is not connected with the collisions. If

(m_ of such small,_ > T ½> particles is exponentially the damping

consequently is small [on the order of exp { - _ } ].

If there is a sufficiently strong magnetic field in the plasma,

the situation can change. With certain limitations, the kinetic

method of description, even in the absence of collisions, can lead to

a hydrodynamic one. The physical reason for this consists of the

fact that the magnetic field, as it were, "binds" the particles to

their lines of force, and the mean macroscopic velocity of the par-

ticles will be determined "by the motion" of the lines of force them-

selves. Formally, such approximate equations are obtained by expan-

ding the kinetic equation in powers of the ratio of the mean Larmor

radius of the particles to the characteristic spatial scale R. The

expansion with respect to _ is similar to the derivation of the

normal hydrodynamic approximation of the kinetic theory, when the ex-

pansion is carried out with respect to _ (l is the mean free path).

In fact, this expansion signifies the change to a description of the

plasma as a set of quasi-particles - "Larmor circles". Two pressures

are contained in the hydrodynamic equations which are thus obtained:

longitudinal and transverse (with respect to the direction of the

lines of force of the magnetic field). Thus, y = 2, since the

transverse motion is two-dimensional.

In this article, simplified hydrodynamic equations are used

along with the kinetic equation in those cases when their use is valid.

This considerably facilitates the examination of certain non-linear

problems, if only for the reason that it makes it possible to return

to the analogy with non-linear motions in normal hydrodynamics.

3. It is clear that the theory of stability plays an important

role in the theory of collective processes. Ordinarily, the stability

of the state of any system is studied by the method of disturbance. If

the initial disturbance of a stationary state of a system increases

with time, then the state is unstable with respect to the form of the

disturbance. In practice, it is always a question of stability only

with respect to small disturbances - to deviations from the original

stationary state, when the equations describing them assume lineariza-

tion, i.e., expansion with respect to the amplitude of the distur-

bances, and rejection of all terms of the first order in a manner

similar to the theory of small fluctuations. In the theory of the

stability of the state of a rarefied plasma, as a rule, many charac-
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teristics of the magneto-hydrodynamic theory of stability are retained.

This is related to the fact that frequently a rarefied plasma can be

described very accurately - as was already noted - by magneto-hydro-

dynamic equations. However, unusual instabilities, which are not des-

cribed within the framework of magneto-hydrodynamic equations, are

inherent to a rarefied plasma. The criteria for the formation of

these instabilities and the rate at which they increase can be obtained

only in the kinetic theory. The collision integral is usually omitted,

which is justified, if the increments for the increase in stability

are considerably greater than the collision frequencies. In an examina-

tion of the instability connected with a local deviation of the plasma

state from thermodynamic equilibrium, it is convenient to regard the

"background" (stationary state of the plasma) as uniform and infinitely

extended. A study of stability in similar cases amounts to solving the

corresponding dispersion equation connecting the eigen frequency of

with the wave vector k. Generally speaking, cumbersome calculations

do not have to be carried out to obtain the criterion of instability

with respect to certain simple types of disturbances; it is sufficient

to confine oneself to graphic considerations (Ref. 2). The problems

of the stability of '_ weakly heterogeneous" plasma also yield to

analysis, when it is possible to utilize the smallness of the relation-

ship _ (_ - is the wavelength of the disturbance; R is the characteris-
tic dimension of "heterogeneity").

Let us examine the instability with respect to wave-like distortions

of the lines of force of the magnetic field. It is known that in a balan-

ced plasma the initial distortions of the lines of force are propagated

as Alfv_n magneto-hydrodynamic waves, which can be graphically repre-

sented in the form of fluctuations of "elastic fibers" (the lines of

force of the magnetic field). In order to clarify the instability

conditions, let us examine the forces which arise with a distortion of

the line of force (Figure I). Since the particles are "bound" to the

lines of force, centrifugal force arises with motion along the distorted

region of the lines of force

_,_._-_j T dr; (4)

this centrifugal force tends to increase the distortion.

__ _

Figure i

* Note: cn designates 'centrifugal'
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In addition, since each "quasi particle" has the magnetic moment
, which is oriented opposite the magnetic field H, a force connected

to the stream of magnetization will act upon a particle in the hetero-

geneous magnetic field •

j. ---cV x S .[dv,

v.- tJ.× .1 _ [rotj". f x .]. (5)
C

Together with the stretching force of the lines of the magnetic field,

this force

Fs,=_._irotH × H]
(6)

tends to return the line of force to an equilibrium state.

If Fen > Fp + F s , the system leaves the state of equilibrium,
i.e., instability arises. The following instability condition can

be readily obtained from expressions (4) - (6):

H 2

Pu--P±_--_-, (7)

where mu2±
l't -- 2H "PU ----.[ mv_f dr, p± ==.[I.tHf dr,

The velocity at which the plasma leaves the equilibrium state can be

found by equating the sum of the forces Fcn- Fp - Fs to the product

of the mass of the plasma element by the acceleration

dv d E_
d--{= _{ with _-. It follows from the Maxwell equations that

E = H m if the disturbance is selected in the form exp (i_t-ikm).
% "b Ck '

Then the equation is equal to dv . 2H_dt = Im _. Substituting the values of

the force F, we obtain

k2 ( I12 )_ = 0- --4--_ -}- P± -- Pll " (8)

This instability is caused by the appearance of centrifugal force

arising in the motion of the particles along the distorted line of

force (sometimes it is called "hose", by analogy with a rubber hose

which piles up when water passes through it).

Similarly, in another limiting case (pj_ > P, ) we arrive at the

criterion of instability which has the form

Pa.>>Pll 1 -- • (9)
1 .... 1

Conditions (7) and (9) show that the plasma is unstable if the

•Note: s designates 'stretching'
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distribution of the particles in terms of velocity differs, to a

sufficiently great extent, from an isotropic one. With a decrease in

H , instability can occur for smaller anisotropies. However, for

very small H the Larmor radius of the particles is large, and the

concept of quasi particles - Larmor circles - does not hold. Never-

theless, in the range H -_ 0, anisotropic instability also exists.

The instabilities being examined are aperiodic, i.e., their dependence

on time has the form exp yr. The deviation of the plasma state from

a thermodynamically-balanced state can lead to a buildup of the waves,

i.e., to the appearance of fluctuating instability. The criteria for

the formation of such instability - i.e., the conditions for a change

in the sign of the imaginary part of _ of the frequency

'._= _ho + i_ - can be readily obtained by examining the balance of the

energy exchange between any plasma waves, arising as a result of

fluctuations, and particles of the plasma. For very small _{(_ << 0_/_),

a wave with a given ,., and the corresponding wave vector is almost

periodic. Ions (electrons) of the plasma, oscillating in a periodic

field of the waves, do not change their energy on the average. Those

particles having a velocity distribution, for which the condition of

resonance with a wave is fulfilled, comprise an exception to this. In

the absence of a magnetic field, in an undisturbed plasma only those

particles are found in resonance whose velocity is close to the phase

velocity of the wave _ ( the resonance condition: m - ku = 0). In

the presence of a constant external magnetic field, those particles

will also effectively interact with a wave for which - in their own

system of coordinates - the frequency of the wave m" = m - ku due to

the Doppler effect will be close to the cyclotron frequency _s = e_H
mo

(or to one of its harmonics nm s for n = + i, + 2, ...) The particles,

in which the velocity component along the magnetic field satisfies this

condition, will be continuously accelerated (or slowed down) by the

field of the wave, in a manner similar to that in which the ions in a

cyclotron are accelerated. In the simplest case, when there is no con-

stant magnetic field, either purely transverse, or purely longitudinal,

waves can be propagated in the homogeneous plasma. The transverse waves

will not be examined, since their phase velocity exceeds the speed of

light = i- 0__ . With respect to the longitudinal Langmuir electron

fluctuations, thei phase velocity has a lower limit on the order of the

thermal velocity of the electrons (the corresponding minimum length of

the wave is on the order of a Debye radius), and it increases with an

increase in the wavelength. Let us regard a Langmuir wave, with the

frequency m (and a phase velocity _ ) in a system of coordinates which

move - with respect to the laboratory system - with the velocity _ , as
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an electrostatic potential representing the fixed sinusoid of the

amplitude 40 : an alternation of the potential "holes" and "humps",

for the electrons. Those electrons whose velocity differs noticeably

from _ will move freely in this periodic field, retaining their
energy, on the average. The electrons, whose velocity v differs

V 2_-_-_ will be reflectedfrom _ by a quantity which is less than m '

from the potential "humps". These electrons can be divided into two

groups: the velocity of one group exceeds _ and the others have a

velocity which is less than _ . The electrons of the first group,

overtaking the "humps" of the potential, are reflected, passing the

energy to the wave; the electrons of the second group "urge on" the

wave, obtaining energy from it. A simple examination of the balance

of energy in the reflection of electrons from the potential "humps"

leads to the instability condition which is called inverse Landau

damping. The amplitude of the wave will increase, if the energy changes

entirely from the electrons to the wave. This occurs in the case

when the number of electrons of the first group is greater than those

of the second group, i.e., if

(od'-_ (10)

In order that this condition be fulfilled, it is necessary that

the distribution function of the electrons with respect to velocity

have at least a single secondary maximum in the region of velocities

which exceed the thermal velocity. If everywhere

d_ < 0 then _ < 0, i.e. the wave damps out (this is the Landau
dv '

damping) (Ref. 3).

By approximating the work accomplished by the electric field of

the wave, we can derive the instability criteria in a similar way for

the cyclotron resonance _ = _s - kv, which is important for trans-

versely-polarized waves which are propagated along a constant magnetic

field.

4. A very difficult problem encountered in the theory of collective

processes in a plasma is that dealing with what state the plasma changes

into as a result of the influence of instability. The disturbances

which increase exponentially sooner or later become so great that the

conditions _or the applicability of a linear examination are destroyed.

It would appear that the principal answer to this problem can be given

for fluctuating instability. In this case, the state into which the

plasma changes due to the instability must apparently be an unusual
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mixture of two groups: particles and waves. The interaction of the

particles with the waves, in particular, ieads to instability. The

interaction between the waves leads to a completely non-linear effect.

If any wave could "exist_ for a luration of time which is considerably
• " _ ll

greater than its perlod it >> _I' the designation quasi particle"

can be a lied to it Akrou o_ such wave uaPP . g p -q si particles can be

described by the corresponding distribution function of the waves

with respect to the quasi impulses (wave vectors k) which satisfy the

corresponding kinetic equation. In formal terms, the situation

becomes very similar to that which occurs in the quantum theory of a

solid body where a mixture of two gases is also examined: electronic

and phononic. But the fact is that in the theory of plasma instability,

everything is much more complex. Since the equations are principally

non-linear, it makes sense to examine only states which are far from

thermodynamic equilibrium. In order to describe the corresponding

kinetic equations of a turbulent plasma theory, it is necessary to know

the form of the corresponding collision terms: the wave-particle and the

wave-wave. The first of these is given in the so-called "quasi linear"

theory which considers the role of small non-linear effects only once -

it takes into account the distortion of the particle distribution

functions due to the reverse action of the waves (Ref. 4 - Ref. 6).

In a quasi-linear approximation, the particle distribution functions

with respect to velocity are represented in the form of the sum of two

parts: a slowly changing one fo(v, t)(we shall call it the "background")

and a rapidly oscillating one f_(v, t). The slow change in the "back-
ground" is due to the inverse influence of the fluctuations on the

particles, caused by the average quadratic effects of small, rapid os-

cillations, similarly to the well-known method of Van der Pol in non-

linear mechanics. On the other hand, the term "quasi linearity" means

that the direct interaction betwwen different harmonics, which is

caused by the non-linearity, is not taken into account. Therefore, the

balance of energy in the kth harmonics of fluctuations is determined,

as in the linear theory of stability, by the equation

a 2 2vE],-dTEh = (11)

where v is the imaginary part of the frequency.

Let us examine the manner in which the equations of quasi linear

approximation are obtained for longitudinal electron Langmuir fluctua-

tions in the homogeneous case

of _[_v of e£ of =0, aE
0-7- -0_ + m "Or Ox -4nn e, n_=Sf dr. (12)

Let us separate the distribution function into slowly - and rapidly -
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changing parts

The quantities fk and Ek are related to each other by the usual
relationship, just as in the linear theory

fk:--i e l afo
m _ok--k_ Ov "Ek. (14)

We obtain the equation for the slowly-changing part of the

distribution function f0 by averaging with respect to the rapid
oscillations

<f> : fo" (15)

For such averaging, it is necessary that there be many waves with

different wave vectors and randomly-distributed phases simultaneously

in the plasma. The wave "packets", made up of such waves, must be

wide enough to make it possible to disregard the capture of particles

in the "potential" holes of individual harmonics of the packet. For

example, in the case being examined of longitudinal Langmuir fluc-

tuations, it is necessary that the scattering of the phase velocities

of the waves in the packet considerably exceeds the velocity at which

the captured wave particle would move in the potential hole

e_ 0 : A _ >> . Taking the fact into account that

< El0 > = < E > f0 , we obtain from (12) - (14) the following equation

for f0 :

0-7 + -_ D = 0, (16)

where the diffusion coefficient in velocity space D is proportional

to the square of the electric field of the waves

e2

-_- :=--_2.z_lEk Im(cok--kv)-'.
k

Equation (16) describes the inverse effect of Langmuir fluctuations

on the distribution function of the particles. The region of appli-

cability for the equations of the quasi-linear theory is limited to

those cases in which the increment (or decrement) of the fluctuations

is considerably less than their frequency. If this condition is not

fulfilled, the division of the distribution function into rapidly-

oscillating and slowly-changing parts is impossible.
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It is clear from equation (16) that for an average distribution

function of the particles f0, with excitation of the collective degrees

of freedom - waves -, there is additional diffusion in the plasma in

velocity space, in addition to the customary "collision" diffusion. In

contrast to the original equation (12), the given equation does not

retain entropy. There is nothing surprising in this, since the averaging

procedure, used in changing from expression (12) to equation (16),

corresponds to the change from a dynamic description to a static des-

cription of the plasma. The use of a similar approach to the descrip-

tion of waves leads to the kinetic equation of waves - quasi particles

(Ref. 7 - Ref. i0). Such a statistical approach is essentially equi-

valent to the correlation method used in the theory of hydrodynamic tur-

bulence. For wave instabilities with _ << i (the increment is much less

than the frequency_ the coupled chain of equations for the correlation

functions can be uncoupled with respect to the small papameter _- (Ref.

Ii). Instabilities of a non-wave character with _ > m cannot be

examined by this method, since there is no small parameter in the

problem. In similar cases in the theory of collective processes,

semi-quantitative estimates are used for obtaining the results.

The present report is devoted to the explicit use of the theory

of collective processes, in order to construct a theory for the thick-

ness of shock waves in a rarefied plasma.

Due to the "collective" properties, in a rarefied plasma the

existence of specific shock waves having a thickness which is con-

siderably less than the mean free path is possible._ _ At first glance,

such a conclusion would seem to be paradoxical. Let us represent

(Figure 2) a shock wave with the thickness A which is considerably

less than the mean free path 5. It would appear that the more rapid

particles (U > u) from the region on the left (the plasma heated by

the shock wave) - freely moving to the side of the non-disturbed plasma -

can spread the transitional region up to the thickness Z - the mean

free path. What can avert such an erosion of the transitional region?

i) A very simple case holds in the presence of a magnetic field

which is parallel to the plane of the front. Such a magnetic field

turns the ions and electrons of the plasma at distances on the order

of their Larmor radius _s " Consequently, it c_2be expected that
H

A mH- A sufficiently strong magnetic field I_ >> nTJ impedes the

spreading action, even if it does not necessarily lie i_the plane of

the front. This is related to the fact that the velocities of the

H 2

shock wave for _ >> nT are considerably greater than the thermal
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velocity of the particles, and consequently the portion of ions
(electrons) overtaking the wave is exponentially small. The following
apparent paradox arises in problems of this type. The conditions at
both sides of the front of the shock wave are related to the corres-
ponding conservation laws (Hugoniot adiabatic curve), according to
which the energy of the translational motion of the non-disturbed
plasma is transformed into internal energy of the plasma after the
passage of the shock waves. What leads to dissipation, if A << Z ?
The answer to this question lies in the fact that, in the disturbed
state of the plasma, behind the front of the wave, the basic portion
of the internal energy undergoes intensive plasma fluctuations. The
origin of such non-linear fluctuations is not necessarily connected
with the instability of the plasma. It is closely connected with the
specific dispersion properties of the plasma. The second section is
devoted primarily to a discussion of the theory of non-linear, ordered
fluctuations in a plasma (its results are of interest, irrespective
of the connection with shock waves). The non-stationary, non-linear
motions of a plasma represent a problem which is too complex (it is
possible to examine only certain special cases with different simpli-
fying assumptions). In return, the steady, non-linear, non-damped
fluctuations are examined relatively completely. Weshould note here
the useful analogy between the non-linear fluctuations of a plasma and

the waves of finite amplitude on the surface of a heavy liquid in a

canal of finite depth. In the theory of non-linear fluctuations of a

plasma, "isolated" waves also appear, the velocity of which depends on

the amplitude. The non-linear waves in a plasma can disintegrate due

to different plasma instabilities. Certain types of instabilities of

non-linear waves are examined in the conclusion of section 2. One of

possible types of instabilities - the so-called "bunched" instability -

appears in non-linear waves in a magnetic field, and is connected with

the electric current of the wave. If the ordered velocity of electrons,

with respect to the ions, exceeds their mean thermal velocity, the

energy of the waves due to the bunched instability will be transferred

to the energy of the electrostatic longitudinal fluctuations of the

plasma. Another type of instability exists which is inherent to non-

linear periodic waves - the so-called "disintegration" instabilities,

when the regular fluctuations disintegrate, producing an entire spec-

trum of unordered waves. This instability, in the well-known sense, is

similar to the disintegration of collective disturbances in the quantum

theory of systems of many particles. The combination of all these
factors leads to the formation of the structure of the shock wave (Sec-

tion 3).

2) When the magnetic field is small, or is not present in general,

the mechanism which decreases the spreading of shock wave front is

different. Let us assume that, due to the spreading, a certain portion

of the rapid particles penetrates the non-disturbed plasma before the
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front of the shock wave (see Figure 2).

Then the state of the plasma in this

region represents a mixture of balanced,

non-disturbed distribution of the par-

ticles and a certain group of rapid

particles, i.e.,it becomes unstable

_itimately, the distribution of the

particles with respect to the velocities

will differ from the Maxwellian). The

unbalanced plasma is unstable with res-

pect to the buildup of a different type

of fluctuation. The fluctuating

electric and magnetic fields of the

fluctuations, formed due to the insta-

bility, lead to a scattering of the ions and electrons. In other words,

in the presence of such a type of fluctuating fields, it is necessary to

redefine the concept of the mean free path. In a sufficiently rarefied

plasma, the scatter by the unbalanced noise is considerably more signi-

ficant than the normal "pai_' Coulomb particle collisions.

2. NON-LINEAR FLUCTUATIONS OF THE PLASMA ....

i. The most important role of the non-linear effects, as is known,

consists of increasing the slope of the leading edge. However, in

plasma dynamics the dispersion effects frequently begin to play an im-

portant role as the slope of the front increases. This leads to interes-

ting characteristics in the asymptotic motions which arise - to the

spontaneous formation of intense fluctuations due to the competition

between the non-linearity and the dispersions. This section is devoted

to the systematic presentation of the theory of non-linear, non-damped

fluctuations. Let us begin the discussion of this problem with a

qualitative examination of non-linear deformation of the form of any

initial disturbance. In the linear theory, the fluctuating motion of

the plasma represents the superposition of individual, non-interacting

waves - harmonics [exp i(mt - kr), where _ is the frequency; k is the

wave vector]. Generally speaking, there is a definite connection be-

tween m and k - the law of dispersion m = m(k). It is clear that if the

non-linearity of the fluctuations is taken into account, it can change

the picture of the motion, which holds for the linear theory. Let us

turn to a graphic analogy with sound fluctuations in normal gas dynamics.

It is well-known that sound waves, which are harmonic in a linear approxi-

mation, are distorted due to the finiteness of the amplitude with the

passage of time. This non-linear deformation consists of the fact that

the profile sections, to which a large velocity corresponds, tend to

determine the sections with a smaller velocity, and discontinuities are

ultimately formed (if it is not possible to damp the sound).
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Now let us trace the possible non-linear distortion of the profile

of any harmonic wave in a rarefied plasma. The tendency toward increa-

sing the slope of the leading edge due to the non-linearity is retained

in waves in a rarefied plasma. (An exception to this is provided by

waves with transverse polarization - such as, for example, Alfv4n

magnetohydrodynamic waves. Non-linear terms of the type (VV)V do not

enter into the equations describing such waves). If the increase

in the slope of the leading edge is limited by the dissipative effects

in gas dynamics, the effects of dispersion can then play a basic role

in a rarefied plasma. Using the example of an harmonic wave, we can

illustrate the "competition" between non-linearity, which

tends to reverse the waves, and dispersion in the following way.

An increase in the slope of the leading edge means the formation of

higher harmonics in the wave under the influence of non-linearity.

In the first (linear) approximation, each wave is harmonic [exp _(_t - kr)] ;

in the second approximation, the second harmonics must appear (as takes

place in a sound wave). In expansion with respect to wave amplitude,

the equation for correcting the second approximation takes the form

i0f2 : If_exp i(2_l -- 2kr) (17)

Here f is the deviation of any quantity, characterizing the plasma

or field, from the equilibrium value ( the indexes i, 2 designate,

respectively, the first and second approximation); L 0 is the linear

operator corresponding to the linear fluctuations of the plasma with

some kind of a dispersion law m = _(k). In the well-known sense,

equation (17) has the form of an equation of motion of an "oscillator"

under the influence of the driving force _ f_ . It is

clear that the second harmonics will be excited, if this force is in

resonance with the eigen frequency of the oscillator, i.e., if the

wave vector, which is equal to 2k, corresponds to twice the original

frequency (in the law of dispersion). This "resonance" will be

accomplished only for the linear law of dispersion _ = ek, as takes

place in normal sound. Generally speaking, for an arbitrary law of

dispersion, there will not be an energy transfer from the main harmonics

to the second harmonics, etc., if'the inducing" force is far from

resonance. This qualitative illustration shows that the periodic

waves in a plasma, in the frequency region where the deviation from the

linear law of dispersion is significant, can be propagated without

distortion of their form due to non-linearity. Knowing the course of

the dispersion curves m(k) from the theory of linear fluctuations of

a plasma, we can thus foresee certain general properties of non-linear

movement. For example, let us deal with magnetic-sound fluctuations

which are propagated across the magnetic field in a plasma. For fre-

quencies less than mp_ - the Larmor frequency of the ions -, the phase
velocity of such fluctuations equals
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-I  pl" =f
-_-k-_! \4._o + 2_0j ' (18)

where H 0 is the nondisturbed magnetic field; PO is the density;

P0 is the pressure. With an increase in the frequency, the phase

velocity decreases due to dispersion. In the general case, the dis-

persion law is very complex even for such waves. Let us examine two

opposite limiting cases.

Plasma °f a L°w Pressurelp0 << H2_'87)

The phase velocity of the value H0 for small frequencies

with an increase in ,,_ decreases up to zero .for a frequency of

I le2H2%

(,,*HiO_Hz)_ (the so-called "hybrid" frequency (_21 =;mM represents

the electron and ion mass). The dispersion _urve¢ for this type of

fluctuations is shown in Figure 3 for purposes of visualization. The

corresponding dispersion law has the form

_2 H_ 2 o%/c- _ 4,_nl2

k--_- 4:_Qo ' /_-[-%c 2; c%- m "

W

• js
s

/r
I m

%
Figure 3.

Deviations from the linear dis-

persion law begin to appear even-

tually for k -> ___0 . The quantity

d

_-_ determines the characteristic

spatial scale for the non-linear

magneto-sound waves which are es-

tablished. All of this holds for a

plasma in a magnetic field which is

H2 << nmc 2 . In
not too strong 8-_

such a plasma, the condition in the

magneto-sound wave is quasi-neutral.

For example, if very strong magnetic fields are examined

Hi >> no mc 2,
8_

then, for frequencies greater than _H_ ' the deviation from quasi-

neutrality becomes significant. The law of dispersion for such

fluctuations has the form (once again disregarding the thermal motion)
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4_0o

k,+
(19)

The phase velocity strives to zero for an ionic Langmuir frequency

of m + _0- The characteristic length, at which the deviations from

the linear law of dispersion are significant, is H0__MM.

4_POe

H 2
Plasma of "Large Pressure" 0 _

In this case, dispersion begins to appear for m ÷ mHi. In fact,

when the frequency m becomes greater than mHi , the trajectory of an

ion will be slightly bent by the magnetic field during the time of one

oscillation. In other words, its movement in the wave will not be two-

dimensional, but one-dimensional. Therefore, the effective index of the

adiabatic curve Y of the ions, which characterizes the velocity of

the magneto-sound wave, for _ > _Hi must be assumed to equal 3 (and
not 2, as is the case for m < mH-)- Consequently, the phase velocity

l, l$

of the wave for m > _H: is increased. Thus, in large pressure

plasma the phase veloci£y of the waves must not decrease, but rather

increase with frequency, in the frequency interval being considered.

The characteristic dimension of the non-linear waves in this case is

also different; it is on the order of the Larmor radius of ions.

Up to the present we have considered waves which are propagated

in a direction which is exactly perpendicular to the magnetic field.

As the linear theory of small fluctuations shows, the laws of dispersion

vary greatly, even when the direction in which the waves are propagated

deviates little from the perpendicular direction. This is related to

the fact that in such waves the component of the electric field appears

along H 0. Under the influence of this electric field, the electrons

along H 0 move much more rapidly than across H0, but strongly distort

the distribution of the currents and the charges in the wave. Let us

again examine a "cold" plasma. For angles satisfying the condition
[m\

_) _ << B << i, the law of dispersion which connects _ with k acquires

a _articularly simple asymptotic form (if we do not limit ourselves to

>> o 110)
_0

k--_.4-_o 1 --_-.

(20)

The deviation from the linear course _ = _ (k) becomes significant
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for wavelengths on the order of _ 8. The phase velocity increases

with an increase in the frequency in such waves. It can be expected

that this would lead to a change in the nature of the non-linear

movement.

Let us now turn to the case when the magnetic field is generally

absent. Thus, as is known from the linear theory, ion sound fluctuations

in a rarefied plasma display the relationship Pe >> Pi, if the pressure

of the electrons considerably exceeds the pressure of the ions. Such

conditions can be realized, for example in a nonisothermic plasma,

when the temperature of the electrons considerably exceeds the ion

temperature. For purposes of simplicity, if the ions are assumed to

be "cold" (T_ = 0), then the law of dispersion will conform to the

law (19) :

(_ T e '_

_" := _'°-0 A4 (21)

Te

The Debye radius i/_ I plays a role on the characteristic scale here.

All the cases being considered show that, at small distances,

the effects of dispersion become significant. In customary hydro-

dynamics, at small distances the dissipative effects, which limit the

growth of the slope of the leading edge, become significant. In con-

trast to usual gas dynamics, in a rarefied plasma the dispersion

effects are the cause of this. The difference between these two groups

of effects finds expression in the mathematical structure of the

original equations. The dissipative effects (viscosity, thermal con-

ductivity, etc.) disturb their reversibility - they increase the order

of magnitude of the derivatives by an odd number (thus, for example,

in gas dynamics the viscosity adds terms with second derivatives to the

Euler equation). The dispersion effects do not disturb the reversibility,

and increase the order of magnitude of the differentiation in the

equations by an even number.

By way of an example, let us examine the system of equations

which describe the extension of ionic-sound fluctuations for the

condition T e >> T i. Under the given assumptions, a one-dimensional,

planar motion will be described by the system of equations:
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1 Finally, the fluctuations of electrons in a cold plasma without a

magnetic field have simply m2 = m_ as the dispersion relationship. There

is no characteristic scale here, and it is possible to construct the

steady non-linear waves of any spatial period.
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Or av ) ae# .M -_+v-_ =--e-_x ,

ant a (ni v) O;a-T + ax -

as_ 4ae nt -- no
ax_ --

Here M, v, n i are, respectively, the mass, velocity, and density of

the ions. The last equation of system (22) contains the chief (second)

derivative. For motion with a characteristic scale, which considerably

exceeds the Debye radius (T/4_ne2)½ , it can be assumed that the plasma

is quasi-neutral: r_ = n O exp (e_/T), i.e., in the last equation of

the system (22) term _29/_x2 must be discarded. Then, excluding the

electric field from the equations, we obtain

Or _ av \ T OnM _ _ V_-x) .... ?C"-JC-'

an 0
at _ -o£-nv O.

(23)

With respect to its form, this system agrees with the equations

of isothermic motion (y = i) of normal gas dynamics. Generally

speaking, the front of any initial disturbance will become steeper

with the passage of time. Such a non-linear distortion of the dis-

turbance profile can be most graphically illustrated for the special

case when the initial distribution of velocity and density is such

that one of these quantities can be represented as the function of the

other. In normal gas dynamics, for a similar case, the Rieman solu-

tion exists, which describes the so-called simple wave of arbitrary

amplitude. The dependence of velocity on time and coordinates is

determined in this solution by the implicit function

x=t[ v_c]:i X(v), (2/4)

where o is the speed of sound, and X(v) is the function which is

dependent on the initial conditions. According to expression (24),

the flow profile will change, so that, beginning at a certain moment,

the solution becomes three-valued. In normal gas dynamics (with a

small mean free path), a steady flow arises with a discontinuity (shock

wave) under similar conditions. On the basis of the described mathe-

matical analogy, a hypothesis was formed regarding the possibility of

a non-collision shock wave in a rarefied plasma. However, in the case

under consideration, due to the fact that only the leading edge of the

disturbance is sufficiently steep, the influence of the dispersion

effects is included [for problem (23), for example, they are related to

the deviation from quasi-neutrality]. It is interesting to note that

in ordinary hydrodynamics of an incompressible liquid, the analogy
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between such non-linear motions - non-linear waves on the surface of

a heavy liquid - has been studied in detail. If the depth of the canal

is small, the equations of two-dimensional motion are reduced, as is

known, to the equations of one-dimensional motion. (For a mean velocity

of the liquid v in a given cross-section, and depth of the liquid h):

o_, ov ) ohat + v-_ =--g_f,

oh o (by) = O,o--[ + -_

(25)

where g is the acceleration of gravity. These so-called "equations of

shallow water" represent the zero approximation in the asymptotic ex-

pansion of exact equations of hydrodynamics, for an incompressible

liquid in a canal of a finite depth with respect to the small parameter

bolL , where h 0 is the depth of the canal, and L is the characteris-

tic dimension (for example, of the wave length). In terms of their

form, the equations for shallow water coincide with the equations des-

cribing planar isentropic flows of a compressible gas (with the adiabatic

exponent y = 2). Therefore, the Rieman simple-wave type of solutions

make sense in the theory of shallow water. It follows from the solutions

that the arbitrary initial form of the liquid surface tends toward the

formation of ridges with the passage of time. In addition, the equations

for shallow water accurately coincide with the equations of motion of a

H 2

rarefied plasma (under the condition nT << _) across the magnetic field,

for wave lengths which considerably exceed c/_ 0 (if, for example,

H 2 << nmc2). Thus, the magnetic field H plays the role of the canal

depth h in the plasma equations. In gas dynamics, the dissipative

effects begin to play a role, as the slope of the leading edge increases.

On the other hand, dispersion effects appear in the dynamics of a rare-

fied plasma, when the characteristic dimension approaches c/_ O. In the

theory for shallow water, when L approaches h0, the dispersion

effects also begin to play a role. Equations (25) no longer hold, but

when bolL are still small it is possible to "improve" them by adding

the additional terms of expansion with respect to bolL , of the exact

equations. These terms have the form of the chief derivatives which are

responsible for the dispersion effects. The dispersion law for waves

having a small amplitude in such a theory takes the form

_' g th (kho).
k _ -- k

For small kho, it is possible to arrive at the form

2 __ I (kho)2+..(--fi-) _gh o [l _ • (26)

At the present time, non-linear fluctuations on the surface of a
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heavy liquid have been studied in detail for the case of so-called

steady waves, i.e., waves which do not change their form with the

passage of time. In addition to periodic waves with wavelengths on

the order of h0 , so-called "isolated" waves exist which represent

individual, extended rises in the level of the liquid in the canal.

On the basis of the given analogy with waves in a rarefied plasma,

one can expect the existence of similar periodic and isolated waves

in the latter. However, due to the diversity of the dispersion laws in

a plasma, we can see the most diverse types of steady waves in different

cases. Thus, under definite conditions, isolated waves of "rarefaction"

can be propagated throughout a plasma (to which isolated waves of the

trough-type would correspond in the theory of surface waves).

In Section 3, it will be shown that in a rarefied plasma non-

linear waves of such a type are directly connected with shock waves.

Up until the present, the discussion has been devoted to the finite,

but small, amplitude of the waves. For waves with a rather large

amplitude, the situation can be completely different. The dispersion

effects can be insufficient to limit the increase of the slope, and the

front can be "reversed" at amplitudes exceeding a certain critical

value. Regions of multiple-velocity flow are formed (it is obvious

that this holds for an initial plasma).

2. In gas dynamics, a shock wave is, generally speaking, the

asymptotic form (for t ÷ _) of any initial motion. What must be the

nature of asymptotic motions in a rarefied plasma? It can be expected

that for t + _ ultimately some kind of stationary wave motion is

established. Assuming that such steady motions exist, it is not

difficult to study them in a one-dimensional case, by directly solving

the equations of plasma dynamics. A standard procedure for obtaining

the solutions consists of selecting a system of coordinates, which moves

with the wave, in the original equations. In such a frame of reference,

the dependence on time is _issing, and the problem is reduced to de-

termining the stationary flow. The velocity of the wave u first

enters the problem as a free parameter. Then the boundaries, within

which u can change - and also the connection between u and the

amplitude of the wave - are determined from the solvability condition.

A study of the steady, non-linear waves - in those cases when the

dispersion law of corresponding small-amplitude fluctuations tends

toward the linear one at large wavelengths, and the dispersion effects

appear for short waves - is of interest for the theory of the shock

waves thickness.

Let us begin the investigation with waves propagated across the

magnetic field. In an approximation of a small Larmor radius ("drift"

approximation), the hydrodynamic equations hold here. A trivial plane-

parallel stream is the only type of steady motion for these equations.

In order to determine the non-tr_via] steady motions, _t is necessary to
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take into account the dispersion effects which appear at small distan-
ces. The dispersion effects are connected with the deviation from

quasi-neutrality, and with inertia of the electrons. By considering

only one of these factors, one can obtain the steady motions which

differ from a plane-parallel current. Two characteristic lengths

correspond to them.

Let us investigate the manner in which the dispersion effects lead
H 2

to the formation of steady waves for a cold plasma (nmc 2 >> _ >> nT).

In investigating this case, we shall not consider the thermal motion,

so that the system of equations - describing the motion of ions and

electrons and the profile of the fields in the steady wave - assumes

the form (mi = M, me = m; the wave is propagated along the x-axis; the

magnetic field is directed along the y-axis; Figure 4):

Z

y

Figure 4

Fill, • Uxi. e [ Uxi. e -- II = "4"- eE; ± -U vui, • H,

• ( ) emi,eDyi, e UXi. e--U _- +_ eEy-T_ -'_-OXi. eH,

(27)

(28)

" (H -- H0),Eu = T

4_

-- H' = --U ne (vu, i -- vy, e),
(29)

n0u}hi, e --- U__Vi, e '

ni = n,. (30)

The equation for the velocity components of electrons and ions along

the x-axis is obtained from the last equation, which expresses quasi-

neutrality. Excluding all variables, except H, from these equations, /43
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we obtain (with accuracy up to terms with _)

4 .0e2u d. u 8_n0 Mu = \8_oM u --u H -_ uH o. (31)

This equation determines the form of the change in H in the steady

wave being studied. Integrating once, we change it to the form

-- a2 H'2 8an o Mu U 16,xno M Ac C a2 -- --4_tn°e_-- " (32)

Considering the different values of C - the integration constant -,
we obtain different solutions. It is convenient to trace the nature

of the solution as a function of C , by plotting the integral curves

in the phase plane (H, H'). These curves are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5

The solutions of equation (32) must describe periodic waves of

finite amplitude. An exception to this is the solution corresponding

to a special selection of the quantity C :

C=0.

d_
This selection corresponds to the condition _ = 0 for H = H 0. Then

the equation takes the form

.+_ a _x:dH H2--Ho(H-- tto) • (16nnoM)-'/'.l / 16nnoMu 2 -- (H -1 H0) 2.

San0 Mu u (33)

If a definite sign is selected before the root sign in equation

(33), then it is impossible to construct a physically reasonable

solution for H over the entire x-axis. However, continuous solutions

exist eve_.-here (up to _h_ second derivative, inc!,,_sive!y), in which
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the derivative H" changes sign for certain x = x I At this point

H reaches its maximum value Hma x. The equation d_ (xl) = 0 connects

the amplitude of the magnetic field of Hma x _with the propaga-

tion velocity of the wave, and plays a role which is similar to the

dispersion equation

16uuo Mu _ -- (H,,,_, q- Ho) 2 -- 0.
(34)

Solving equation (18) with respect to u , we obtain (Ref. 12 - Ref. 15)

uS __-- (H,_ + Ho)'
16;tn o M (35)

In the limiting case of small amplitudes (Hma x + H0) , equation (35)

determines the velocity of so-called magnetic sound. The propagation

velocity of the wave increases with an amplitude increase. Integration

of expression (33) gives the form of the change in H in such a wave.

The form of the solution is symmetrical with respect to x = zl, and

represents a single impulse of the magnetic field with a width on the
order of

where

6_c__
(0 o

oo--

/44
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Figure 6.

Thus, the solution of equation (33) must describe the analog of an

isolated wave in a rarefied plasma. A simple analytical expression for

the form of the magnetic field in an isolated wave readily yields

(Hmax - H0 < H 0) for small amplitudes. It has the form

I (<ui/4_--_oM]

c Ho 2 1 .

To I/_ (36)

The dependencies H = H (x) are given in Figure 6 for the

different values of the Mach number _ = u
Ho/¢%_nO M
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Equation (17) has an actual solution for u and H which are not

arbitrarily large. Thus, for example,H_or isolated waves, solutions

exist for Hma x < 3H 0 (i.e., u < 2 _0 M ). As the amplitude of the

wave approaches the critical amplitude, the density of the ions (elec-

trons) on the crest of the wave strives to infinity. In physical terms,

this means the following. An isolated wave represents a "hump" of the

electric potential _ In the coordinate system which is connected

with the wave system, the stream of ions from x = _ runs against

this potential barrier with velocity u . At amplitudes which are

not too large, the initial critical energy of the ion _2 exceeds

the heighth of the potential barrier e_ma x and the 2 ions, some-

what delayed, pass through it. However, as follows from the solution,

with an increase in the amplitude of the wave, the potential ba_er
Mu 2

becomesso much higher that e_ma x > The moment e_ma x _
2 2

corresponds to the amplitude Hma x = 3H 0 (in other words, the critical

Mach number = 2). At the crest of such a wave, the ions, losing

velocity, "are stopped", and their density increases up to infinity.

For even larger amplitudes, the ions are simply "reflected" from the

barrier, but the motion corresponding to such a picture has not yet

been described within the framework of our original system of equations

(27) - (30), since after reflection the flow becomes "multicurrent"

(the interpenetrating streams of oncoming and reflected ions).

Thus, we can see that the dispersion effects cannot "reverse"

the waves with a sufficiently large amplitude in a cold plasma.

If we take into account the thermal scatter of the ion velocities,

then even at small wave amplitudes ions could be found which are

reflected from the barrier (these are the ions with a low relative

velocity u - Vx), i.e.,which move initially in the propagation direc-
tion of the wave with a velocity which is close to u . These ions

can be called "trapped". These ions withdraw energy from the wave,

causing its damping. However, we can still disregard the damping.

Without taking the trapped ions into consideration, we can readily find

a solution for an isolated wave in a more general form by taking into

account the thermal scatter, examining the distribution function of the

ions with respect to velocity.

A very similar class of non-linear motions can exist in a plasma

in the absence of an external magnetic field - these are non-linear

ion-sound fluctuations. Since it is known from the linear theory that

ionic sound only occurs for Te >> Ti, we shall confine ourselves to
this case.

Assuming that all of the quantities depend on x and t only in

the combination x - ut, system (22) can be reduced to one differential
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equation of the second order for the potential

¢= 4 n0e.{ __2e___
A4

(37)

Integrating equation (37) once, we obtain

1 uM u_ 2e¢O 7" expT- +C.-- _- (_')' = 4nnoe -- _ M e (38)

Depending on the selection of the integration constant C , we can

construct different periodic waves ( see the integral curves on phase

plane, Figure 7). The quantity C represents a special case; it is

chosen from the condition _" + 0 for _ + 0, i.e., C = 4un0(Mu 2 + T).

This case can be especially distinguished on a phase plane. It corres-

ponds to an isolated wave (Figure 8), which represents a symmetrical

"hump" of the potential.

#
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Figure 7. Figure 8.

The propagation velocity of such a wave u as a function of _max

of the potential.amplitude can be determined from expression (38),

assuming that _ = 0 for _ = _max (Ref. 4),

u2 T [exp (_-_) -- I] *
= _ (39)

exp -- 1 T

In the limiting case of small amplitudes (e_ma x << T) u tends
p--

toward the velocity of isothermic sound V_ . The profile of the

potential in an isolated wave takes the following form for small

amplitudes:

_ -f -_- 1 sh 2 ]//1 •x
Mu' )r_ Mu 2 • (40)

Ion waves also exist, but not at as large an amplitude as

desired. Ultimately, the moment begins when the motion becomes
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multiple current motion. This occurs due to the reason that the
ions are not in a state to cross the potential barrier. The ampli-
tude of an "isolated" wave, at which this occurs, equals

_2
e_max - 2 " If expression (39) is used for u - wave velocity -,

then a transcendental equation is obtained for _max- The correspon-

ding root is approximately equal to e_max_l.3T. This is the critical

amplitude of an isolated wave. The Mach number_= £_\u 1.6
½

corresponds to it. _
% l

Thus, in both of the cases examined above (magneto-sound and ion

waves), we obtained a similar picture of steady non-linear motion. In

practical terms, the difference only consists of different spatial

scales. This is not surprising, since the corresponding linear rules

of dispersion for these cases [see equations (19) and (21)] are very

similar. The most interesting are isolated waves. Isolated waves

represent a special type of steady, non-linear waves. If periodic

waves can exist for an arbitrary dispersion law (only not linear), then

the definite nature of the dispersion law is required for isolated

waves. This is related to the fact that, while spectral expansion of

periodic waves contains the discrete _ and k, expansion of an iso-

lated wave profile has a complex spectrum. Therefore, the reasoning

employed at the beginning of this chapter is impossible. It is clear

that for the existence of a stationary picture in an isolated wave, it

is necessary that the smaller wave propagation velocities in the

linear theory correspond to sections of the profile with larger velo-

city amplitudes. Then, the stronger influence of non-linearity upon

the sections with greater velocity amplitude will be, roughly speaking,
B_

compensated by a decrease of _ . The magneto-sound waves and "ion"

sound in a plasma for T >> Ti, which have been investigated by us,

follow such a type of dispersion law (_ decreases with an increase
in k ). The dispersion law for waves on the surface of a heavy

liquid in a canal of finite depth has such characteristics.

Waves with a reverse dispersion law, for which =_- increases with

an increase in k , must form isolated waves "of ra_Kefaction ''

(Figure 9) in a non-linear case, in contrast to waves of "compaction",

as in the preceding case. Such a dispersion law holds, for example, for

waves across a magnetic field in a high-pressure plasma. It is not

difficult to determine the profile of similar waves and to establish

the relationship between the velocity of the wave and the amplitude of the

magnetic field. However, we have already clarified the characteristic

physical properties of non-linear, non-damped waves, and now we shall

turn to a study of the different mechanisms for damping such waves.
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Figure 9.

to a conversion of energy of ordered motion into heat during particle

collisions - in a rarefied plasma there is "damping without collisions".

It is related to "trapped" particles, i.e., to particles which have

motion velocities which are close to the phase velocity of a wave. We

shall study this phenomenon for the simplest example of electron Langmuir

waves. Thus, the qualitative picture is no longer valid for any types.

As is known, waves having a very small amplitude - which were inves-

tigated by L. D. Landau (Ref. 3) - damp out, if the distribution func-

tion of resonance frequencies decreases i.e., df < 0 for v = m .

This is related to the fact that the more rapid frequencies are slowed

down, and the slower ones are accelerated, by the wave. If in resonance

there are fewer rapid frequencies than there are slow ones, then the wave

is damped out. In practical terms, the linear theory rapidly becomes

unusable, since in the damping process the form of f (v) is changed.

Thus, in a "quasi linear" theory, the distortion of the distribution

function can be described by the equation

af a Oaf .
a--t= av -_v' (41)

where D _ E 2 is particularly large for resonance frequencies.

Figure i0.
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According to equation (41), the resonance frequencies are re-
distributed, and a plateau df + 0 is formed in a diagram of the dis-

dv

tribution function (Figure I0) [ equation (41) is similar to the

equation for thermal conductivity in a heterogeneous medium]. However,

even though they may be infrequent, the collisions gradually "smooth

out" the edges of the plateau and establish a quasi stationary state,

in which _ differs slightly from zero (_-_-< 0). It is necessary
to introduce a collision term in equation au(41) in order to determine

its magnitude and the damping. It is clear that the greater the

fluctuation amplitude, the stronger their relaxing effect upon the form

/ \
-_ tO~

k "- / 1 dc
it can be expected that the magnitude of the damping decrement _

d_ tO

( c is the wave energy) - which is proportional to _ v = _ - will

decrease with an increase in e . We can determine the stationary in-

clination _v from the equation

!m_ = Sh_),dv (42)

where the expression for the quasi linear diffusion coefficient D can

be simplified in the following way for resonance frequencies (v _) :

e' =2 (43)D (v) = z._-r,_k Im (m + kv)-* ,.-, e'E'
ln_2tO

k

In the expression for St(/"), we retain the chief term containing the

second derivative

r _ (f.-0

where fo is the Maxwell distribution function. This simplified form

of the "collision integral" takes into account the reduction of the

local equilibrium distribution. Integrating equation (42) once, we

obtain

dv dv c_'E_
1+ ,n_Tv_ (44)

It can be seen from this expression that for waves having a small

_2E2
amplitude < 1 the damping decrement

mtOTv chic f

v =--_--. _ V5

tends toward the vo-decrement of the Landau damping. However, at
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e2E 2
amplitudes of > i, the linear theory is not applicable.

mmT9 ch i e f

As follows from expression (44), the damping decrement for such waves

must decrease with an increase in amplitude, as E -2.

As was shown above, this is valid only for the damping of fluctua-

tions which represent sufficiently wide wave packets, since we have to

make use of quasi linear theories. For a monochromatic wave with one

and k , expression (44) is still not applicable, and it would be

necessary to conduct a special investigation. We are confining ourselves

here to only semi-quantitative estimates in order to establish the de-

pendence of the increment upon amplitude. Formula (44) can be inter-

preted in the following way: let us present it in the form

= _0/(i + TI/T 2 ). Here _0 is the decrement obtained in the linear

approximation (Landau damping) i T 1 is the characteristic time for

establishing the local Maxwell distribution; T 2 is the characteristic

time for the distortion of the distribution function under the effect

of the wave packet field. If T 1 << T 2 ( due to the collision, the

Maxwell distribution function is established), we obtain the normal

Landau damping. With an increase in the wave amplitude, the distor-

tion which is introduced by it becomes so large that the collisions

can not establish the Maxwell distribution function, and the damping

decrement decreases. It is possible to estimate the absorption for a

monochromatic wave by means of a similar interpretation, if _i and T 2

are chosen correctly. Let the potential amplitude in the wave be _;

then the frequencies with velocities on the order of

_ with respect to the wave will account for the absorption.
±

This means that the distribution function is distorted to the greatest

extent in the region Au , with a width on the order of ±_ .
Due

to Coulomb collisions with scattering at small angles, the local

e_
equilibrium in this will be apparently established for time T 1

VchiefT"

The time for the non-linear distortion under the effect of the wave

k

field is on the order of T 2 % _ , where k is the wavelength.

Finally, we obtain (Ref. 4)

V0
V--

I + (e_)'/, (45)
rz_F_

This means that for a monochromatic wave with an increase in the ampli-

tude, the damping decrement decreases as E-_ . A strict investigation

confirms this dependence (Ref. 16).

4. The conclusion can be drawn from these results that non-

linear waves in a rarefied plasma damp out very slowly, as only "re-

laxation" occurs _ the _0_+o_"__+_+ _¢_+reson=_m.ce ....freq,,_nc_es which
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account for the damping. Nevertheless, this does not guarantee the

fact that, once formed, the non-linear steady waves can exist for a

long time. It is still necessary to determine whether they are stable

with respect to different random distortions If they prove to be un-

stable, then this will mean that their energy is converted into some

other types of plasma motion - possibly into non-ordered turbulent

motion. Then one could speak of effective damping. It is clear that

the extension of rather large disturbances in a rarefied plasma must

be accompanied by significant deviation of the plasma from thermo-

dynamic equilibrium, which can lead to instability.

For example, let us examine a steady, isolated wave which is

propagated across the magnetic field in a cold plasma T << .

Let us again turn to the picture of the motion of ions and electrons

H 2

of the plasma in such a wave. If _ << _d2 , the plasma is quasi

neutral. The ions and electrons move at the same velocities in the

direction of the wave propagation. However, the electric current in

a direction which is perpendicular to the wave velocity and to the

magnetic field is formed only by electrons. In a homogeneous plasma,

as is known, the presence of significant, relative motion of ions and

electrons leads to the so-called "bunched" instability. It is clear

that an analogous effect can be expected here. The problem can be

simplified, if - in investigating the small deviations from the

stationary picture of an isolated wave - the terms which take into

account the non-disturbed motion of a plasma in the x-direction are

disregarded. It is apparent that this is valid in the case when the

time required for the development of instability is considerably less

than the time for the plasma "to pass" the region of the isolated wave.

With respect to the order of magnitude, the latter is apparently

equal to H , where 6 is the "width" of the wave. This problem

is not difficult to solve, if - for purposes of simplicity - the dis-

turbed motion of ions and electrons is regarded as the motion of two

"liquids" with adiabatic laws of pressure change. We shall not take

into account the effect of the magnetic field on the disturbed motion,

but shall limit ourselves to the frequency fluctuations which are con-

siderably larger than the Larmor electron frequency mHe . In this

approximation, the equations for the disturbed quantities ve (electron

velocity) ; v i (ion velocity); ne, ni (ion and electron densities) and
(electric potential) assume the form:

e T
i(m _- _Vo) v = _ %- (_ -- V--m-_o tz'

o

i(_V = -- _7 _T _;
(46)
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, . d 1i (o, + kvo) ne -r tkno% + -_ (nova = O;

Jd (noVx) _}_iknoV_ == O;iom l -}- --_

-- k2_ + _ -= 4ne (ne -- n 3.

(47)

Here, equations (46) represent equations of motion for electrons and

ions, and (47) represents equations of continuity for electrons and

ions, and also the Poisson equation for the electric field. We chose

the dependence of the disturbed quantities in the form

(x) e_ (mr + _). The terms V0, T and n 0 , which enter into the

equations, represent the undisturbed mean electron velocity (along

the y axis), the electron temperature (for purposes of simplicity, we

shall assume the ions are cold) and the plasma density - all of which

are dependent on x On the assumption that the derivatives with

respect to x of the disturbed quantities are considerably greater

than the derivatives of the undisturbed ones ("a quasi classical"

approximation) this system of equations can be reduced to one differen-

tial equation of the second order for the quantities he:

T _n, [ T _

m -_ + [(_ + kv°)2 -- -- _2 n_ = O.
m _ (48)

1

A study of the stability can be reduced to the problem of eigen

values for the equation (48). With the aid of the boundary conditions,

solutions are selected which decrease at both sides of the isolated

wave.

Let us study the behavior of the function

r(x, _,k)=(_ +kv0) _-_k '_-- _°2
m _._ "

In a homogeneous plasma_ this function would not depend on z

the dispersion equation connecting

and

and k would have the form

F (co, k) ---- O. (49)

This equation yields unstable solutions, when u > _ , i.e., when

the mean velocity of the relative motion of the ions and electrons

exceeds the thermal velocity of the electrons. For

k (_2 <<--m2m)T which are not very large, this equation can approxi-

mately be written as

\_ m]
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We thus find

_= o \-_-- .,

For u2 > T
0 _, _ becomes imaginary (instability). Turning to our

homogeneous problem, let us examine the spatial behavior of the

- - i-_/_ (in this approximation,

it is sufficient to examine the actual _2 ). For purposes of visua-

lization, let us represent (Figure ii) the profile of the change u 0

and T0_2 in an isolated wave as a function of x . In the region where

u 2 > -- i.e. ,F(z, _, k) > 0,for n e there is an oscillating solution.0 m '

This is far from an isolated wave F(z, _, k) < 0 which corresponds ex-

ponentially to a damped solution. At the "reversal" point, where

F(z, ,.,,7<) = O, these solutions "join". Thus, the necessary local

solutions always exist, and instability appears in that case if there

is a region where u 2 > T within an isolated wave. As is known, the
0 --

m

increments for the increase of such instability are on the order of

_0 (in a plasma of "zero" temperature, the maximum increment is

greater than _0 (_) Y_). Several simplifying assumptions were made in

obtaining these _reslults. In the general case, the problem is somewhat

complicated: the equation corresponding to equation (48) becomes an

equation of the fourth order; the points at which the "joining" occur

are mixed in the complex plane z . However, the condition of in-

stability U2 > T remains unchangedm
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The amplitude of v 0 in an isolated wave is increased with an

increase in the Mach number _I_ u 4_/_0M)
= H . Finally, for a certain

0

value of the Mach number (_ = _ *), the amplitude of v 0 exceeds the

mean thermal velocity of the electrons, i.e., the wave becomes unstable.

If the solution of the problem regarding the profile of an isolated wave,

which was set forth previously, is used, it can be determined that for a

cold plasma T <<

3 i 8xnoT _'/,

(50)

In essence, all of this means that for heterogeous problems it is

possible - by taking known precautions - to apply the the criterion

of "bunching" of instability in a homogeneous plasma. Let us now

determine whether the original assumption is satisfied regarding the

fact that the time required for the development of instability is

considerably less than the time for the plasma "to pass" the region

(__-I >> _-I Setting _ _ _0 , weof an isolated wave m0 "

obtain H_ << 4_n0mc 2.

The development of bunched instability, which influences the

original non-linear wave, must cause an effective damping of the latter -

the energy of ordered motion of the electrons in a non-linear wave

changes into energy of non-ordered Langmuir electron fluctuations. In

this sense, the effect of such instability can be treated as the fric-

tion force of electrons on ions, which has a collective nature (Ref. 4,

Ref. 17, Ref. 18).

Although we have applied the instability being considered to only

isolated steady waves, it is clear that such a situation could arise

for other waves in a plasma with a magnetic field. Nevertheless,

"bunched" instability is related to a fairly restricted class of prob-

lems. The so-called "decay" instability, which can be observed in

periodic non-linear waves (Ref. 19), has a more general nature.

Let us begin with certain general remarks. In a study of the

stability of non-llnear stationary waves (which we shall designate

as "background" for purposes of brevity), it is convenient to change

to a coordinate system which moves with a wave. The coefficients in

linearlzed equations, which describe the conduct of small deviations

from the "background", do not depend on time, and the dependence of

the solutions for these equations upon time can be expressed in the
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form eimt The problem can be reduced to the solution of a system
of equations which can be written symbolically in the form

L_ = O, (51)
^

where L is a certain linear differential operator. The explicit

form of the operator depends on the "background" and the eigen frequen-

cy m , the determination of which is included in a study^of stability.

The operator L can be represented in the form of the sum L 0 and LI,

where L 0 is the differential operator with constant coefficients, and

L1 is the differential operator which strives to zero, along with the

striving to zero of the amplitude being studied for stability of a

stationary wave. For waves with a finite, but small amplitude, L 1

is small, and it is natural to use the theory of disturbances. In the

zero approximation I equation

A

Lo¢ p = 0 (52)

describes the fluctuations of a homogeneous plasma with eigem func-

tions which are proportional to ei_", and eigen values m which

satisfy the dispersion equation m = m (k_. In the first approximation

of L1, diagonal matrix^elements < _m" ILII_m > appear, while the

spatial dependence of L 1 is determined by the multipliers e±i, k0, r.

It is clear that the matrix elements change to zero, if only one.walue

of the wave vector modulus k corresponds to each value of the _requency

. The first approximation of the theory of disturbances provides a

non-vanishing contribution only if "degenerate" states exist for which

at least two wave vectors (k I and k2) correspond to one m In this

case, the following relationship must be fulfilled between k I an_ k2:

k, = k0 + ks, (53)

The fact that they belong to one and the same frequency can be

written in the form ml = _2 • If we now turn from a system of

coordinates moving with a wave to a laboratory system of coordinates,

the frequencies ml and _2 will be different. Thus, the following

condition will be fulfilled

_, = e0 + _, (54)

where _0 is the frequency of the background fluctuations (_0 = koU)

and _I _nd _2 represent the frequencies corresponding to the wave

vectors k I and k2(_ 1 = _i + klu7 _2 = _2 + k2u)- Conditions (53)

and (54)can be regarded as laws of conservation of quasi energy and

quasi impulse in the interaction ("decay") of quasi frequencies of the

waves. Therefore, from this point on we shall call them decay conditions,

1 If dissipation is disregarded, in a hydrodynamic approximation LO"

is a self-adjoint operator, and its eigen functions must correspond

to non-damped waves.
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and the instability which thus arises we shall call the decay of a
fluctuation with the frequency _0 and wave vector k 0 into a fluc-

tuation with the frequencies _i and _2 and wave vectors k I and k 2.

The decay conditions are not fulfilled for every dispersion law _ (k).

The curves corresponding to different forms of the spectra are shown in

Figure 12.

w

Figure 12.

It can be readily shown that the fluctuation decays can only

occur for spectra 1 and 4. Fluctuations having spectra which are simi-

lar to spectra 2 and 3 are stable with respect to decay. However, in

the presence of several branches in the fluctuation spectrum, fluctua-

tions which characterize the spectra which are analogous to spectra 2

can be unstable with respect to decay into fluctuations, of which only one

does not belong to a given branch. More precisely: decays are possible

when it is possible to draw a curve which is similar either to curve 1

or to curve 3 (for different spectra branches, however, "prohibitions"

connected with wave polarization can arise) through three points which

correspond to the fluctuations _0, _I, _2 (generally speaking, these

three points can lie at different branches). But the fulfillment of

"decay" conditions by itself doe not indicate instability. If a

correction is made for the frequency from the first approximation of the

theory of disturbances, it appears that it is either imaginary - i.e.,

instability actually exists - or it is real - i.e., only a shift of the

frequency occurs. What actually occurs must be studied in each ex-

plicit case. The value of A_ , characterizing the "background" being
investigated, can be written in the form

A, = A,o + (ko)sin ko,"+ 0 (6AD,

where k 0 is the wave vector. From this point on we shall not take the

component O(6A$) into consideration - in other words, we shall study the

stability of the main harmonics, considering its interaction with small

deviations from the background. For this purpose, we shall first deter-

mine in what cases the decay conditions can be fulfilled.
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Let us first examine the simplest case - a plasma without a
magnetic field. In such a plasma there are two fluctuation branches:

electron longitudinal fluctuations and ion sound (for Te >> Ti).

The electron fluctuations belong to a mode, whose spectrum corresponds

to curve 2 (see Figure 12), and the ion fluctuations - to a mode whose

spectrum corresponds to curve 3. Consequently, these fluctuations are

stable in themselves. However, cross-over decays are not prohibited:

electron wave

electron wave _ion wave

electron wave
ion wave

_electron wave

The "decay" of an electron longitudinal wave into electron and

ion longitudinal waves is one of the simplest examples of instability

of the "decay" type. Equations for small disturbances take the form:

-M + U -_x n t + no ox 2 -o-_

eE +

+ vl6nt) sin koX};
T 0

T On, _ 2 --_o"-_ (n_6n_ sin koX )no Ox

(55)

(this system of equations will describe an ion wave). Here vi, ni, e

represents the velocity and density of the ions (electrons).

For an electron wave, the hydrodynamic equations take the form:

a o) e---rE+ I ap_ 26v_ a-_- -l- u -_ v_ + m r.no Ox - -_ (v_ sin koX) ,-1-

+ _m--_P°_•26n, ° (n_ sin kox);

(o o ) OVo 2 o {(n_6ve + ve6ne)sin kox};+ u -_ n_ + no . Ox -- -_f . (56)

P0

× (n, SillkoX);
oF
Ox -- -- 4rwn,,
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where v e is the electron velocity, y is the adiabatic exponent for

electrons, which can be set equal to 3 in a one-dimensional case; Pe

is the electron pressure; 6v, 6n are the amplitudes of velocity and

density of electrons and ions in the original electron wave being

studied for stability. For purposes of simplicity, we are confining

ourselves here to the one-dimensional case, i.e., we assume that the

quantities describing the dynamics of small deviations from the "back-

ground" depend only on time and the x coordinates ( the x-axis is

directed along k0).

Thus, in accordance with the indicated scheme for studying stability,

let us look for the disturbance in the form of the superposition

Ciei( _
+ klx )

+ Ceei(_+klx) of an ion and electron wave. In the zero

approximation, they are independent, but a relationship appears between

them if the right parts of the equations (55) and (56) are taken into

account. From the condition of solvability of a system of equations for

C i and Ce , it is possible to obtain the following expression for the

square of the imaginary part of the frequency after simple, but rather

rough, calculations:

where vT = YP_o and _i, _2 represent the frequencies of ion and

electron fluctuations in a laboratory system of coordinates.

The decay conditions take the following form:

-'- I k, I ko-+ I !,

where u_= _ .

(58)

Utilizing expressions (57) and (58), we can show that 92 > O, i.e.

electron longitudinal fluctuations are unstable with respect to decay

into ion and electron longitudinal fluctuations. Shortwave fluctua-

tions are the most unstable (k 0 _ x ; _ - Debye radius). For them

k, z.
_ _ u.V M _o. (59)

All of the calculations performed above were carried out in the hydro-

dynamic approximation, i.e.,the thermal motion of the electrons was

taken into account only by including the electron pressure. As is known,
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consideration of thermal motion also leads to the phenomenon of wave

damping. Damping of electron waves cannot be considered, if the wave

vector k<< _ .For ion waves, the damping is not an exponentially small

effect, and therefore the instability of the background will be deter-

mined, in fact, by the inequality _ > 9_ , where _i is the damping

decrement of the ion fluctuations. As is known [see, for example,

(Ref. 20)], for Pi << Pe

(60)

Comparing this expression, for example, with formula (59), we find that

fluctuations for which the amplitudes satisfy the inequality

_ > (_)_, will be unstable. As can be seen from expressions (57)and
8 M

(5), wi should note that electron fluctuations with frequencies which

K _

are less than the frequencies of the background are formed during the
decay.

Studying the second case of cross-over decay in a similar way, we

can verify the fact that ion waves are stable: the relationship between

C 1 and C2 leads only to a shift in frequency. If we proceed in the

same way as in the first case, it will be possible to study the stability

of a different type of non-linear periodic waves having an amplitude

which is not too large, and in a plasma located in a magnetic field.

Such a study was carried out in one of the works (Ref. 21) with Alfv4n

magnetohydrodynamic waves . It is well-known that in magnetic hydro-

dynamics (and, in addition, not only in an incompressible liquid, but

also in a gas) Alfv4n waves represent an exact solution of non-linear

equations. Therefore, the assumption can be made that these waves

exist indefinitely without a change in form. Analysis has shown, however,

that an Alfv4n wave "decays" into the sum of two waves: an Alfv4n and

a slow magneto-sound wave (or a rapid magneto-sound and a slow magneto-

sound wave). The increments of "decay" in stability are proportional

to the first power of the amplitude of the original non-linear wave.

Therefore, waves with a small amplitude can exist for a long period of

time, and not decay.

^ ^

A more accurate study of the equations L0_ =Ll_ , which were ob-

tained from an analysis of decay instability, shows that - on the

basis of the form of the dispersion law - a guess can be made as to

whether there will be a correction for the frequency which is imagi-

nary (instability) or real (shift of the frequency). If

I_01 > I_iI, I_21, then in the fulfillment of the decay conditions

(53) and (54) the original wave with a frequency _0 is unstable. As

will be seen below, "decay" instability plays an important role in the

theory of non-collision shock waves, which we shall now discuss.
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3. SHOCK WAVES IN A STRONGLY RAREFIED PLASMA

In the voluminous amount of literature on this subject, which has

accumulated during the last several years, completely different - and,

it would seem, even contradictory - statements are encountered. In the

first approximation, it is possible to divide them into two groups of

conflicting points of view:

i) Shock waves with a thickness which is considerably less than

the mean free path exist, while everything occurring within the front,

in principle, can be described within the framework of laminar theory

(in terms of ordered, non-linear fluctuations);

2) A process of anomalous dissipation in the front of the shock

wave is connected with plasma turbulence.

Finally, there is a third, negative point of view, which states

that such shock waves do not exist, generally speaking. There are

weak points in the arguments given by the supporters of the different

theories, which prevent one from making an unequivocal choice of one

of the theories. Thus, in the turbulence theory, the mechanism for

the instability leading to a change into a turbulent state is not

clear. Within the laminar theory itself there is no unity - fre-

quently, it would seem, contradictory results are obtained.

The natural course to be followed in constructing a theory of

shock waves without collisions must be as follows. First a laminar

theory is constructed, which is based on the concept of regular

fluctuations (in order to do this, it seems satisfactory for us to

take the information set forth in the preceding section as a basis),

and then the stability of such solutions is studied. Finally, in

unstable cases (and also when, in general, laminar solutions do not

exist) a "turbulent" theory is constructed.

i. A laminar theory can be quite readily constructed. It is

sufficient to take into consideration only the effect of damping upon

the nature of non-linear steady waves. In the absence of damping,

these waves describe reverse motions. Thus, the state of the plasma

up to and after the passage of an isolated wave would appear to be

the same. It is clear that consideration of dissipation must disturb

reversibility, and the states of the plasma up to and after an isolated

wave will be different. If equations of conservation of currents of

mass, impulse, and energy are used for non-linear motions of the plasma,

then for steady motions these equations must connect the states con-

forming to the equations of the Hugoniot adiabatic curve, by defini-

tion. If the damping is not taken into consideration, the states up

to and after an isolated wave trivally satisfy the Hugoniot adiabatic
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curve. In what way does the form of an isolated wave change, if dis-

sipation is taken into consideration? The state after the passage of

an isolated wave must differ from the original state and this difference,

naturally, is determined by the explicit mechanism and magnitude of the

dissipation.

On the other hand, the Hugoniot adiabatic curve does not depend on

dissipation. In normal gas dynamics, in the theory of the thickness of

a shock wave this seeming paradox is resolved by the fact that the form

itself of the transitional zone (its thickness) changes as a function of

the coefficients of viscosity, thermal conductivity, and other quantities

which characterize dissipation. In a rarefied plasma, the "thickness"

of an isolated wave (for small dissipation) is set independently of the

Hugoniot adiabatic curve by the dispersion properties. The solution of

the seeming paradox in the case of a rarefied plasma can be found in the

fact that - after the passage of an isolated wave - the state of the

plasma remains "disturbed". Intense fluctuations remain in the plasma,

whose contribution to the currents of impulse and energy must be taken

into account. This means that within the front of the shock wave regu-

lar fluctuations of a finite amplitude spontaneously accumulate. As is

known, the thickness of the front of a weak shock wave in normal gases

considerably exceeds the mean free path. In a study of the structure

of the front, this fact makes it possible to use the equations of gas

dynamics with consideration of the dissipative effects.

Let us begin our investigation with the shock waves in a plasma

in a magnetic field. In the case of a rarefied plasma located in a

magnetic field, when the mean free path is considerably greater than

the mean Larmor radius of the ions, a formal gas-dynamic_ description

is used (for motions across the line of force) within spatial regions

which are less than the free path. It is only necessary that all the

quantities change very little at a distance on the order of the Larmor

radius. In investigating the structure of the front of a shock wave

which is propagated across the magnetic field in a rarefied plasma,

we shall assume that everywhere within the front the condition of the

smallness of the Larmor radius - as compared with any characteristic

dimension - is fulfilled. For this purpose, it is necessary that the

condition of the smallness of the wave amplitude be fulfilled. Let

us first examine the simpler case of a "cold" plasma

( "Ip <<- . First, let us conceive of the Joule heating due to
8_

collisions between ions and electrons as the damping mechanism (as we

shall see below, the concrete damping quantity will have a purely

symbolic nature in the given problem). Our problem consists of es-

tablishing a system of differential equations for the quantities

characterizing the plasma and self-consistent electromagnetic fields

within the front of a shock wave, and of studying it. Let us introduce
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a system of coordinates, in which the front of the wave is at rest;
we shall direct the magnetic field along the z-axis. Let zy be the
plane of the front. The electric current will be carried by electrons
in the y direction (Figure 13). The inertia of the electrons in this

direction will have a significant effect upon the structure of the

front. Finally, for purposes of simplicity, we shall assume that within

the front the condition of quasi neutrality ni = ne, is fulfilled, where

hi, e is the density of a number of ions (electrons) in accordance

with the analogous problem regarding non-damped non-linear fluctuations

across the magnetic field (see Section 2).

Figure 13.

The following are included in the group of quantities determining

the plasma and the field: n, H, v - the velocity of the plasma in the

direction of the wave propagation, VH - velocity of electrons carrying

the current; Ey - charge of the electric field along the y-axis (the

field along the Ex-axis does not enter into the equations due to quasi
neutrality). For these six unknowns there are six equations: a) the

equation for conservation of the stream of particles; b) equation of

conservation for the impulse stream; c) equation for the conservation of

the energy stream; d) the equation of motion of electrons in the direc-

tion of the transfer of electric current - along the y-axis; e) and

f) Maxwell equations for the corresponding components of the curls E

and H The original system - of six equations - after simple trans-

formations can be reduced to a differential equation of the second

order for one of these variables, for example, H . However, since the

entire scheme of gas-dynamics approximation holds only for weak shock

waves, it is possible to simplify the equations from the very beginning.

Actually, in a weak wave propagated in a cold plasma, the pressure drop

of the plasma will be negligible as compared with the drop in the

H_ H - H omagnetic field: << _ . Then, the velocity of the plasma v
0

can be directly expressed by H from the equation for conservation of

an impulse stream. There is no necessity for us to use an equation for

the conservation of an energy stream now, since p clearly does not

enter into the remaining equations (the original system of equations is
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split). Let us write these equations, taking into account the given
approximations:

dx 7--:
dry e

tony -_ = -- enEy + -_-nvH --vmn%;

dEy
-- O;

dH 4:me
dx e Ou"

(61)

The last term in the right part of the equation of motion for electrons

corresponds to the friction force of an electron gas on an ion gas

(_ is the mean frequency of collisions between an electron and ion,

equal to n < veo >, where n is the density of a number of ions;

o is the collision cross-section, and ve is the relative electron-ion

velocity; in a slightly weak shock wave _ can be regarded as approxi-

mately constant within the front); M, m is the mass of an ion (elec-

tron).

After all the variables, except H, have been excluded, the system

of equations (61) can be reduced to the following differential equation

for determining H :

2 _H H 2 -- H_ a2 dH
--a --_T=Ho--H+H--+ v--8nMnou_ --ff- dx " (62)

Here H 0 is the magnetic field in a plasma up to the arrival of the shock

wave (for x + _); n o is the understood density of a number of ions
(electrons); u is the velocity of a shock wave with respect to an un-

disturbed plasma;

4nne 2 -- _"

If friction is excluded from this equation, it will be similar to

equation (31). The only difference consists of the fact that here we

have confined ourselves to small amplitudes, for purposes of simplicity.

Equation (2) represents an equation _f motion of an anharmonic oscilla-
tor in the presence of friction; H plays the role of a generalized co-

ordinate; x -the role of time.

The form of the hole is determined by the potential

= I ....... [(Hq-Hn)'_ I] _6.,)t_W (H) _ (lt -- no)- 16.xnoMu_

For purposes of visualization, the form of V (tt) is shown in Figure 14.
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,_V(ti)

Figure 14.

For

H-- H _ =--:-- --
Av 8z_n°Mu2 _" 4

V (H) reaches a minimum. An analogy with the oscillator makes it

possible to establish the profile of H readily within the front of

the shock wave. H oscillates around the values H* with damped

amplitude up until the time when H = H* is established, which

corresponds to the magnetic field behind the front of the shock wave.

In order that H 0 correspond to the minimum of the magnetic field in

the wave,i.e., in order that V (H) have the form which is shown in

Figure 14, it is necessary that the condition u2 > _no M 5e ful-

filled. For _ ÷ 0 , the maximum amplitude achieved at the end of

the first half period of fluctuations, corresponds to /63

H,._ = 4u l/-_oM --Ho.

It is not possible to determine H (m) in a clear form. However,

if the damping over one period is small, it is possible to use a

simple approximate method of slowly changing amplitude, averaging

over rapid oscillations. In the absence of friction, the movement of

"a particle" in our potential hole is determined with the aid of one

constant o which represents the level of total energy of the "particle"

(see Figure 14). Then the determination of the reverse dependence of

x on H is reduced to the square

+ _

(H + H0)2 a " (64)
I C(H -- No) _ +

16_noMu _

Hie solution of the corresponding problem will be H = ¢(x, _ T_uj. ±i, the
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method of slowly changing amplitude, let us write the solution (taking

friction into account) in the form H = @(x, Ca:) , but C is now con-

sidered to slowly decrease with an increase in x (due to energy

"dissipation"). The dependence of C on m is determined after averaging

over the period by the following equation:
O,

--u- --(O -- Ho)z -_
dc Oa

dx- *, (65)

_ (V(o_/_/o)_ [i (o +/-/o):munoMu_] +c)-'eO
0

represents two positive roots of the equationHere ¢1 2

(O -- H0) _[1 (O + HoF"16an0Mu2 ] -_ C :: 0, (66)

which are larger than H 0. Thus, the problem is reduced to solving

equations (64 and (65). For x + _ , we have the boundary condition
?T7

H0, _+ 0, i.e., C + 0. For small C , both equations have simple
H

asymptotlc solutions. Thus, @ (x, 0) has the form

1 X - ]O(x,O)-_H 0 1-;-2(JtZ_--l)_sh2T_/oj_2 l ,

which coincides, naturally, with the profile of an isolated wave

having small amplitude (see Section 2), where _= o_ ] -

i.e., the magnetic Mach number. For C ÷ 0 equation (65) is reduced to

the following

ec 4 -: Ho28(ort-i) '

dx _-- 15 U In ]/-_ ;

Ho}r_ -- 1 (67)

we thus find that

4 "_ 8Ho2(o/#__ 1)_x + const. (68)
C In Ho V-_g--T-_T_1 _" 15 u

For large C , when the amplitude of the fluctuations considerably

decreases as compared with the initial amplitude, the fluctuations

become damped harmonics

H--H*_e" sin --I .

The profile of the change of H within the front of the wave can

be finally represented in the following way (Figure 15). First, an
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isolated wave appears in an undisturbed plasma• at the crest of which
the magnetic field reaches a maximumvalue. Due to the presence of

non-reversible dissipation (friction), the state of the plasma after

the passage of such a wave will differ little from the original state.
At a distance on the order of

a in_____u]/-_l_l _ (69)
6_'V_t'-I va

a second wave moves after the first wave• etc. If we are not interes-

ted in the fine structure of the oscillations at the front of the shock

wave and if we average over distances which exceed 6 , then we can

speak of 6 as the effective thickness of the front of the shock wave

connecting two states of the plasma: the undisturbed (before the

arrival of the wave) and the disturbed (modulated by intense fluctua-

tions), whose contribution upon the arrival must be included in the

laws of conservation at a "discontinuity". In this sense• the role

of damping is actually purely symbolic, since damping enters in the argu-

ment of the logarithm (Ref. 22) into the expression for 6 (69) (the

width of such a shock wave).

#

I I .z"

Figure 15.

The picture of damping of non-linear oscillations behind the front

of the shock wave has the following character. In subsequent "isolated"

waves• the amplitude decreases• and the distance between the two ad-

jacent "elevations" in the magnetic field is reduced to
a

s inus oid.

order of

• when a set of elevations and depressions becomes a damped

The total damping distance of the oscillations will be on the
A

A._ u--_--
v (70)

For Mach numbers which are not too close to unity, this formula cannot

be used• since _ will change within the front of the wave. But in

order to estimate A , it is possible to use simply expression u
<_> •
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where <9> is the mean frequency of collisions between electrons and ions.

Using _ - De--- to express the mean free path ( ve is the mean relative

velocity _of electrons with respect to ions), we obtain

H' mA:-_ 8_nT N _' (71)

It can thus be seen that even the damping distance of the oscillations

due to collisions under real conditions, which correspond to the assumed

approximation, can be significantly less than the free path (if

H 2 m

8_nT M << i). This is natural, since for Joule heating the temperature

of the electrons increases, and their relaxation time - as a rule - is

considerably less than that for ions due to greater velocity. "Equali-

zation" of the ion and electron temperatures will take place after that,

as the fluctuations within the front damp out, at distances on the

order of AImM--I ½.
% J

With the change to large Mach numbers, except for the limitations

noted above, one still appears. It consists of the fact that, if the

plasma in an undisturbed state is "cold", it is ultimately heated, so

that the Larmor radii of the electrons become comparable with the

characteristic oscillation length e . It is apparent that this

_0
occurs when the pressure of electrons becomes comparable with the

H 2

magnetic pressure nT _ 8-_ " However, the picture for the initial stage

of the front will have the above described character for Mach numbers

which are not small. On the phase plane (H', H) the oscillating

solution being investigated for the profile at the front of the shock

wave has the form which is shown in Figure 16 (compare this with the

corresponding integral curves in the absence of damping in Figure 5b).

//J

H
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Figure 16.

It is interesting to establish a connection between the solution

obtained for a rarefied plasma and the known expression for the thickness

of a shock wave in magnetic hydrodynamics of a plasma for the analogous

case of a weak wave propagated across a magnetic field
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A _ tim

u (_,Ic-- l) ' (72)

_ C2 ne 2.

where nm is the so-called magnetic viscosity (nm -47o' o = _--). The

point H = H * is a special point of equation (62). Up until the

present, in examining a rarefied plasma, we have tacitly assumed that

damping [ the role of the last term in equation (62)] is small, and the

point H _ is automatically the focal point. In a dense plasma, the

characteristic H _ becomes a "node" (Figure 17) under the condition

c c2mv. 1 , HoI"
--<
(°o 4 tgne2u"V6 (//* -//Q)'/-" " (73)

In contrast to the profile investigated in the limiting case, when

C _m_

%7 _ _n_u

the known hydrodynamic profile occurs, which is determined by the

magnetic viscosity. The thickness of the front is then given by

expression (72).

# p

H •
=I/

Figure 17.

2. To what effects can the small "non-collision" damping be

attributed, due to the frequencies whose velocity is close to the

propagation velocity of a shock wave (Ref. 14, Ref. 23)? The damping

mechanism consists of energy being given to the ions which are re-

flected from the "humps" of the potential at the front of the shock

wave (Figure 18). The magnetic field does not play a significant role

in this reflection, if the Larmor radius of the ions is significantly

c I

greater than the characteristic dimension of the oscillations _O0"_ "

The main portion of the reflection takes place at the first iso-

lated wave (if, in general, the turning action of the magnetic field and

the collisions is not taken into account, reflection would take place

only at the first isolated wave). A quantitative determination of the

effect of the reflected ions is rather cumbersome, and we did not carry

this out (such a determination will be given below in the simpler case
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of a wave in the absence of a magnetic field).

Figure 18.

Wewould like to note the curious effect which is produced by the
acceleration of a group of ions in such a shock wave. The ions, whose
velocity is quite close to the velocity of the shock wave, will have a

very small Larmor radius. Therefore, after being reflected from the hump

of the potential, they will again be immediately returned by the magnetic

field, will again be reflected, etc. After repeated reflections (Figure

19), they acquire a very large velocity along the y-axis (in the plane

of the front and across H ). However, this velocity cannot become as

e_ VyH be-large as desired, since as Vy increases the Lorentz force c

comes significant in the region of the hump; ultimately, this force

exceeds the "reflecting" force - eY_ , and the ion crosses through the

hump. With respect to the order of magnitude, the maximum energy of
M _/2 M_2

such ions equals _ - -_-, where -_--is the mean energy of ordered

motion per one ion in such fluctuations

)

l

s

Figure 19.
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Instabilities which lead to the energy transfer of ordered oscil-
lations into energy of random fluctuations could serve as another
mechanismfor non-collision damping. Let us employ the results employed
in the preceding section. The type of instability having the most

transmittance for non-linear waves in a magnetic field is the "bunched"

type, when the mean ordered velocity of the electrons with respect to
l ..-\

the ions exceeds the mean thermal velocity _ M(vO cCn_e>4_ )_ This condi-
tion begins to be fulfilled for waves with a which exceeds

[see formula (50)]. In physical terms, this instability signifies that

electrons, moving with respect to the ions, are retarded not only due to

normal collisions [the last term in equation (62)], but also due to unu-

sual friction force of a collective nature - coherent "radiation" of

plasma fluctuations due to the instabilities. For purposes of approxi-

mation, the following considerations can be employed: in the expression
n82

for the electrical conductivity coefficient _eff _m--v-; v must now

designate the inverse time for the loss of energy by electrons due to

instability. Instead of 1/v , it is reasonable to select in order of

magnitude the effective time for the buildup of the instability, i.e.

_,_ _ _ (74) 1
m_ 0 "

If the condition _ >_ * is fulfilled, the leading part of

the front of the shock wave will be determined by such a damping effect.

In terms of the effective potential well V(H) the structure of the

front will qualitatively have the form shown in Figure 20. At first,

the sharp retardation of a particle is connected with the effect of

instability. Then, as the amplitude of the pulsations decreases (and

the temperature increases), the instability disappears, and further

retardation is slowed down (Ref. 17). In reality, the damping of the

oscillations in this region can be anomalous due to the decay insta-

bility.

3. Up to the present, we have been discussing the structure of a

wave propagated in a "cold" plasma strictly across a magnetic field.

Now we can readily extend the preceding investigation to the case of

waves which are not perpendicular to H. The dispersion effects are

very sensitive to the direction of wave propagation. If the wave is

means that, if the condition of instability u0>_ is fulfilled,
1 This

anomalous electric resistance appears which leads to anomalous dissipation.

This phenomenon was determined experimentally in waves having a large

amplitude in a plasma placed in a magnetic f_eld (Ref. 24).
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Figure 20.

not propagated absolutely transversely, the dispersion equation connec-

ting m with k takes the form of equation (20) in Section 2. The

characteristic length of the dispersion is _0 0 fo < 0 << i .

The inertia of electrons for such waves is insignificant, but in return

the gyrtropism of the plasma must be taken into consideration. The

original system of equations for this case /69

dV
M -dT eE -F e-¥-V'H;

On
-#-/- + div nV = O;

e an
--eE+TvxH=O, -_--_-divnv ....O;

I allrot E =-
c Ot '

4_en
rot H = _ (V --v)

can be reduced to the form

dv V H2 (HV) H.
dt -- _ -_- 4_ '

OQ
O--F-t- div QV = O;

oH = rot V x H- Mc rot dV
a--Y -7- -_-"

(75)

Me dV
The component ---r_t _ gives the deviation from the linear law

U

of dispersion for large k. The stationary solution of this system of

equations (which, similarly to the preceding case, must include the

Joule dissipation) describes the profile of the shock wave. For

/<< e << i, the equation describing the profile of the change in the

magnetic field within the wave will take the form (Ref. 17, Ref. 25)
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c' o_dm. { #o2 #' } anf_- dx'--H. 1+_ 8_Q--_-_---Ho-!-tt d----f" (76)

Not only the length of the dissipation changes here (instead of c ,
m0

it becomes _0 0), but also the nature of the dispersion ( _ is in-

creased with an increase in k ). In comparison with equation (62),

the sign of the"effective mass" is changed in equation (76). If

dH
damping _-_ is disregarded, equation (76) describes non-linear
periodic st_'_dy waves. Isolated waves (Figure 21) represent a special

solution here, but in this case this is isolation of a wave of

'_arefaction". The profile of the shock waves will have the form

shown in Figure 22. It is interesting to note that within the

front of the shock wave the magnetic field reaches a minimum value

which is less than in an undisturbed plasma.

The damping distance of such oscillations due to the normal

friction force in order of magnitude equals

(
A,-_,LO \_] ." (77)

The most outstanding difference from the preceding case consists of

the fact that the leading edge of the oscillations is not sharp. For

this reason, the impression can be formed that there is no shock wave

without collisions, since _ (the mean free path) enters into expres-

sion (77) for A (the damping distance of the oscillations). However,

the law of dispersion m (k) for these fluctuations is exactly such,

that the non-linear periodic waves are unstable with respect to "decay"

(Ref. 26) (see Section 2). Due to the decay instability, non-linear

Figure 21.

g

Figure 22.

°_

ordered fluctuations damp out much sooner than would be the case accor-

ding to formula (77), since their energy is changed into energy of an

entire noise spectrum. The damping distance A which is thus obtained

can be identified with the width of the shock wave front. In order to

determine A it is necessary to find the level of the noises which

arise due to decay instability, and to determine their reverse effect

on the background. This is an extremely complex problem which has
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still not been solved[in one of the works (Ref. 8)an attempt was made

to obtain an approximate estimate of A]. Following a dimensional line

of reasoning, it can be expected that A must be on the order of several

oscillation lengths (except for wave lengths of oscillations within the

front, there are no other characteristic dimensions in the problem).

Thus, the problem regarding the laminar structure of non-linear

oscillations within the front of shock waves can be reduced to two

different formulations (Figure 23): i) when the dispersion curve

(k) has the form of type 1 (waves perpendicular to H in a cold

plasma). In this case the leading edge of the oscillations is sharp

(everything commences from the isolated waves), and one can speak

about a non-collisimn shock wave even in laminar theory. 2) When

the short waves have a propagation velocity which is larger than the

long ones (type 2). In this case, the leading edge of the oscillations

is extended, since the short waves pass the front. Anomalous damping

of such oscillations is necessary here for the existence

of a non-collision shock wave. Decay instability (which is inherent to

spectra of type 2) can be the cause of the damping. As a result of the

development of such instability, the plasma changes to a turbulent

state. The theory for the width of the shock waves in the first case

is quite simple, but, in the second case, the construction of a quanti-

tative theory is an extremely complex problem. However, the main mecha,

nisms are qualitatively quite clear.
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Figure 23.

It should be possible to give examples of problems which can be

reduced to one of the two cases being analyzed. Thus, a shock wave

across the magnetic field in a plasma of "large" pressure p _ _

belongs to the second case, since the corresponding dispersion depen-

dence (see Section 2) belongs to type 2. Ion sound in a non-isother-

mic plasma (T e >> Ti) has a type 1 spectrum; therefore, the problem
concerning a non-collision shock wave can be resolved in the laminar
formulation.
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4. In order to establish the profile of the front, in this case we

shall use an analogy with the preceding paragraph. In the absence of a

magnetic field, non-linear steady fluctuations exist for T_ >> T_ if

damping is disregarded, the equation describing the profile of the

potential _ in such a wave [see equation (37)] has the form

dx' __ e- 7- _ dV (_)
u' _ d_ '

M

(78)

where V (_) is the effective potential energy. We shall assume that

normal dissipation due to collisions between the particles is absent,

but we shall take into consideration the effect of ions being reflected

from the leading edge of the wave, which plays the role of non-colli-

sion dissipation.

The structure of a non-collision shock wave which is thus formed

can be described by using the following clear picture. In the absence

of any dissipation, an isolated wave - which represents a symmetrical

hump of the potential - can be propagated in the plasma. In actuality,

there is a small group of ions in the plasma which are reflected from

the moving potential hump, which leads to a disturbance of the symmetry.

Periodic fluctuations appear behind the hump, so that as a result an

unusual shock wave is formed which connects two different states of the

plasma: the undisturbed state (before the front) and a state modulated by

intense ordered fluctuations (behind the front). The corresponding

"impact adiabat" must take into account the additional components in the

expressions for densities of the streams of energy and impulse behind

the front, which are connected with the ordered fluctuations. However,

it should be noted that the energy distribution between the thermal

motion and the fluctuations depends on the concrete mechanism of "non-

collision" dissipation. If the number of reflected particles is small,

then the form of the profile of such a shock wave can be found. The

form of the potential in the wave is shown in Figure 24. In the ab-

sence of dissipation 91 = _2 and _ = _ is the symmetrical isolated
wave.
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In a consideration of the reflected ions, for the potential

in region I (see Figure 24) there is an equation which differs

from the equation (78) by the presence of additional components

in the right side:

--4hCf (_0 -=

Vu 2eq_
M

2- 4._noe[ (q_).

The first component corresponds to the subtraction of the reflected

ions from the total number of ions no; the second component repre-

sents the contribution of the reflected ion. The quantity n0f(_) is

the total density of the reflected ions at a point with the potential

(the explicit form of f can be readily determined, if the un-

disturbed ion distribution in terms of velocity is known).

The potential jump _I is connected with the ions departing

to infinity, which are reflected from the potential barrier. In

the case under consideration of a small number of reflected particles

(f << i) is proportional to f , and the quantity _2 - as we shall

see - is proportional to the square root or the number of reflected

particles, so that _I << _2 - The state of the plasma behind the

front (in region II) is characterized by the quantities @max, _2, which

determine the amplitude of the fluctuations and the long oscillation

In this region equation (78) is valid.

Solving the equation for the potential in the regions I and II with

de
the boundary conditions of continuity _ and _ , we can find the

profile of the potential. If we again turn to the analogy with the

motion of a particle in the potential wall V(_), then it can be stated

that the effect of the reflected ions can be reduced to the fact that

the total energy C remains negative. This leads to periodic motion

(to periodic structure behind the front of the wave).

A decrease in the energy C is proportional to the number of

reflected ions

--c_ ] f(,_),_,_.
0

Since the potential energy V(_) changes quadratically for small

the reversal point _2 is proportional to the square root of the

energy C

_=,-_ ]/-- C,

and the fluctuation period increases logarithmically with a decrease in

energy
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_._ln I
---- C "

Thus, the minimum value of the potential _2 behind the front of the

shock wave equals

(79)

The value @max differs little from the corresponding value in an

isolated wave with the same Mach number.

The length of the oscillations at the front is (Ref. 27)

where A _ i.

5. We have still not touched upon the cases when it is impossible,

generally speaking, to construct the laminar theory of the front of a

shock wave. In the examples already examined, such a situation exists

for rather large amplitudes, when there are no steady non-linear waves.

Let us first examine the case when a shock wave goes across a strong

magnetic field in a cold plasma. Within the front of the shock wave,

ordered fluctuations exist for small Mach numbers here. As the amplitude

of the magnetic field in the wave approaches a value which is two times

larger than the initial magnitude of the magnetic field, the ordered

oscillator structure is disturbed. In fact, as follows from Section 2,

for such amplitudes (for Mach numbers which are greater than 2) an

isolated wave does not exist. What is more, it is impossible to con-

struct steady, non-linear flow of a one-velocity type, i.e.,such that

there is only one value of ion velocity at each point in space. In

physical terms, this means that as soon as the amplitude of the wave

reaches the critical value (Hma x = 3H0) "inversion" occurs. In a

certain section of space, the ions which at first move along behind

reach the leading edges, and pass them (Figure 25). At this moment the

velocity profile becomes three-valued.

I//J

N.d.____.
b -

Figure 25.
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Weshould note that the analogous phenomenonhas been given a
great deal of study in the theory of waves having finite amplitude
on the surface of a heavy liquid in a canal having finite depth. Here
there are non-linear steady motions of isolated - or periodic - wave
types. At sufficiently large amplitudes, such waves break downdue
to "inversion". It is clear that a rigorous mathematical analysis of
the picture which is formed after inversion is extremely difficult.
Only a qualitative attempt maybe madeto establish the most sig-
nificant characteristics of the phenomenon,by drawing an analogy with
waves in a liquid.

The basic problem consists of determining whether the motion of
the plasma would tend toward any stable regime after inversion, or

whether the transitional region (which is cross-hatched in Figure 25)

will be washed-out indefinitely, as would occur in a normal gas

without collisions. In a theory of surface waves, for a certain period

of time after inversion a steady flow is formed, which can be called

"jump of water" or " bora ", which represents a certain transitional

region of finite width, which is usually replaced by an idealized mathe-

matical surface dividing two plane-parallel streams. The corresponding

laws of conservation are satisfied with transition through this surface.

In the well-known sense, the " bora " represents the analog of the

shock wave. The fact that the thickness of the transitional layer is

stationary can be physically explained by the fact that the sections of

the profile - which push forward during inversion, ultimately circum-

scribing each other - drop back under the influence of gravity and

"are mixed" with those which are at rest. The magnetic field, which

turns the ions, plays the role of gravity in a plasma. Although their

velocity distribution is far from a Maxwell distribution, it is possible

to connect the plasma states on both sides of the transitional region

with the laws of conservation of matter, impulse, and energy streams,

M

u_ing the quantity _ ( u - 9) 2 to designate the energy of thermal

motion (the bar indicates averaging with respect to velocity distri-

bution). The width of the transitional region can be estimated as the

radius of ion curvature after inversion in the magnetic field (Ref. 22).

H

Since the velocity amplitude is v _ _ in a wave having a Mach

number which is greater than 2, the width of the transitional layer (or

the width of a non-collision shock wave) will be on the order of

vMc c ( 4xne _ )M •
(81)

Multi-velocity flow - which arises after inversion - with velocities

which are perpendicular to the magnetic field must be unstable, however.

In fact, if - for purposes of simplicity - two-bunched distribution of _-

ions with a velocity difference between the bunches which exceeds _ _,

8O
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is investigated, then an instability arises with respect to the build-

up of fluctuations which has a wave vector almost parallel to the

velocity of the bunch. Instability of a similar type (counter currents)

also occurs in the "bora ". This is simply instability of tangential

discontinuity, which is formed when a falling stream comes in contact

with the surface of a liquid at rest.

If the characteristic dimensions of the regions of multi-current

motion considerably exceed the wave lengths of the instabilities which

are formed, it is possible to use the results obtained in a study of

stability in a homogeneous plasma. For example, in the case of two

counter ion streams, moving across a magnetic field with the velocities

u 0 and -v0, the dispersion equation has the form (Ref. 28)

o_ni_oH, (oJ -- kvo) _- (o) -_: kvo) _ "
(82)

In order of magnitude, the maximum increment of instability equals

___/___
(mHimHe) ½ . For u 0 _ _ , the characteristic wave length of

d
instability is on the order of -- . Thus, multi-current motions

m0

across a magnetic field are unstable.

If the plasma were "hot" - i.e., if it were necessary to take the

velocity scatter into consideration - then the dispersion equation in

H

the form (82) would not be valid. For VT_ _ 47_ 0 the maximum in-

crement of instability is equal in order of magnitude to _Hi , and

d

the corresponding wave length - _. Consequently, this quantity

characterizes the width of the front of a shock wave in a strong

magnetic field I .

6. We have investigated above the problem of non-collision

turbulent shock waves in a plasma which are propagated across a strong

magnetic field. A magnetic field, which is parallel to the plane of the

1 The work (Ref. 29) discusses the numerical calculation of a one-

dimensional model for the motion of a plasma across the magnetic field

at large amplitudes, when the _low becomes a multi-current one (and un-

stable). In particular, for_=5.8 the effective "mixing length" -

width of the front is 3.4 r i.

A. Kantrowitz and H. Petschek (Ref. 7) have developed a semi-pheno-

menological theory of the turbulent structure of the front of a shock

wave propagated across a magnetic field. The authors assumed that - due

to some unknown instability in the plasma - an entire spectrum of fluc-

tuations exits from the very beginning, and the interaction between dif-

ferent har_mo-_r= of this spectr,_ _ dete-'_-_ines the precesses of energy and

impulse transfer.
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wave front, retains the "hotter" particles, preventing the erosion of
the transitional region between the disturbed (cold) plasma (before the

front of the shock wave) and the hot plasma behind the wave. The possi-

bility of the existence of non-collision shock waves in a plasma without

a magnetic field has been discussed in several works. The so-called

"bunched" instability of two inter-penetrating plasmas (Ref. 30) has

been indicated here as the mechanism for restriciting the erosion of

the transitional region. The thermal scatter within each of the

"bunches" is not taken into consideration, however, in such an approach.

But a more rigorous investigation, which would take the thermal motion

into account, does not give instabilities up to Mach numbers from one

/M\ ½
to approximately _J , if the electron temperatures are comparable

k !
with the ion temperature or smaller [M - ion mass; m - electron mass ;

see, for example, work (Ref. 31) ].

As can be shown, in a non-isothermic plasma (T e >> Ti) , such a

problem does not exist, since there it is possible to construct a

laminar theory. However, for_ > 1.6 a different solution must be

sought here due to inversion. This solution consists of utilizing the

well-known anisotropic instability. When the more rapid ions from the

region behind the front fall into the undisturbed plasma in front of

the front, the ion distribution, with respect to the velocity in it,

becomes non-isotropic. Such a state of the plasma is unstable. Ran-

dom fluctuations of the electric and magnetic fields arise. The

width of the shock wave front must then be designated by a quantity

on the order of the mean free path of the ions, with respect to the

scatter in such unbalanced fluctuations. This problem was solved in

work (Ref. 27) with the same degree of "exactness" which was con-

sidered permissible in the theory of turbulence. We shall present

some graphic, qualitative estimates here.

Let H = 0 in an undisturbed plasma. Let us start by understanding

the physical meaning of anisotropic instability in this case. Thus, let

us take a plasma with different mean particle energies, in the x and y

direction, for instance [ex, y = M(V - _)2, while ey > ex ]. Let us

investigate a disturbance which has the form of a magnetic field

fluctuation which is as small as desired; let us direct it, for example,

along the z-axis (Figure 26). Non-isotropic distributions can lead to

its increase. In fact, let us examine particles moving along the y-axis

close to the point x0, where the magnetic field changes sign. The

Laurentz force Fx = _e Hvy acts upon the particles. The particles

having vy > 0 will be pushed by this force to x 0 , and the particles

with vy < 0 - to the side of x 0. Thus, particles with vy > 0 will

tend to concentrate close to x 0. This means that there is an electric
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Figure 26.

current jy. It is not difficult to analyze its direction, in view

of the fact that it leads to an increase in the original fluctuation

of the magnetic field, i.e., to instability. However, we did not take

into consideration the stabilizing role of thermal motion along the

x-axis, which counteracts such "condensation" of particles with similar

signs vy. If Em = gy then there is no instability in general. If

ey > em, then for sufficiently long waves this counteraction is not in

a condition to cancel out the instability. The order of magnitude of

the wave length of such disturbances can be readily estimated. Let us

compare two forces: the Laurentz force, which tends to result from

equilibrium, and the counteraction, which - for purposes of approxi-

mation - can be taken in the form of a pressure gradient along m.

The following is necessary for instability:

e -9 ,

-_- uatz06H > grad ,&lv.76n, (83)

where 6H and 6n are the fluctuations of the magnetic field and

density. On the other hand, the quantities _H and 6n are connected

with the Maxwell equation

rot 6//_ -_ ev_6n. (84)

Representing 6H and 6n in the form _ikz , with the aid of equation

(84) we can rewrite condition (23)

_g 2 2
--j- uw> kvx,

Thus, assuming that v_ and v_ are quantities of one order of
magnitude, we obtain t_=- ch=L=Ct=L.S_I__.... _ *'. b
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Q2

M < -_-,° .

4_ 2
where _2 = . It is obvious that the entire effect is

connected withMions, i.e., the ions carry the basic energy.

(85)

Thus, let us say that a disturbance is formed in a certain

region of a rarefied plasma. In the absence of any restricting mecha-

nism, the disturbance would be diffused with the passage of time

in connection with the departure of the more rapid particles. In

fact, when the particles arrive at new regions, velocity distribu-

tion anisotropy is formed there, along with the instability which

is connected with this. The disordered magnetic field which

arises must apparently scatter the particles, imitating "collisions".

Thus, the possibility arises of extending the non-diffused disturbance

which has the nature of a shock wave, just as in normal gas dynamics.

Let us estimate the pulsation amplitude 6H in a non-llnear

regime of instability which has developed. It can be expected that

the fluctuation of the magnetic field will increase up until almost

all of the energy excess of the ions nAe (due to anisotropy) is
._ TTp.

changed into the energy of the magnetic field [0a-) (for purposes of
87

simplicity, we shall assume that _£_e_T). However, the electrons -

which could not be taken into consideration up until now - have a

quenching action, "freezing" (6H) 2 at a much lower level. Actually,

as only the mean Larmor radius of the electrons becomes on the

of % _ _ - the wave length of disturbances,order which characterizes

the spatial heterogeneity of the magnetic field - the electrons "are

frozen" in the magnetic field. A further increase in the magnetic

field must be accompanied by an enormous increase in electron energy

in view of the retention of the adiabatic invariant B = mPl.

2H _Thus, it is reasonable to estimate 6H from the condition the _ which

gives

(6H') m

8_ (86)

The scatter of ions in such a magnetic field will have a

diffusion nature. The diffusion coefficient (in velocity space) can

now be readily estimated as:

e' (6H) 2 -

D --- -_j-. --_ vi. (87)
2

We can thus find the ion "scattering" time r _ u__ and the corres-

M c _D.... s will determine
ponding mean free path Z _ i=.Z)_ % _ . _0
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in order of magnitude the width of the shock wave front

A, M c
m _o

A "rigorous" theory leads to the following result:

(88)

c M 1
_--_ m (_--I), f°r M--I<I,

in which the dependence on the wave amplitude is also taken into

consideration.

(89)

An analogous investigation can be made for a plasma in which

there is a weak magnetlc fleld _ << n from the very beginning.

Beginning with H % 6H , the shock wave front is contracted as H

increases (Ref. 27, Ref. 32).

7. It can be hoped that the ideas regarding shock waves can

be applied far beyond the limits of ordinary gas dynamics, based on

an understanding of the mean free path with respect to pair collisions,

since collective processes - plasma fluctuations - begin to play a

primary role in a rarefied plasma. A single theory for the width of

the front in a plasma, from which different partial cases could he

automatically obtained, does not exist at the present timer The

diversity of the phenomena connected with the collective processes

is too great. Only very limited cases and procedures were summarized

above, which would make it possible to understand any new element which

appears here as compared with ordinary gas dynamics: dispersion effects,

microscopic instabilities, non-collision damping, etc. Accordingly, in

the different limiting cases there are very different lengths which c M
characterize the wave front width (Dehye radius, Larmor radius,
etc.), n 0 m

Unfortunately, at the present there have been almost no systematic

laboratory experiments on shock waves in a rarefied plasma. Nevertheless,

the separate effects which are utilized in constructing a theory of

shock waves have recently been experimentally confirmed.

The phenomenon of the so-called sudden beginning of geomagnetic

storms provides indirect proof of the theory. Even in 1955, T. Goyld

drew the conclusion that the rapid increase of the earth's magnetic field

(several minutes) in the first phase of a magnetic storm could be ex-

plained only by the fact that the solar flares generated shock waves

in the interplanetary gas. Assuming that the ion density in the inter-

planetary plasma is n % 102 cm-3, from formula (88) we can obtain the

width of the shock wave front as on the order of i09-i010cm which

gives a characteristic time of 1 minute at a velocity of 108cm/sec.
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COULOMB COLLISIONS IN A FULLY IONIZED PLASMA

D. V. Sivukhin

i. DIFFICULTIES OF A THEORY OF COULOMB COLLISIONS

The construction of a systematic theory for collisions in a /81

plasma encounters a great many difficulties, which are related to

the slow decrease in the Coulomb forces with an increase in the

distance between the interacting particles. At any moment in time,

each particle of the plasma is acted upon by an enormous number of

surrounding particles, and all of this action must be taken into

account. Instead of the simple problem of two bodies, we arrive at

the more difficult problem of many bodies. Such a problem is barely

solvable in a rigorous formulation. In order to make a solution

possible, it is necessary to introduce several simplifications.

The simplest of these is the approximation of pair collisions, in

which the interaction of plasma particles is reduced to the independent

and instantaneous interaction of particle pairs. In this approximation,

the continuous process - whereby each particle reacts with another

particle in the plasma, which lasts indefinitely - is replaced by an

instantaneous collision between these particles which leads to the

same final change in their energy and impulses as that obtained during

the actual process for an indefinite interaction time. Due to this

fact, divergent integrals are obtained in calculating a different

type of quantities. Their divergence can be eliminated by artificially

cutting off the radius of the Coulomb forces action. This leads to

results which coincide in all essential points with the results obtained

by other, more systematic - although not devoid of the principal defects

- methods for determining the interaction of many particles. In the

present article, we shall confine ourselves to an_approximation of

pair collisions, and we shall therefore begin the discussion with an

investigation of the problem regarding the collision of two particles.i

It will be shown in Section 19 that the assumption of finite interaction

time in a scheme of pair interactions leads to the same results as are

produced by an idealized scheme of pair collisions, where the interactions

are assumed to be instantaneous. This Section can therefore be regarded /82

as substantiation (although not strict) of the pair collision approach.

Systematic methods for solving the problem concerned with unstable

states are based on a kinetic equation. However, there are several

problems which can be solved without utilizing a kinetic equation.

This includes all problems dealing with stable or quasi-stable states,

for which the distribution functions can be borrowed from statistics.

These problems are of great interest. Their solution will entail the

introduction of concepts and the production of results which are neces-

sary for deriving a kinetic equation in the pair collision approach. •
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Therefore, we shall begin with an examination of this type of problem.

Then, beginning with Section 14, we shall turn to the derivation of a

kinetic equation and to several of its applications. Elementary methods

are used in order to provide a better clarification of the physical

bases of the theory. For this reason, we shall not investigate the

following important studies which are relevant here: studies of N. N.

Bogolyubov, V. P. Silin, O. V. Konstantinov and V. I. Perel',

Rostoker, Balesku, Lenard, Yu. L. Klimontovich, S. V. Temko, and others.

2. COLLISION OF TWO PARTICLES

i. The collis_Tn of two particles is understood to mean the

interaction of these particles when it is possible to disregard

the time of this interaction and to assume that it is negligible. If

the interaction time cannot be disregarded, then we shall use the

more general term of "interaction" instead of the term "collision". In

the problems dealing with collisions, we are interested in the rela-

tionship between the parameters determining the states of the

colliding particles before and after collision. We can here establish

such a relationship between these parameters, which is derived from the

laws of impulse and energy conservation. It is assumed that the

collisions are elastic , so that the internal state of the colliding

particles does not change as a result of the collision.

We shall use m and m* to designate the mass of the colliding par-

ticles, V and V* - to designate their velocities before collision,

V + _V and v* + _V* - to designate velocities after collision. Accor-

ding to the law of impulse conservation

m6v _- m*6v* = O. (2.1)

If U = V - V* is the velocity of the first particle with respect to

the second, then

6v--6v* = 6u.

Solving this equation together with equation (2.1), we find

m •

6v= m+m* 6u= _---6u,m

6V* : m 6U =----_-M 6U,
m*re+m* (2.2)

where is the reduced mass:

_=- re+m* (2.3)

For an increase in 6D = m_V and 6p* = ...._*_V*of the _o_uxng-11=_=
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particle impulses, we obtain

6p=--Op* = _Su, (2.4)

and for an increase in 6_ of the kinetic energy of the first particle

m

6_=T_ _ 6v) 2- _ ° m27. v" = mV6v + _u6v + -_-(6v)',

where V is the center of inertia velocity of the system of two par-
ticles which is being considered:

V _ mv _-m*v*

re+m*

and which does not change as a result of the collision.

(2.5)

It follows from the law of energy conservation - described within

a frame of reference in which one of the colliding particles is at rest -

that the vector length of the relative velocity u does not change

during a collision either. This vector only changes with respect to

direction. Therefore,

6(u) _:2uAu (6u) _
(2.6)

If this is taken into consideration along with relationship (2.2), we

can readily find:

6¢ = m (V6v),

8cg* - m* (VSv*),
(2.7)

where _g * is the increase in the kinetic energy of the second par-

ticle. In view of relationship (2.1), 6_ + 6g * = O, as must be

the case according to the law of energy conservation.

Since

m* U
v :_ V i r.+m* '

m

V* --- V re.+m* U,

then formula (2.7) can be reduced to the form

(2.8)

6_ = -- A_* := _t (V6u). (2.9)

2. Let us express 6U by the rotation angle 0 of the vector U,

as a result of particle collisions, u _ can be used to designate the

vector of relative velocity after collisions, its length equals the
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length of the vector U . Therefore, as can be seen from Figure i,

0
6u II = u &os 0 -- 1) = -- 2u sin 2 -T'

6u± --u _n O, (2.10)

where _u , and 6u _ represent the values of the vector components _u

along the vector U and perpendicular to it. In vector form

8u = [kulsin O--2usin2_---
2, (2.11)

where k is the only vector which is perpendicular to the plane

(U, u') and which forms a right-handed system with the rotation

direction of the vector u Thus,

6p IJ = --2pu sin 2-_,

8p_L = _u sin O,

(2.12)

(2.13)

• 20
6p = --6p* = p[ku] sin O-- 2pu smy-, (2.14)

6_ ==---6_* ---: _ sin 0 ([uVl k) 2_ sin' --_-.(Vu). (2.15)

Finally, projecting the relationship (2.4) in the direction of the

vector U of the relative velocity before collision, we obtain

u6u
8p_ : F.---Z,

where 6P U is the projection of the vector 6p in the direction of
U.

With the aid of formulas (2.6) and (2.4), we can reduce this ex-

pression to the form

(6u)__ (6p)'
6Pll -- 2u 2uM " (2.16)

.

Figure i.

All of the obtained relationships were derived from only one
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of the laws of ener_ and impulse conservation, and therefore they are

valid for any law of power interaction between colliding particles.

They are valid both in classical, and in quantum mechanics, since they

include no statements with regard to the spatial localization of

colliding particles, and the particle states before and after collision

are investigated - when the particles are infinitely removed from each

other and, consequently, can have definite energy and impulse values.

. MEAN VELOCITIES OF ENERGY AND IMPULSE CHANGE

FOR A TEST PARTICLE IN A PLASMA. ELECTROSTATIC

ANALOGY.

i. Let us now turn to an investigation of several problems which

can be solved by utilizing a kinetic equation. It is assumed that ex-
ternal force fields are absent.

Let us assume that any particle with a mass of m a charge e,

and a velocity V moves in a plasma. In terms of established ter-

minology, such a particle is called a test particle. All other

particles are regarded as the medium in which the test particle

moves. They are called field particles. It is necessary to find

the mean velocities of the change in energy_ and impulse p of

a test particle due to its interaction with the field particles.

When speaking of the mean values of the physical quantities, we have

in mind the avera_ng with respect to a group of test particles, i.e.

a set of identical test particles which interact with each other,

which move in a plasma for one and the same initial impulse value

(and, consequently, energy). In the pair collision approach, changes

in energy and impulse of a test particle are composed of changes in

these quantities, which they undergo as a result of independent

collisions of a test particle with each of the field particles.

2. Let us first examine the case in which all of the field

particles are the same and move at one and the same velocity V*.

Let n* be the concentration of field particles, i.e., their number

per unit of volume; m* -the mass; e*- the charge of the field particle.

Within the frame of reference in which the field particles are at

rest, a test particle moves at a velocity of U = V - V*. Upon each

collision with the field particles, the energy and impulse of the

test particle receives increases in 6_ and 6p, which are determined

by expressions (2.15) and (2.14). As a result of the collision, the

vector length of relative velocity of U does not change, and the

vector itself U is turned at a certain angle @ The probability

that during time dt the vector u is deflected by at an angle ranging

between @ and _ + dd - i.e., it falls within the solid angle

d_ = 2_ sin @d_ ,equals n*uo( @, u)d_dt where o( @, u) is the

/85
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differential effective scattering cross-section of the test particle
by a field particle - within a frame of reference where the field
particles are at rest. Therefore, the meanenergy and impulse increase
of a test particle during time dt are determined by the expressions

and the mean velocities of their change are determined by the

equalities

/dE \
= n*u I 6_ (0, u) d9.,d--T/ (3.1)

/dp'_ = n*u I 6pG (0', u) dQ. (3.2)
\dr/

With the formulation of expressions (2.15) and (2.14), the com-

ponents _ [ku] sin O and p sin _ ([uV]k) can not be taken into con-

sideration, since the vector k can assume any direction which is

perpendicular to the vector u with the same probability. Therefore /86

/dE\ --4n_n*u (Vu) I sin_ -2 -_(0' u) sin Od_;
"_dt /

0

_ 0% u) sin 0 dO./dP\ = --4npn*uu I sin_
_dt/ 0

3. For Coulomb collisions, the differential cross-section

o( J, u) is given by the well-known Rutherford l_

(3.3)

(3.4)

if(O, U)---= ( ee* _" I
\ 2uu,/ sin,___O (3.5)

2

If this expression is substituted in formulas (3.3) and (3.4),

0
then the divergent integral f ctg _d is obtained. The divergence0

is due to inversion at infinity of the integrand at the lower limit

0 = O. This is explained by the fact that the real interactions in

all calculations are replaced by instantaneous collisions. In

formulas (3.1) and (3.2), we have used 6& and 6p to designate the

energy and impulse increase in a test particle throughout the entire

period of time that it interacts with field particles, while accor-

ding to the problem they would be used to designate the increases

throughout the time dt entering into these formulas. For this reason, exag-

gerated values for 6_ and 6p were used in the calculations. Such

an exaggeration is particularly significant, when we are discussing

the interaction of a test particle with far-removed field particles. It leads

to divergence in the integral (3.3) and (3,4). If the correct values are
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used for 6_ and 6p I, then finite expressions are obtained for the left-

hand side in formulas (3.1) and (3.2). However, this does not dispose

of the difficulties, since these finite expressions _re physically un-

suitable because - as the calculation shows - they distinctly contain

the time integral dt . This question will be discussed in detail in

Section 19.

In the theory of pair collisions, this difficulty is overcome by

artificially cutting off the radius of action of the Coulomb forces.

Each charged particle in the plasma attracts the particles having the

opposite charge and repulses the particles having the same charge. Due

to this fact, there is a tendency to form around it an excess number of

particles having an opposite charge, which weakens (screens) its

Coulomb field. Such a tendency can be calculated numerically, if it is

assumed that the action of the Coulomb field for the particle extends

only to a distance which does not exceed a certain quantity D, and

beyond that it is practically stopped. The Debye radius (see Section

4) is usually used as the quantity D . If the Debye radius is small

as compared with the distance _t, which is traversed by the test

particles during the period of time dt in the medium of field par-

ticles, then the interaction of this particle with each of the particles

of the Debye sphere can be regarded as a collision. Then no divergence

is obtained in the formulas (3.3) and (3.4), since the angle 0 can not

be less than a certain minimum limit Omin" If this quantity is used

as the lower limit of integration, then formulas (3.3) and (3.4)
assume the form:

/87

/ 4nn* (ee,)2L(Vu), (3.6)
\ ,It /

" Lu,
(3.7)

where the following integral is designated by L:

2 -- In sin 2 '

which is called the Coulomb logarithm.

(3.8)

4. Let us now assume that there are certain types of field

particles which differ from each other in terms of charge and mass.

Let us introduce the distribution funetion f* (V*) for particles of

any definite type. By definition, f* (v*)dv* gives the mean number

of particles of the type under consideration per unit of volume,

I It is obvious that it is impossible to use the concept of differential

scattering cross-section in the calculation, at least in the form in

which it is usually introduced.
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whosevector velocity extremes lie within the volume element
dr* - dv_ dv_dv* of velocity space with the center at the point V*.

Then from formulas (3.6) and (3.7), we can readily find

_--_-//dSN : -- 4:te_- _ * I e*_lauaL (vu)[* (v*) dv*; (3.9)

e " ,

"k-aT/-- Lul (v*)av*. (3.10)

An asterisk over the sum sign means that the summation was

carried out for all types of field particles. We shall use this

notation method from this point on in order to avoid utilizing

indexes which block up the formulas.

The Coulomb logarithm L in the formulas (3.9) and (3.10)

remains under the integral sign, since it can depend on the relative

velocity of U . Besides, this dependence is very weak. If it is

disregarded and L is used to designate a certain mean (with res-

pect to u ) value of the Coulomb logarithm - which we shall do in

the majority of the cases - then formulas (3.9) and (3.10) can be

transformed as follows:

/88

\d,/ m I'

• /dp\= "
--

(3.11)

(3.12)

Here the following notations are introduced:

UE,, = _ Q_,(v*) dv*;

q)o -- ; --_- 0_, (v*) dv*;

Ov = 47 (ee*) _ l* (v*).

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

The quantities p and L depend on the mass of both colliding

particles, and therefore in formulas (3.11) and (3.12) they remain

under the sum sign Z* (however, for L this dependence is very weak,

and in the majority of cases it can be disregarded).

As regards the integrals (3.13) and (3.14), in terms of structure

they are similar to the expressions for intensity and potential of an

electric field in electrostatics. Velocity space plays the role of

normal space. The quantity Pv = 4_(ee*)2f * (v*) plays the role of

charge densi_ at the point v* of this space. Vector Ev is formally

similar to intensity of the electric field at the point V, and the

scalar _v is analogous to the potential of this field at the same
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point. In order to emphasize this formal analogy, we designated these
quantities by Ev and _v , providing them with the sign v -which

indicates that we are not dealing with real electric fields, but with

quantities which are their analogs in velocity space. This formal

analogy was noted and systematically used in order to simplify the

calculations of B. A. Trubnikov (Ref. i), and also - independently of

him it was used by Rosenbluth, MacDonald, and Judd (Ref. 2).

4. DEBYE SCREENING AND DEBYE RADIUS

i. The concept of Debye screening and Debye radius is very clear

in the case when there is a fixed source, which creates an electrostatic

field around itself, in a plasma. A balanced Mogzx3ell-Boltzmann dist_-

bution of positive and negative ions in the plasma is established in

this field. For the purposes of our article, it is sufficient to

assume that the positive and negative ions in the plasma are singly-

ch_ged - the charge of each of them is numerically equal to the

electron charge. We can designate the source charge by q . In the

state of statistical equilibrium, an excess of ions having an opposite

charge sign is formed around the charge q The potential of the

average electrostatic field, created by the charge q and by the

plasma ions surrounding it, can be designated by _ . In all of the

space outside the charge q, the potential _ satisfies the Poisson

equation

A_ = -- 4zte (n ÷ -- n-), "
(4.i)

where e is the absolute value of the electron charge, and n+ and

n- represent the concentration of positive and negative ions. For

the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

- e__ e_
1_+ ne T R- = ne-T,

where T is the plasma temperature in energy units; n is the concen-

tration of positive ions, or the concentration of negative ions which

is equal to it to infinity. Thus,

A_ = -- 4_ne (e-_-- e_). (4.2)

Let us examine the solution of this equation for two cases: when

the charge q is a point charge, and when it is distributed equally

along an infinite plane.

2. For a point charge, it is not possible to determine an

accurate solution of equation (4.2) in a simple form. We shall con-

fine ourselves to an approximate solution which is suitable for large

distances from q , in which

ieq_[ <,<T. (4.3)

/89
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At such distances, the left-hand side of equation (4.2) can be

expanded in power series, and this expansion can be terminated at the

linear terms. In this approximation

A_ + _ = 0, (4.4)

where the expression is introduced

D= |/- T_ (4.5)
Y 8nne-"

In view of the spherical symmetry, the potential _ can depend

only on the distance r from the point charge q , and equation (4.4)

can be rewritten in the form

Its general solution is:

1 d ( dq_) "_ q9r_ dr r_ -_ i D2 O.

l___( Ce- -ff a_ ,e _ )_r_ _C .
(4.6)

The integration constant C" must equal zero, since the potential

must become zero at infinity. The second integration constant C

can be determined from the requirement that at small distances of r

the solution of equation (4.2) changes into the Coulomb potential

= _ . Consequently, in order to determine C it is necessary to

r
know, generally speaking, the form of the solution for equation (4.2)

at small distances. However, if equation (4.3) is fulfilled even for

r << D, then for such r the solution (4.6) is still applicable. But

C and we obtain the Coulomb potential,
it then changes into _ = _ ,

setting C = q • Thus, if the following condition is fulfilled, in

addition to the condition (4.3):

then C = q , and we obtain

q_= q_._:._e- _-• (4.8)

This potential is called the Debye potential , and the distance D

is the Debye radius. As can be seen from formula (4.8), in order of

magnitude the Debye radius determines the distance from the charge q,

at which the Coulomb field of this charge is screened oppositely by

the charged ions of the plasma. It can also be stated that the in-

fluence of the Coulomb field of the charge q extends to a distance

on the order of the Debye radius D, but at larger distances it is

barely apparent.
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3. It can be assumed that the requirement (4.7) is always ful-

filled, under the condition that the macroscopic approach to solving

the problem - which we have used - is applicable. Actually, in order

that such a macroscopic approach be applicable, it is necessary that

a very large number of plasma particles are contained within the Debye

sphere (i.e., a sphere with the radius D). Otherwise, the concept of

Debye screening and Debye radius loses its meaning - along with the

averaging of the charge density and the electric field around the charge

q, which was used in writing the Poisson equation (4.1). In mathematical

terms, this requirement can be written as follows:

DSn >> 1, (4.9)

or, by taking expression (4.5) into account:

T >> e2n '/" . (4.10)

This condition means that the mean kinetic energy of thermal motion

for a plasma particle must be large as compared with the potential

energy of Coulomb interaction between it and a neighboring plasma

particle, which is a distance of n-_ away, which equals the mean

distance between plasma particles having the same charge. But, under

condition (4.9), condition (4.7) is automatically fulfilled, if only

the charge q (as it always is) coincides with e in order of

magnitude. Actually, it follows from condition (4.9) that the Debye

radius D is large as compared with the mean distance n -_, between

plasma particles having the same charge. But then the potential

energy eq which enters into condition (4.7) will be less than
D '

e2n -% in terms of absolute magnitude, and therefore inequality (4.7)

follows from inequality (4.9) or (4.10). Thus, the validity of

formula (4.8) is shown under the condition (4.10), and not only at

large distances, but also at any distances from the charge q , because

at small distances - when the concept of the screening action of a

plasma loses its meaning - in the limit formula (4.8) leads to the

correct result _ = q .
r

Condition (4.10) is fulfilled to a better extent, the higher is

the temperature of the plasma, and the smaller is its density. In

all cases which are of physical interest, it is fulfilled very well.

For example, even for a dense plasma when n = l021 particles/cm 3,

this condition means T >> 2.3.10-12erg = 1.4 ev.

4. When the electric charge is equally distributed along an in-

finite plane, equation (4.2) can be readily solved very exactly, without

imposing the limitation (4.3). Let us assume that a plasma occupies

half space to the right of a uniformly-charged plane AB (Figure 2).

Let the charge of the plane be held constant. We can find the electric

field in the plasma after the state of static equilibrium is reached.
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Weshall direct the x-axis clockwise, perpendicularly to the plane AB,

placing the origin at the point 0 . In the case being considered,

all of the quantities depend only on one coordinate m , and equation

(4.2) changes into

dE_- = -- 8_en sh ,

d_

where E = - _ is the intensity of the electric field.

tiplying equation (4.11) by 2Edx= - 2d_ , we obtain

dE_:= 16 ensh?dv.

The solution of this equation, which becomes zero for

(4.11)

After mul-

Z =_ , is

•E 2-- 16_nT (ch-_---l) "32_nT sh2-_--r .

ff x

A'

Figure 2.

In the extraction of the square root, the plus sign must be taken.

If the plane AB has a positive charge, then the field E is directed

to the positive side of the z-axis, i.e., it is positively charged.

The potential _ is thereby also positive. If the plane AB is

charged negatively, then E and _ are also negative. 0nly a square

root with the plus sign satisfies these conditions. Thus,

E d_-- dx +Fr32_nT sh e_2T" (4.12)

After integration, we have

X

e_ , e_o o--7T
th _ th -_- _ ,

where _0 is the potential of the AB plane, and

radius determined by expression (4.5).

respect to _ , we find

(4.13)

D is the Debye

Solving equation (4.13) with
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x

q_ :: 2T In
e x (4.14)

LL e_O

1 -- Ln -_-_--e D

We must now find _0 • In view of formula (4.12), the potential

is connected with the intensity of the electric field E 0 , close to

AB , and with the surface density of the charge s by the relation-

ship

E o = 4.ha --V 32n,,T sh 2_'

from which it follows that

2XO V _02 }_0:_In _+ _-_ I . (4.15)

Just as is the case for a point charge, in the case being con-

sidered the plasma has a screening action which weakens the electric

field of the charged plane. As previously, this weakening action is

determined by the value of the Debye radius D . The quantity
e_

th_ decreases exponentially with the distance from the surface,

while throughout the Debye radius it decreases e times.

For x >> D , formula (4.14) changes into

x

-_.th_-_.e o (4.16)

The potential itself _ and the intensity of the electric field

corresponding to it decrease exponentially at such distances.

5. In certain cases (see Section 9 and 12) quasi-stable states

can arise in a plasma, which are characterized by Maxwell distributions

of the ion and electron velocities, but with different ion and elec-

tron temperatures. The concept of Debye screening and Debye radius

can be extended to these states in a simple way. The difference only

consists of the fact that - instead of expression (4.5) - the following

expression must be used:

V TiTe
D = &=,@ (Ti+ T,)' (4.17)

where Ti i8 the ion temperature; Te is the electron temperature,
and n is the concentration of either ions or electrons (it is

assumed that the plasma is quasi neutral).

6. In a calculation of the Coulomb logarithm, the radius of

action for the Coulomb forces is usually cut off at D . We shall

proceed in the same way, although it should be noted that the jus-

tification for this procedure - which employs the Debye screening in
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its literal sense - entails confused statements and contradictions.

If the Debye screening is taken literally, it should be indicated that

each plasma particle is a force center, around which there is a balanced

Maxwell-Boltzman distribution of all the other plasma particles. But

it is clear that this idea is contradictory, since the distribution of

one and the same particles can not be a spherically symmetrical Maxwell-

Boltzman distribution with the force center simultaneously at the point

where particle 1 is located, and at the point where particle 2 is

located. A balanced Maxwell-Boltzman distribution can be established

around the force center only when this center is fixed. The plasma

particles effect thermal motion. Spherically symmetrical Maxwell-

Boltzman distribution cannot be established around each plasma par-

ticle. Therefore, Debye screening in its literal sense - when each

plasma particle is regarded as a force center of Maxwell-Boltzman dis-

tribution - cannot be applied to the plasma.

Nevertheless, in terms of calculations it leads to correct results

primarily. The fact is that each charged plasma particle attracts

particles which have a different charge and repulses particles having

the same charge. Due to this fact, after some short intervals of

time, an excess of particles having an opposite charged sign, and

a deficiency of particles with the same charged sign, occur around each

plasma particle. The distribution of these particles has nothing in

common with the balanced Maxwell-Boltzman distribution. It exists for

a period of time on the order of the period of plasma (Langmuir)

fluctuations, is gradually destroyed by the thermal motion, and then

is formed again. On the average, this has the same effect as that

which would be produced if the Coulomb field of each plasma particle

were cut off at a certain definite distance R . As a more detailed

analysis will show (see Section 19), this distance is on the order of

the Debye radius D . The probability of this result becomes more

apparent, if any plasma particle which has been at rest for a long

period of time - for whatever reason - is investigated. The con-

cept of Debye screening can be applied to those particles; in the

calculational sense, this is equivalent to cutting off the radius of

action Coulomb forces at a point on the order of D . The exact value

of the cut off radius R is unimportant, since R always enters

into the theory in the _ment of the log_thm and the error in the

magnitude of R, by a considerable factor, barely appears in the values

of the Coulomb logarithm. Therefore, in the following Section we shall

calculate the Coulomb logarithm on the basis of Debye screening.

It is impossible to make such calculations in an absolute manner, but

they yield sufficiently accurate values of the Coulomb logarithm.
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5. CALCULATION OF THE COULOMB LOGARITHM.

i. In order to calculate the Coulomb logarithm, it is necessary

to determine the differential cross-section s ( _ ,u) of a charged
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particle in the Debye field of another particle, which is determined

r

by the potential _ = _-e- D . It would also be possible to determine

this cross-section in the cut off Coulomb field, i.e., the field whose

e •
potential is -- for r < D , and which becomes a constant for r > D.

r

However, this method entails cumbersom calculations - although they

are simple in principle - and there is no justification for dealing

with them within the framework of the pair collision approach. There-

fore, we shall use another, much simpler method.

2. Let us first examine the Coulomb logarithm calculation in

that region where classical mechanics is applied. In a classical

treatment, the result of the collision of two particles is determined

by two parameters - the relative velocity u of the colliding par-

ticles before collision, and the impact p_ameter p between them.

Thus, in order to simplify the calculations, we shall not cut off

the radius of action of the Coulomb forces, but rather the impact

parameter p , assuming that the maximum value of p equals the

Debye radius D . In other words,we shall assume that a test particle

with p < D is influenced by a field particle not only when it falls

within the limits of the Debye sphere of the latter, but also through-

out its entire motion. For such particles, the cross-section o( 0 ,u)

is determined by the Rutherford formula (3.5), and for particles with

p > D this cross-section equals zero. This cut-off method leads to

a somewhat exaggerated value for the cross-section _ and, consequently,

for the Coulomb logarithm, as compared with the cut-off radius of

action of the Coulomb forces. This exaggeration, however, is not im-

portant, because the field particle influences the test particle

primarily within the limits of the Debye sphere of the former.

As is well-known from the solution of the Kepler problem in

classical mechanics, the impact parameter p is connected with the

angle of deviation 0 by the relationship

tg_-= _±-_-, (5.i)

where P± is the value of the impact parameter, at which the angle of

It is equal to:deviation 0 equals _ .

If the impact parameter is cut off at the Debye radius D ,

then the minimum value of the angle of deviation is determined by the

formula

_m,. Q..L.
tg --f- =-_-
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or

sin -_- = _i

The substitution of this value in formula (3.8) gives

L_=ln _ _ln D ,
Qt

(5.3)

where the index of L indicates that classical mechanics was used in

calculating the Coulomb logarithm.

In all of the cases in which we are interested, the Coulomb

logarithm is a large quantity (exceeding 10, see Tables 1 and 2).

Since the maximum impact parameter of D enters into formulas (5.3)

in the argument of the logarithm, then expression (5.3) is not sen-

sitive to changes in D . For example, if a quantity which is twice

as large is taken instead of D , then L is increased by 2 _ 0.7

in all. This insensitivity also justifies the substitution of the cut-

off radius of action of Coulomb forces by the cut-off impact parameter

p which was done above to simplify the calculations.

3. Classical mechanics is applicable under the condition
27 h

_- 0_ >> i, where _ _u is the de Broglie wave length for the test

particle within the frame of reference in which the dispersion center

(field particle)is at rest. Substituting expression (5.2) instead of

p_, we can write this condition in the following form:

where

(_. h 10_27 )= 2_ = 1.05- erg-sec e2

charge, then the constant

8 tructure cons tant.

u << _, (5.4)

5-

(5.5)
If e and e* equal an elementary

i

= _ = 137 coincides with the fine

If condition (5.4) is not observed, the classical treatment is

not applicable. At first glance, this could seem incomprehensible,

because an exact quantum mechanical solution of the problem regarding

the scattering of a charged particle in a Coulomb field of dispersion

center leads to the expression for s( @, u) which accurately coincides

with the classical expression (3.5) [see, for example, the book (Ref. 3)

or any detailed course on quantum mechanics]. The fact is, however,

Note: C_ designates 'c!ass_cal'.
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that this agreementoccurs whenthe field of a dispersion center
is a Coulombfield throughout the entire space. For a cut-off

Coulomb field, the wave properties of the particles deviate signi-

ficantly from the properties which a classical investigation yields I.

In the limiting case, when

u >Yac, (5.6)

the quantum mechanical problem regarding scattering can be compara-

tively simply solved in the B. approximation. The solution can be

most simply obtained not for a cut-off Coulomb field, but for a Debye

field with the potential
¥

e*

_=_-e D
(5.7)

In this case, when condition (5.6) is observed, quantum mechanics -

as is known - leads to the following results:

where

[-*V '
a O, u)= \ 2-_-j , _ ,

(sin y nu 8')'
(5.8)

8 = _ : 2_uO (5.9)

[see, for example, the books (Ref. 3- Ref. 5)].

If expression (5.8) is substituted in formulas (3.3) and (3.4),

we then again arrive at formulas (3.6) and (3.7), with the only difference

being that, instead of the classical value, it is necessary to use the

quantum mechanical value of the Coulomb logarithm

i sin'-_ sm _ 1 l -_8z l
i_2= dO = -_- In-

(sin, @___+ 8z)' 8' 2(l +8D" (5.10)

1 However, it should be noted that in quantum mechanics the Rutherford

formula (3.5) is strictly applicable only for collisions of non-identiaal

particles. In the collisions of identical particles (for example, elec-

trons or similar ions) specific exchange effect8 arise which lead to an

additional term in the expression for o( 0 ,u). Therefore, the Ruther-

ford formula (3.5), and also formula (5.8), strictly speaking, are not

applicable to collisions of identical particles. We cannot take these

exchange effects into consideration, because the scatter is significant

only at 8mall angles, when these effects are negligible, in the problems
in which we are interested.

* Note: qU designates 'quantum'.
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Since, in all of the cases which are of physical interest,

(5.11)

Inthe square of e can be disregarded as compared with unity.

this approximation

L¢ In 1 1 , 4aD 1
e 2

2 "_ (5.12)
1

If the components -_ are disregarded, this expression differs

from the classical value (5.3) only insofar that it contains _---
4w '

instead of the lower limit p_ . This result can be readily un-

derstood. A de Broglie wave, which is connected with an incident

particle, undergoes diffraation in the Debye sphere surrounding the

dispersion center. It follows from the diffraction theory or from

elementary interference considerations that the mean value of the

diffraction angle equals @ = _ , correct to an unimportant coefficient
2D

on the order of unity. If this value exceeds the classical limit

2p_

0rain = D , then the classical formula (5.3) becomes inapplicable,

and 0 _ 2D must he taken as the lower limit in the integral (3.8).
4D

This leads to L = In-_ , which differs from formula (5.12) by the

unimportant multiplier _ in the argument of the logarithm. It also

follows from this qualitative investigation that the result of scat-

tering in the cut-off Coulomb field cannot significantly differ from

the result of scattering in the Debye field (5.7).

The quantum formula (5.12) can be written in the form

L_ = La + In 2_ 1 (5.13)
U 2 "

We should note that this formula is derived on the assumption

that u >> =c since the classical expression (5.3) is suitable for

U << 0_ .

4. In the intermediate region u _ac , the quantum mechanical

calculations become too complex. There is no physical justification

for dealing with them, since - within the framework of the pair col-

lision theory with its artificial and, to a considerable degree, ar-

bitrary cut-off radius of action of the Coulomb forces - the refinement

of the Coulomb logarithm values, which are obtained as a result of these

complex calculations, is illusory. It is much simpler and more con-

sistent, within the framework of the given approach, to pursue the

following method. As both limiting formulas (5.3) and (5.12) show,
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the Coulomb logarithm contains the velocity u in the argument of

the logarithm, and, consequently, it is a very slowly changing func-

tion of u . It is physically apparent that such a slow change re-

mains in the intermediate region. Therefore, if no significant errors

are introduced, it is possible to extrapolate the expressions (5.3)

and (5.12) in the intermediate region up to a value of u = Ubn*, at

which these expressions coincide. For u < Ubn , the classical for-

mula (5.3) should be used, and for u > Ubn - the quantum formula (5.12)
or (5.13).

As can be seen from formula (5.13), the value of

.2ac 1
from the requirement Jn-- =- which gives

Ubn 2 '

Ubn is determined

u_ = 1,21ac = 0,00885c, (5.14)

while the numerical coefficient 0.00885 refers to the collision of

singly-charged ions.

If the equivalent temperature with respect to the formula

3T = _u 2 is introduced, instead of the relative velocity u, then

equality (5.14) changes to

T_=0,49_ e'd. (5.15)

Substituting the corresponding values of reduced mass, in the

case of a deuterium plasma we obtain the following values of the

boundary temper_ziTzre8 for electron-electron, electron-ion, and ion-ion

collisions, respectively:

T_ = 6,65 cv 1
T a_, = 13,3 cv

7ij., = 2,45. 104,. : 24,5 _,,.

(5.16)

5. In the case when any plasma particle plays the role of a

test particle, when one calculates the Coulomb logarithm, it is

possible to disregard the scattering of the velocities, taking a

certain mean velocity as u, due to the slight dependence of the

Coulomb logarithm on u. If the electron and ion temperatures do

not differ too greatly from each other, then it is possible to

introduce a mean temperature for them of T , determining u by the

equality pu 2 = 3T. We can substitute the quantity T , determined

in this way, in the expression (4.5) for the Debye radius D, after

which we can find the value of the Coulomb logarithm from the

* Note: bn designates 'boundary'.
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classical formula (5.3)
! 3

Ld. =23,1 ---F Inn+ -V- In T,,,,,
(5.17)

where the temperature is given in electron volts. This expression

can be used for collisions of any type of singly-charged particles,

i.e., electron-electron, ion-ion, electron-ion collisions. However,

its limit of applicability depends on the mass of the colliding par-

ticles. It is applicable for T k< Tbn , where Tbn is determined by
the values of (5.16).

For T > Tbn , it is necessary to introduce a quantum correction
with respect to the formula (5.13) in the expression (5.17). After

this we obtain:
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1) for electron-electroncollisions

1
L_= 24,1----_--lnn q-lnT_ (T_> 6,65_0);

for electron-ion collisions

l
L_ = 24,4----_-1nn + In T_(T_> 13,_);

3) for ion-ion collisions (deuterium

I
L_ = 28,2 -- --_-ln n + In T. (T.. > 2,45. 104_%.

(5.18)

The classical (5.17) and the quantum (5.18) expressions lead to

one and the same dependence of the Coulomb logarithm L on the con-

centration of electrons n, but give a different dependence on tempera-

ture T Figure 3 schematically shows the dependence of L on in T

at a constant concentration of n. The rectilinear sections AB and CD

correspond to the regions of applicability for the classical (5.17)

and quantum (5.18) expressions. In the intermediate region, the depen-

dence would have to be expressed by the curve BC of the hyperbolic

type, for which the lines AB and CD are asymptotes. However, we

continued the lines AB and CD up until they intersected at the point Ej

and we replaced the curved section BC by the broken line BEC, overes-

timating the values of the Coulomb logarithm a little.

As can be seen from expressions (5.18), for electron-electron

collisions the values of L barely differ from the corresponding

values for electron-ion collisions, and therefore this difference can

be disregarded. Table 1 lists the values of the Coulomb logarithms L

for electron-ion collisions, and Table 2 - those for ion-ion colli-

sions. It is assumed that the ion and electron temperatures are the

same. The values of L for an electron-proton plasma, which are given

in a book b7 Spittser (Ref. 6), barely differ from the values given by
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#

I

Figure 3.

us in Table i. From these tables, and also from an analysis of the

formulas with which they were obtained, it can be seen that the

difference in the magnitude of L for electron-ion and ion-ion

collisions is small, as are the quantum corrections, and in the majority

of cases they can be disregarded.

T_

10-t
I
I0
102
I0a
104
les
I0s

TABLE 1

VALUES OF L FOR ELECTRON-ION COLLISIONS

19,7
23, I
26,6
29,0
31,3
33,6
35,9
38 2

Electron Concentration n, cm -3

I0 _

16,2
19,7
23,1
25,6
27,9
30,2
32,5
34,8

I0" I0' tO*Z lOtS

12,8
16,2
19,7
22,1
24,4
26,7
29,0
31,3

9,3
12,8
16,2
18,7

.21,0
23,3
25,6
27,9

5,9
9,3

12,8
15,2
17,5
19,8
22,1
24,4

5,9
9,3

11,8
14,1
16,4
18,7
21,0

lOiS lO*t

4,9
7,2
9,5

II,8
14,1

6. ENERGY EXCHANGE BETWEEN A TEST

PARTICLE AND A PLASMA. GENERAL FORMULAS

i. Let us again turn to one of the problems which was examined

in Section 3. Let us assume that a test particle moves in a plasma

with a mass m , a charge e , and a velocity v. It is necessary to

find the mean rate of its kinetic energy change _ . If we disregard
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the dependenceof the Coulomblogarithm L on the relative velocity u,

then the problem is reduced to calculating the analog of the electric

field Ev , and its potential _v in velocity space.

TABLE 2

VALUES OF L FOR ION-ION COLLISIONS (DEUTERIUM)

/i01

r_

10-1

- l
10
lOs
103
10' ,
105
I0 e

19,7
23,1
26,6
30,0
3,3,5
36,9
39,7
42,0

Electron Concentration n, cm -3
10' 10'

16,2 12,8 9,3
19,7 16,2 12,8
23,1 19,7 16,2
26,6 23,1 19,7
30,0 26,6 23,1
33,5 30,0 26,6
36,2 32,8 29,3
38,5 35,1 31,6

10' [ . 10 m

5,9
9,3

12,8
16,2
19,7
23, I
25,9
28,2

• 10,5

5,9
9,3

12,8
16,2
19,7
22,4
27,4

lOZl

5,9
9,3

12,8
16,2
19,0

21,3

lOft

5,9
9,3
12,8
15,5
17,8

Let us assume that the distribution function f* (V*) _ f* (v_)

of the field particles in velocity space is isotropic, i.e., it de-

pends only on the absolute value of the velocity v * ,and not on its

direction. Then the quantity PV, which is determined by expression

(3.15), will also depend only on V* . The problem is reduced to cal-

culating the electrostatic field for spherically symmetrical distri-

bution of the electric charges around the origin. This problem can be

solved in an elementary way with the aid of the Gau88 electrostatic

theorem. The latter gives

E_, (v) - o---e o. _ oodv ,

. O*<V V*_O

(6,1)

Let us carry out the calculation for the Maxwell velocity distri-

bution of field particles.

f* (v*): .* f b*

(O* I/t-_-z_*t (6.2)
" F 2T* ] "

Here T* is the temperature of a definite type of field particle.

Due to the insignificant difference in their mass, the temperature T*

is the same for all of the ions. But for the electrons - in view of

the fact that their mass is small - the temperature T * can differ

from the ion temperature (see Section 9 and 12).
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Substituting expression (3.15) in formula (6.1), instead of Pv'
and taking the volume of the spherical layer dv* = 4wv*2dv * as the

volume element, as a result of simple integration we obtain:

E,, (v) -- 4:, (ee,y- ,,*_, O, (b'v). v,

qh, (V) --" 4_ (ee*)' n* (I) (b'v).
[2

The error integral is designated by _(x)

(6.3)

(6.4)

x

0 (x) ----_ I e-_d_-
0

(6.5)

The function #l(X) is determined by the expression

_x x' " d(D
_j (x) - • (x) -- --== e- -- • (x) -- x dx

Substituting expressions (6.3) and (6.4) in formula (3'11),
we obtain

(6.6)

/ d____$_ 4aet,w/* Ln*e*2 [0 (b'v)
\tit�= _' _ L m*

2b*v (m + m*) e_b., w ]
-- mm*_I-_ : (6.7)

This formula determines the mean rate of kinetic energy change

a_lassa with a definite velocity v

of a test particle moving in . .
dg d_

We should note that quantity _- is obtained from _- by

averaging with respect to a group of test particles, which is charac-

terized by one and the same velocity values v . Such a group can be

represented, for example, by a bundle of identical test particles which

do not interact with each other and which move in a plasma at the same

velocity v . (The velocity directions for the different particles in

the bundle cannot coincide, but the absolute velocity values must be

the same).

2. The functions #(x) and _l(X) will be constantly encountered

as we proceed. The values of _(x) and _ are given in the "Tables

of Functions" of Yanke and Emde (Ref. 7), with an accuracy which is

sufficient for our purposes. For small x , it is convenient to use

the expansion
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2 _ X2n+l_,(x) ---_r----_ (--_)" (2,,+i)n_ •
n--0

(6.8)

It is obtained from formula (6.5) by expanding the integrand in a

power series with subsequent integration of it term by term. Uti-

lizing formula (6.6) and expansion (6.8), we obtain

4 _ x2"+3(DI(X)-- _ (--l)n (2n+3)nl " (6.9)
n=0

For large x , it is more convenient to use asymptotic series.

Representing @(x) in the form

• (x)_ 1 -- ___ i e-_,d_ '
x

we can readily obtain the following with integration by parts

e(x) = 1 K_e-x'[[x' n 1.3...(2k- _)]2k.x_k+'-- + E ( -- 1)k -_- R. ix),
k=i

Where "the residual term" Rn(x) is given by the expression

Thus,

R,, (x) -- (- t),+' i 1.3... (2, + 1)
g_ x 2-+, e-_d _2,+3 •

e-x' 1.3...(2n+1)

IR,,(x)l<--g-_" Z,+,W,,+3-

Thus, if function @(x) is in agreement with the asymptotic
theories

• ]/-E k=, " , (6. I0)

and if it is truncated at any point, then this truncated series will

approximate the function #(x) with an error whose absolute magnitude

does not exceed the first discarded term. The sign of the error agrees
with the sign of this term.

In a similar way,

• 1 (x) _ 1 tr__ 2x -4- -T + (-- 1)k 2k.x2k+l . (6. ii)
k=l
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7. CRITICALVELOCITYANDMAXIMUMENERGYTRANSFER

i. For a detailed study of energy exchange between a test particle
and a plasma, let us examine an individual componentin the right-hand
side of formula (6.7). In physical terms this designates the mean

velo_t-y of kinetic energy increase for a test particle, due to its

interaction with one separate component of the plasma - for example,

with all of the electrons or with a definite type of ion. This com-

<d_> . The index "I" must indi-ponent can be designated by _-_ 1

cate that we are dealing with the interaction of a test particle, not

with the entire plasma, but only with one imaginary separate component.

According to formula (6.7),

/ d$ "_ --__ 4_ (ee*)_ Ln* [ • (b__*v) 2b*v (m -P m*) ]dt /, F " [ m* mm*|/_ e -b*:w . (7.1)

This separation, of the interaction of a test particle with a

plasma, into interaction with separate components has a conditional-

mathematical - nature. We are not dealing with the interaction of a

test particle with any isolated component in the plasma, but rather

with the interaction in the presence of all of the other plasma com-

ponents. The role of the latter can he reduced to the compensation

of the Coulomb repulsive forces between the particles of an isolated

plasma component, and only if they are present is there any point in

speaking about Coulomb screening and Coulomb logarithm.

We have this conditional meaning in mind, when we speak about the

interaction of a bundle of non-interacting particles with an isolated

plasma component.

2. Let us introduce the notation

m • °,

x -= b'v, [_ -= .--F" (7.2)

F(x, 8)=*(x) 2x
-- _-_ (I -_-- [_)e -x: . (7.3)

/

The parameter x represents the relationship of the velocity of

a test particle to the most probable velocity b* - of par-

ticles in an isolated plasma component. In these designations:

/ d& _ 4a
dt /, m* Lb*. _-e*)2n* F (x'(p

8)
-- x (7.4)

Let us determine at what values of x this expression becomes

zero. In order to do this, it is necessary that F(x, B) = 0 . The

function f(x, 8) becomes zero for x = O. However, this root must

be discarded, since for x = 0 the relationship F(x, 8) does not

x
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become zero, but equals . The derivative

OF 2 x'
-----=--_-e-- I2X"_(I + 8) --l_ld"_- Vn

8
8 and positive for X2> 2(1 + 8) "is negative for x2< 2(1 + 8) At

the quantity F as a function of x
B

the point x = 2(1 +B )

reaches the minimum, remaining negative in the interval

0 < X < ¢2(1% 8) From this point on, it increases monotinically

and strives to 1 for x + _ (Figure 4). Therefore, in the interval

2(18+ 8) < x < + _ , the function F(x, 8) becomes zero only once.

Consequently, the equation F(x, B) = 0 has a single root x = Xroot ,
x

and this root lles in the same interval. The value of this root is

determined by the equation F(xroot, 8) = 0, which can be written in
the form

V_ 2
1 q- _ = 2-_--_0 (x..,) e ..,

The quantity Xroot , and the velocity Vroot -

(7.5)

Xroot
b* - Xr°°t _m* /105

which corresponds to it, will be called critical. At the critical

velocity of a test particle, the mean rate of energy transfer in an

isolated plasma component becomes zero. If a bundle of non-interacting

test particles is introduced, as in Section 6, then it can be stated

that, for v < Vroot , the energy is transmitted to the bundle from

the isolated plasma component, and for v > Vroot - from the bundle

to the same plasma component.

r

Figure 4

The maximum rate of energy transfer from the bundle to an isolated

plasma component takes place for x = xm ,i.e., v = /_n = _ . The

value of xqn is determined by the equation _ F(x, 8) = O_*which can
_x x
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be written in the form

(7.6)

This equation has two roots. The first root x = 0 , which is

of little interest, corresponds to the case of a fixed test particle

(the energy is transmitted from the plasma to the test particle). The

existence of the second root can be proven with the aid of the following

simple remarks. The function F(z_B) becomes zero for x = Xroot and

x = _ . Therefore, according to th_ well-known Rolle theorem , there

must be a value of x = xm , which lies in the interval

Xroot < xm < _, for which the derivative B F(x, 8) becomes zero
_x x

In this case, the energy passes from the bundle of test particles to

an isolated plasma component, since Xm > Xroot. From this point on

mm will designate the value of the second root. It can be shown

that equation (7.6) does not have other roots (we shall not deal with

this problem).

The roots Xroot and mm increase with an increase in 8 •
can be readily verified, by calculating the following derivatives

with the aid of relationships (7.5) and (7.6):

This

dxr_ot X_._,_

_ =2_x2 (l+_)-_; (7.7)

dxm x,n

= l+(l +_) (2x_--3) " (7.8)

The first of these derivatives is positive, because Xroot (1 + 8)

as was shown above. The second derivative (7.8) is also positive, as
it will be shown below that 2x_2 > 3.

3. In investigating equations (7.5) and (7.6), we shall consider

three cases.

m •

First Case. The parameter 8 = n is very small. This case is

realized, for example, for a bundle o_ ions which interacts with

electrons in a plasma. The value of z = 2(1 + B) , at which the

function F(a:, 8) has a minimum, strives to zero for 8 + O. Therefore,

it is natural to expect that for 8 + 0 the root of equation (7.5)

also strives to zero, and, consequently, this root is very small in

the case under consideration. Therefore, it is possible to expand

the right part of equation (7.5) in powers of Xroot and to trun-

cate this expansion, for example, at the terms of the sixth power.

As a result, we obtain
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3 2 4 8
TI3 = xL_+ +-_-_ x._ x_.

By squaring both parts of this equality first, and then cubing them,
we obtain

4x_,--_--[_ = x_ + -s-

2_p x_.8

Eliminating 4 and m 6 we findXroot root '

3 243 _a. (7.9)

We can thus obtain higher powers in the expansion of 2Xroot

in powers of _. For small B , we can confine ourselves to the

first term

3
x_._ = "T [_" (7.10)

The root Xroot was small, which confirms the applicability of the

expansion which we used.

Let us now find the expression for Xm • For B = 0, the

root of transcendental equation (7.6) is approximately

Xmo_ 1,52. (7.11)

Utilizing this result, we can readily find the root xm for B _ 0

by the method of successive approximations. It is simpler not to

start with equation (7.6), but to use the relationship (7.8) which is

obtained from it. Expanding the right part of this equation in powers

of B, we obtain

dxm .Xm . .1 -_ -_ . •

In the first approximation let us retain only the first term in

the right part, substituting xm by mm0 in it. As a result, after

integration, we obtain

x_ = x_ o + _, o _ _ 1,52 i 0,580_.
2(g.o-- I) (7.12)
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The following approximations are obtained in a similar way. In the
third approximation

x,._ 1,52 0,5801_ -0,45-_[F i 0,57[_ _. (7.13)

m,_
Second Case. The parameter B - is very large. A bundle of

m

electrons interacting with plasma ions can serve as an example. For

hydrogen ions, 8 = 1836, and for deuterium ions, 8 = 3672. In the

case under consideration, the roots Xroot and xm are comparatively

large, and therefore it can be assumed that _(Xroot ) = @ (am) = i. For

8 > 15, the error which is thus introduced does not exceed 1%, and for

8 > i00, 0.1%. In this approximation, equations (7.5) and (7.6)

change to

2

Ax,_e -_''' = 1, (7.14)

2Axle -x_ = I, (7.15)

while in the second of these equations we have disregarded terms on

the order of one, as compared with 2x_(l + 8). The constant

2

A -= l--f-_n(I -_-l_). (7.16)

is designated by A . After taking the logarithm, we have

2
x,...-,= In A + In x,,.r,

2
x,,, = In (2A) + 3 In x_.

Since the coefficient A is large, these equations can be conveniently

solved by the method of successive approximations. In the zero approxi-

mation, we discard In Xroot and 3 In xm, and we find
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x_"_=2 In A; }
x,. -- In (2A),

(7.17)

In the first approximation, we replace Xroot and xm in the

argument of the logarithm by their zero-order approximations /-_A

and _-_-_, which gives

- In A +-_-lnln A,

x_,,, = In (2A) + 3 In In (2A).
(7.18)

In a similar manner, in the second approximation
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x =,nA+ io(,0A ,n,oA) } (7.19)

etc.

For 8 > i00, the error of the second approximation does not

exceed 1%.

For electrons which interact with the proton component in a

plasma (8 = 1836), we find Xroot = 2.95, z?n = 3.47 by the method

indicated, and for electrons interacting with the deuteron component

(8 = 3672), Xroot = 3.07, zm = 3.58.

m _
Third Case. The parameter 8 --- is on the order of unity, or

differs from it by several factors often. This case is realized for

a bundle of electrons which interacts with the electron plasma com-

ponent, and also for a bundle of ions which interacts with the ion

plasma component. In this intermediate region, it is difficult to

find simpler approximating expressions for the roots Zroot(8) and

xm(8), and it is necessary to solve the transcendental equations (7.5)

and (7.6). On the other hand, these roots can be determined most

simply by numerical integration of equations (7.7) and (7.8), uti-

lizing the approximate formulas (7.9) and (7.13) .

Table 3 lists the values of the roots Xroot(8) and xm(8 ) for

certain values of the parameter 8 • It also lists the relationships

the energies groot -= root and _ m - n_)m to the tem-
nyu2 2

of

2 2

perature T _ of a separate plasma component. The energies _root and

g m are calculated by the formulas

$_-,-- _T*,

= (7.20)
Xr'* T_.
T

3 T*.
4. On first glance, it seems paradoxical that 6root #

rn _

Only in the limiting case of very small values of the parameter 8 = --
m

(monoenergetic bundle of ions which interacts with plasma electrons)

does _oot approach _ T _. In all the other cases _root < 3 T* .
2

3 T*
groot differs from _ very greatly for large values of 8. Thus,

for a bundle of electrons which interact with hydrogen ions in a plasma
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TABLE3

CRITICAL PARAMETERS FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF THE QUANTITY B

fl x_t xm . p. x,,._ { x m . T--'_

0
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9
1,0
1,1
1,2
1,3
1,4

• 1,5
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
15
2O

0
0,377
0,519
0,620
0,699
0,765
0,822
0,871
0,915
0,954
0,990
1,02
1,05
1,08
l,ll
1,13
1,23
1,37
1,47
1,54
1,60
1,65
1,69
1,73
1,76
1,88
1,96

1,52 1,5
1,57 1,42
1,61 1,35
1,65 1,28
1,69 1,22
1,72 1,17
1,75. 1,12
1,78 1,08
1,81 i ,05
1,83 1,01
1,85 0,980
1,87 0,948
1,89 0,918
1,91 0,897
1,93 0,873
1,94 0,852
2,01 0,757
2,11 0,626
2,18 0,541
2,24 0,475
2,29 0,427
2,33 0,388
2,36 0,357
2,39 0,331
2,42 0,310
2,52 0,235
2,59 O, 193

O0

24,6
13,0
9,10
7,13
5,92
5,10
4,53
4,10
3,73
3,42
3,18
2,99
2,80
2,65
2,51
2,03
1,49
1,19
1,01
0,875
0,775
0,697
0,635
0,585
0,423
0,335

3O
40
5O
6O
70
8O
9O

100
2OO
3OO
400
50O
6OO
700
8OO
900

1000
20OO
3000
4 000
5O00
6000
7 (DO
8OOO
9000

1O000

2,07 2,68i
2,15 2,75 ;
2,21 2,80
2,25 2,84
2,28 2,87
2,31 2,90
2,34 2,92
2,37 2,94
2,52 3,08
2,60 3,15
2,66 3,21
2,71 3,25
2,74 3,28
2,77 3,31
2,80 3,33
2,82 3,35
2,84 3,37 .
2,9713,49/

3,04 I 3,55 t
3,09 J 3,60 [
3,13 I 3,63 [
3,16 I 3,66
3.18 i 3.68 |
3,20 13,70
3,2213,72

3,24 3,74

0,144
0,115
0,0980
0,0840
0,0743
0,0670
0,0612
0,0556
0,0317
0,0226
0,0177
0,0147
0,0125
O,OllO
0,00980
0,00887
0,00807
0,0044 l
0,00308
0,00239
0,00196
0,00165
0,00145
0,00128
0,00116
0,00105

l

0,240
0,189
O, 157
0,134
0,118
0,105
0,0950
0,0867
0,0478
0,0332
0,0258
0,0211
0,0180
0,0157
0,0139
0,0125
0,0114
0,00608
0,00421
0,00322
0,00264
0,OO223
0,00 194
0,00172
0,00 154
0,001,10

i T_ and for a bundle which interacts with
(B = 1836), root ffi2_i '

g i T*
deuterium ions (B *= 3672), root = 38---8 "

In actuality, there are no contradictions here. The mean rate of

3
energy transfer would have to become zero for _g> = _ T*, if the

velocity of the bundle particles and the isolated plasma component had

a Maxwell distribution with one and the same temperature. Using direct

calculations in Section 9, we shall verify the fact that expression

(7.1) satisfies this requirement. If there is no Maxwell distribution

(for example, if a bundle of particles is monoenergetic), then for

3 p,
\_/= _ the mean rate of energy transfer must not necessarily

become zero.
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However, the following problem then arises. Let us assume that

the energy _ of a particle in a monoenergetic bundle is such that

3 T* On the one hand the energy of the bundle willroot < g < _ "

be transferred to the isolated plasma component, i.e., it begins to

decrease. On the other hand, statistical equilibrium must be es-

tablished, in which the bundle particles have a Maxwell distribution

<_> 3 _T*. Ultimately, the energy of the bundlewith the mean energy =_

must increase. There are no contradictions here. At first, when the

energy of the bundle particles are the same or almost the same, energy

is actually transferred from the bundle to the isolated plasma com-

ponent. From this point on, the interaction of the bundle with the

plasma leads to a re-distribution of the velocities, and, beginning at

<d_> changes its sign. Ultimately,a certain time, the quantity _ 1

an equilibrium state is established, in which the mean energies of

the bundle particles in the plasma are identical.

Let us assume, for example, that at the initial moment the velocity

of all the particles in a monoenergetic bundle equals the critical

velocity. Then, at this moment, the mean rate of energy transfer will

equal zero. Due to the interaction with plasma particles, the

velocity distribution of the bundle particles begins to change. Par-

ticles with an energy which is less than the critical energy (we shall

call them slow particles) appear in the bundle, along with particles

having an energy greater than the critical energy (we shall call them

rapid particles). Since the mean rate of energy transfer at the initial mo-

ment equals zero, then the energy of the bundle as a whole barely changes

at the beginning. Then the slow particles begin to receive energy

from the isolated plasma component, and the rapid particles - to deliver

energy to it. Since the velocity u is in the denominator expression

(7.1), the slow particles receive more energy than the rapid particles

deliver during the same period of time. On the whole, the energy of

the bundle begins to increase monotonically, and this increase will

continue until the velocity distribution in the bundle changes into the

Maxwell distribution, with a temperature which equals the plasma tem-

perature.

The monotonic increase of the bundle energy will be observed when

the energy of a bundle particle is less that the critical energy at

the beginning. If _ > _ root, then at the beginning the energy will

always be transferred from the bundle to the isolated plasma com-

ponent. For values of _ which are not very large, the rate of energy

transfer can become zero, and then the sign can change. For rather

large _ , the energy of the bundle will decrease monotonically, and

the mean rate of energy transfer, which does not change its sign,
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strives to zero asymptotically.

o RELATIVE ROLE OF ION AND ELECTRON COMPONENTS IN PLASMA

ENERGY EXCHANGE WITH A MONOENERGETIC BUNDLE OF NON-

INTERACTING PARTICLES.

i. Let us assume that a two-component plasma consists of electrons

and identical ions. We shall assume that the electron and ion tempera-

tures are the same, and we shall designate this by T* . A bundle of

test particles is assumed to be monoenergetic , and can be composed

either of electrons, or of identical ions. The velocities of energy

change _ of a bundle particle, due to its interaction with ion and

electron components in a plasma, will be designated by/ _ <d_>

and %dg2_r{ e , respectively. For these quantities, formulas (7.4)

and (7.3) give

/ dg _ =-- 4__n L (ee,) ni -- 1 -{- dx ]'_ dt /" l vml ¢D(x)"2 " x dO ]. (8.1)

dt i/, , vine

The following definitions are introduced here:

x = b;v = ]//
m_ g

m T*'

l/g = bey --: me _ m e
ra T* -- X m_ " (8.3)

All of the quantities without an asterisk sign refer to the test

particle: m, ej _, v, - represent the mass, charge, energy, and

velocity of this particle. The asterisk sign is used to indicate the

quantities refering to field particles (the mass m e and the charge

e e of an electron represent an exception to this). For example,

m_'z " e'_z " n'_z designate the mass, charge, and concentration of the

field ions.

From this point on, it will be assumed that the velocity of

bundle particles exceeds the critical velocity.

2. Let us first consider the case when a bundle consists of ions.

If the energy _ is so great that y >> 1 (and, consequently,

x >> i), then the expressions in the square brackets in formulas
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(8.1) and (8.2) can be assumed to equal unity. In this case, if the

quasi neutrality In*. e*.] = ]n_e I is taken into consideration, for-
7. 7. e e

mulas (8.1) and (8.2) give

I/da\ -/din _ [ m,______,
\ dt/_ \ dt/_. - , _,e,

(8.4)

i.e., the ion bundle heats the plasma electrons to a greater extent
m_e

thanitd°esthei°nsbyappr°ximatelyafact°r°f I mi---_ele* Although
e

the bundle is not slowed down, almost all of its energy goes into

heating the electrons, and not the ions.

With a decrease in _ , the ions begin to be heated. For small

y , the right part of formula (8.2) can be expanded in a series in

powers of y , and this expansion can be truncated at third power

terms. Employing the expansion (6.8), we can readily obtain the

following:

2 +, me

dt /f'e " \\ dt /i, : --_ l meei l y ( m_ ; dCD "
,D(x)- _ + A-iT _ (8.5)

do not exceed 5% If x is sufficiently large (z _ 2), then the
denominator in expression (8.5) can be replaced by unity with suf-

ficient accuracy. "then, equating this expression to unity, we find

the value of the parameter y , at which the mean energy losses in the

electrons equals the corresponding losses in the ions. This value is

determined by the equation

(8.6)

The equations of applicability for the latter equation are y << i and

x >> i, or in view of the first relationship (8.3),:
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In terms of other variables,

(8.7)

m i

_%m<<___,<<m. (8.8)
mi "" m e
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In order to determine y , we shall extract the square root

from both sides of equation (8.6). Since y is small, in the

right part we can confine ourselves to the first powers of y. This
gives

" 4 Im;e e 2 m_L-

3 _-_ [ me i [

(8.9)

The second term in the denominator is small as compared with the

first. If it is discarded, then the condition (8.7) of applicability
for formula (8.9) can be written in the form

(8.10)

and it can be assumed that it is always fulfilled.

Utilizing expression (8.3) for y , formula (8.9) can be rewritten
in the form

m
-- T*
me

I --4 2 lm:,,j
3-'_meei | 3V---=-_lmei---_ ]

(8.11)

If the energy of a test ion is greater than this quantity, then

the plasma electrons are heated to a greater extent; if it is smaller

than this quantity, then the ions are heated to a greater extent. For

a bundle of protons in a hydrogen plasma, we obtain _ = 16T* from

formula (8.11), and for a bundle of deutrons in a deutron plasma -
= 20T*.

Table 4 lists the values of the relationship<d_[{> e : <J[_>
i*

for a bundle of protons in a hydrogen plasma, and for a bundle of

deutrons in a deutron plasma for different values of the parameter

X ---- _ .

T*

/113

It can be seen from Table 4 that for a hydrogen plasma in the

3 T* _ < 4T* the energy transmitted to the ionsenergy interval _ <

exceeds the corresponding energy transmitted to the electrons by a
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factor greater than ten. For a deuteriumplasma, this applies to a

3 T* _ < 5T*.
wider interval _ <

TABLE 4

VALUE OF THE RELATIONSHIP d<_> <d_>e: 2[{ i*

VALUES OF THE PARAMETER T_=*

FOR DIFFERENT

B

T*

1,5
2
3
4
5

10
20
30
40
50

100
1000

10 000

/ da\ ./aa\

\ at/,,
[A Bundle of P_- Bund-_e of Deutrons in

lin a Hydrogen Plasma a Deutron Plasma.

0

0,024
0,058
0,097
0,14
0,48
1,5

2,8
4,4
6,0

17
410

1800

0

0,017
0,041
0,069
O, 10
0,34
1,0
1,9
3,1
4,2

12
29O

3400

3. The considerations set forth in Section 2 are of great impor-

tance in understanding the principles underlying the operation of

prospective thermonuclear reactors. For example, in a reactor which

will operate with a _uter{umplo_ma, the following nuclear reaction8

must take place:

d + d _ He 3 + n + 3.25 Mev,

d + d + t + p + 4 Mev.

The charged products of these reactions p, t and He 3 have an

initial energy of 3, 1 and 0.81 Mev, respectively. Interacting with

the plasma, they transmit energy to it, heating its electrons and ions.

Neutrons leave the plasma, and carry away energy with them. The

heating of the ions, and not of electrons, is important for the opera-

tion of the reactor. However, in actuality the reverse occurs. At

first, the charged products of thermonuclear reactions heat plasma
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electrons primarily. Only after their energy is decreased within a

definite limit, are primarily plasma ions heated.

For example, let us consider protons which have the greatest

energy of all the products from nuclear reactions. Utilizing formula

(8.11), we can readily calculate that the rates of energy transfer

from protons to electrons and to deutrons in the plasma are identical

for a proton energy _p = 10.5T* which comprises __ _ 525 key for
a plasma temperature of T* = 50 key. With an initial energy of the

_p = 3 Mev the transfer of energy to the electrons takesprotons

place appr_oximately 16 times more rapidly than to the plasma deutrons.

The maximum transfer of energy from a bundle of protons to deutrons in

the plasma, as can be seen from Table 3, takes place at a proton energy

of _p = 2.03T* which comprises _p _ i00 key at T* = 50 key. As

can be readily verified with the aid of formula (7.1), this maximum

rate approximately equals

/ dE#_ _ 2:_Le4n
d# /d V2mp_p

For _p = i00 key, n = 1013 proton/cm 3, L = 22, and we thus

obtain

/ asp \ _ __ 63 ,_v/,_
\-a-/-/,, -

4. In conclusion, let us briefly consider the case in which a

bundle is composed of electrons having an energy _e" In this case, in

formulas (8.1) and (8.2) m = me, e = ee, and consequently

y----- , X-_-Y [ m¢

It iS assumed that the energy of an electron _e exceeds the

critical energy when it interacts both with electrons and with ions

in a plasma. As can be seen from Table 3, from the first assumption

it follows that _e > T*, i.e., y > l. Consequently, the parameter x

is large, and the expression in the square brackets in formula (8.1)

equals unity to a great degree of accuracy. If y >> 1 (which is

practically sufficient for y > 2), then it ts possible to replace

the square brackets in formula (8.2) by unity. As a result, we obtain

K'-'dE//e. _--d-i-/i* = mee--_i"

The energy of the electron bundle is transmitted to the electrons

m *e
in the plasma i____ee times more rapidly than to the ions, i.e., prac-

me*

ei
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tically all of the energy is transmitted to the electrons.

9. EQUALIZATION OF TEMPERATURES IN A TWO-COMPONENT PLASMA

i. In Sections7 and 8, we discussed the exchange of energy between

a monoenergetic bundle of similar charged particles, and one of plasma

components, consisting of identical particles with Maxwell velocity distri-

bution. Let us now study the case in which - instead of a monoenergetic

bundle - a group of identical plasma particles is chosen, whose velocity

at a certain moment of time has a Maxwell distribution with a temperature

T . We shall study the exchange of energy between this group of par-

ticles and any other group of plasma particles consisting also of iden-

tical particles, whose velocity at the same moment of time is character-

ized by a Maxwell distribution with the temperature T* . At the moment

of time being considered, it is necessary to determine the mean energy Q

which is transmitted per unit of time from one particle of the first

group to all of the particles of the second group. This quantity can

be found from expression (7.1), if the sign is changed in it, and if then

one averages over the Maxwell distribution of the particle velocities

in the first group. Introducing the notation

we have
-k-O= -_p,

_O

/o (b*_)\ = 4b_ _ • (b'v) e-V-_"vdv =

o

8ba -- _r x
-- ab,Z e xdx e-i'd_.

o o

(9.1)

The integral can be readily calculated by interchanging the order of

integration with respect to _ and with respect to x :

i i/o(b_*v).\ 8b* e-V d_ e x)'
\ _, /- _b*, x dx = V-_ V b_+ t,*_

o ¢

In addition,

b a e- (bt+b*'-) o,4gv_ do =

o

Utilizing these results, we find the following after simple cal-
culations :

3
T (T -- T*)

Q= T_ (9.2)

/11___6
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where

_-_- 3ram" (! T* 3/2
8 i;_-_n*L (ee*)2 _ m + m*) (9.3)

Formulas (9.2) and (9.3) were first obtained by L. Spittser

(Ref. 8) by different methods, and by V. I. Kogan, independently of

him (Ref. 9). For the partial case, when m* << m, these formulas

were previously introduced by L. D. Landau (Ref. i0, Ref. ii) [see

formula (9.13)]. In Section 17, another derivation of formulas

(9.2) and (9.3) will be given, based on the kinetic equation for a

plasma.

The quantity T_ has the dimension of time. It can be called the

time for temperature equalization of the two groups of particles being
considered.

As must be the case, according to formula (9.2), the energy is

always transmitted from the group of particles which is heated to the

greatest extent to the group of particles which is heated to the

least extent, and ceases when the temperatures of these groups are

equalized. We can designate the temperature T , at which the rate of

energy transfer is maximum, by Tm (it is assumed that the temperature

T* is kept constant). We can find the quantity Tm if the derivative

dQ
is set equal to zero at a fixed temperature T*. In this way we

obtain

(9.4)

2. Let us apply the results obtained to a two-component quasi

neutral plasma, which consists of electrons and uniform, positively-

charged ions. The question then arises of whether a quasi-equilibrium

state is possible, and under what conditions; in this state the velo-

cities both of the electrons and of the ions in the plasma have a

Maxwell distribution, but with different temperatures T and T.. In

order to provide an accurate solution of this question, e it wi_l be

necessary to examine the process by which thermodynamic equilibrium is

established in a plasma, starting from an arbitrary, initial state.

However, it is possible to make a simpler postulation. We can use

T_e to designate the time required to establish the Maxwell distribu-
tzon of the electrons, which results from the internal interactions

between the electrons themselves. We can designate the analogous

quantity for ions by Tii . Finally, we can designate the time

required to establish the thermodynamic equilibrium between electrons

and ions by Tel it is sufficient that the following two conditions
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be fulfilled in order that the desired quasi-equilibrium state come into

being for a random initial state of the plasma:

¢ << (9.5)

In the opposite case for random initial states of the plasma, such a

quasi-equilibrium state cannot come into being. It.is only possible

for special initial states. The times T_e, T__, T_z, can be estimated

with the aid of formula (9.3), and the given question can be solved

qualitatively.

T_i can be identified with the time of equalizationThe time

for the electron and ion temperatures, which is given by expression

(9.3). If the ions are singly charged, and the plasma is quasi

neutral (n = n*), then expression (9.3) is symmetrical with respect to

ions and electrons. Therefore we can set, for example, T = Te,
T* = Ti, m = me, m _ = mi. In addition, expression (9.3) can be simpli-

fied, by utilizing the smallness of the relationship me. If the con-

dition is fulfilled Ti << Te i.e. m-i

mi me

"-_!T,,
T, << m, (9.6)

then we obtain from formula (9.3)

3miT 3/2

ee ii
The times T_ and T_ can be estimated in the following way.

Let us divide all of the electrons in the plasma into two groups
n

with the concentrations _ each. Let us assume that the velocities

of the electrons in each of the groups has a Maxwell distribution,

but with different temperatures Te and T_ . Then formulas (9.2)

and (9.3) can be used to describe the energy exchange of these two

groups. The equalization time of their temperatures can be identi-

fied with the time Tee required to establish the Maxwell distribution.

Let us introduce the unimportant assumption that Te >> Te . Then,

substituting the quantities n* n= _ , m = m* = me, T = Te in formula

(9.3) and disregarding T* - T_ as compared with Te, we obtain

T_ -_ 3 ]/'m-:eT3/2 (9.8)
4 i/2-ffnL_ "
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Although this formula is obtained for an absolutely definite,
specialized initial velocity distribution of the electrons, there

is no doubt that it is suitable for a qualitative approximation of

the time required to establish Maxwell distribution for any (not

too specialized) initial velocity distribution of the electrons.

Thus, Te can designate the temperature of the electrons, for example,

in the final state, when the Maxwell distribution will have been
achieved.

In this way we can find the following for ions

3 I/'_-/T_ '2

4 f_-£nLe4 " (9.9)

° , •

In order to determine the order of magnitude of T_ ,

let us obtain their values for a deuterium plasma for

Te = Ti = i0 key = 1.6-10 -8 erg and n = 1014particle/cm 3. Utilizing

formulas (9.8), (9.9) and (9.7), and also Tables 1 and 2, we obtain

ee_ , Tii _._ , Te i__.x_2.10 -4_c" _-_1.10 -2_" _0,36 _.

Thus, in the case being considered the conditiom (9.5) are

fulfilled. In the general case, in order of magnitude

T_:T_:T_]: (mt_I/2/T ih3/2: m__i
\rn,/ \T,} me " (9.10)

It is thus assumed that condition (9.6) is fulfilled. We can see

that under this condition tee << Tei always holds. If, in addition,

condition Ti _ << " ½ , i.e.,

V4 \W

then

m i _1/3
T_ _ \-_ / T_,

T_i << T_i will also always hold.

(9.11)

Inequality (9.6) follows from inequality (9.11). Therefore, if

condition (9.11) is fulfilled, condition (9.5) is also fulfilled. In

addition, it will be shown in Section 12 that during a period of time,

whose order of magnitude is determined by formulas (9.8) and (9.9), the

anisotropic velocity distributions of the ions and electrons can change
into isotropic distributions. It thus follows that condition (8.11)

i8 sufficient for assuming that the velocity distribution of the ions

and electrons is almost a Maxwell distribution thoughout the entire

process of energy exchange between ions and electrons - with the ex-

ception, possibly, of its brief : ;+:_7 _.._n. .... stage, r, p_nticular, this

will occur for Ti < Te.
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Thus, the process by which equilibrium is established between the ion

and electron component8 of a plasma i8 much slower than the process by

which the Maxwell distribution i8 established for only the electrons

or for only the ions. Therefore, in a plasma with a random initial

velocity distribution of electrons and ions, the Coulomb collisions

very r_idly lead to the establishment of almost Maxwell velocity

distributions of electrons and ions, while the establishment of

thermal equilibrium between the electrons and the ions takes place

much later. As a result, a quasi-equilibrium state arises, which is

characterized by two temperatures: electron temperature Te and ion

temperature Ti . Condition (9.11) was explicitly used in the deri-

vation. If this condition i8 not fulfilled, then, generally speaking,
this conclusion i8 not valid.

However, it would be incorrect to state that condition (9.11)

is not only sufficient, but also necessary for the formation of such

a quasi-equilibrium state of the plasma. Under certain initial con-

ditions, it can even arise when condition (9.11) is not fulfilled.

For example, let us assume that the initial distribution of the ions

is a Maxwell distribution and that condition (9.6) is fulfilled, from
ee ei

which it follows T_ << _ . Then Maxwell velocity distribution of

the electrons arises very rapidly, and there is no basis for expecting

that the Maxwell distributions of ions and electrons will be greatly

distorted as a result of the interactions between them. As a result,

throughout the entire process of energy exchange between the ions and

electrons, the velocity distribution of ions in electrons will be al-

most a Maxwell distribution, although condition (9.11) cannot be ful-

filled.

3. The process by which the electron and ion temperatures are

equalized can be described by formula (9.2), in which we must set

T = Te, T* = Ti. In the case under consideration, in view of con-

dition (9.6) it is possible to disregard the second component in the

parenthesis in formula (9.3). Then we have

3

Q -=q,t- T (r,-r0
, (9.12)

where Qei is the mean energy transmitted each second to one electron-

ion component of the plasma, and, as was done previously, the time
ei

T_ is determined by expression (9.7). As a result, we arrive at the

formula

4 if2--_-_enLe 4 - (T, Ti),
Q,i= 3/2 -- (9 13)mit e

which was first obtained by L. D. Landau by another method (Ref. i0,
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Ref. ii). It can be represented in the following form:

a_-7_-' (9.14)

where A does not depend on Te and Ti, and the relationship

= --Te is designated by _ . The graph of this function is shown

Ti

in Figure 5, for a fixed temperature Ti. It reaches a maximum for

= 3,for = = 5 it has a point of inflection, and then it slowly

decreases with an increase in _ For large _ , the quantity

_ei changes inversely proportionally to the square root of _ . For

_ 25, the quantity Qei equals half of its maximum value. For

= 2, it comprises 0.92 of the maximum value. With a further decrease

in e , the quantity Qei rapidly decreases, changing its sign for
_-- 1.

Q

&
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Figure 5.

4. In order to describe the process by which the electron and ion

temperatures are equalized, in addition to equation (9.12), one more

equation is necessary. It can be obtained from the law of conserva_on

of energy. In the simplest case, when a plasma does not obtain and

does not lose energy, this law can be reduced to T e + Ti = const.

Let us designate the final plasma temperature by T , i.e.,the tem-
perature which is established in it when the temperature equalization

is almost completed. Then

T_-_- T i -- 2T_. (9.15)

Eliminating Ti from formula (9.12) with the aid of this relationship,

and taking the fact into consideration that Qei = 3 dT e
obtain - _ _ ' we
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T3/2 dT e
• r_2 dt

Te -- T_ -- "_ '

where

_ ,r3/23,,ti* _

16 ],/"_-mmen Le_ (9.16)

After integration, we have

|n I l_ ,+ !C, (9.17)

where C is the constant determined from the initial conditions.

The curve of (9.17) is shown in Figure 6, for the case when

Te > T_ . The corresponding curve for ion temperatures is also shown.

The counting of time begins at the moment when the temperature of the

ions equals zero. The curves are suitable for determining Te and T_

for any initial conditions. For this purpose, it should only be noted

that on the time axis the point, at which Te and T_ equal their ini-

tial values in the scale being used, is selected as the new beginning

of time counting. The subsequent behavior of the temperatures Te and

Ti is described in Figure 6 by the branching of the curves located to

the right of this point.

Zr.

r_

! ,

0 ,_ L
f_

f

2 -

Figure 6.

Figure 7 shows the curves for the temperature change of electrons

and ions for the case T e < Ti. The sections of the curves where con-

dition (9.11) is not fulfilled are shown by dashed lines. The plasma

states,corresponding to these sections of the curves, are not com-

pletely devoid of any meaning, because theoretically a quasi-equilibrium
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state is possible with Maxwell velocity distributions of electrons and
ions even when condition (9.11) is not fulfilled.

On the other hand, the initial sections of the curves in Figures

6 and 7 should be regarded as extrapolations, which do not correspond

to reality, because the theory is not applicable if there is a very big

difference between Te and Ti.

For very large values of t, when the temperatures Te and Ti

differ very little from each other, formula (9.17) changes into

t

IT, T®l=lTi--T®l=const. e "=. (9.18)

In this region, the temperature difference between Te and Ti de-

creases by e times during the time _ The simple physical

meaning of the time T is established in this way.
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Figure 7.

i0. IMPULSE CHANGE OF A TEST PARTICLE MOVING IN A PLASMA

i. The formulas for a change in the kinetic energy of a test

particle moving in a plasma were derived in Section 6. Under the

same assumptions, we shall now study the impulse change of a test

particle. We take as our point of departure formula (3.12). For an

isotropic velocity distribution of :field particles, the vector Ev

is parallel to the vector V , and is directed in the same sense.

Therefore, formula (3.12) determines the longitudinal retardation of

a test particle, on the average. In addition to the longitudinal

retardation, the lateral ds_ation8 of a particle from the direction
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of its motion are also of interest. Naturally, they have an irregular

nature. Therefore, we shall supplement formula (3.12) by an expression

which determines the mean rate of change of the square of a transverse

impulse. This expression can be found from formula (3.12) by utilizing

formula (3.11).

Let us determine the change in the square of the impulse p for

Coulomb collisions. During the collisions, both the longitudinal and

the transverse components of the vector p change (with respect to

the direction of motion of the test particle before the collision).
In accordance with this:

dt dt dt "
(10.1)

Since p2 ffi2m_, then

In addition,

d;,' d_
--_ = 2m -_-.

d4 _ = dpdt -- 2p u 2p -JT"

(10.2)

(i0.3)
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Substituting these expressions in the preceding relationship, and avera-

ging with respect to a group of test particles with a fixed impulse p,

we obtain

/dd _ .. /dG_ _ /dp_ i
(10.4)

Utilizing formulas (3.11) and (3.12) , we find

_/= 2 _* L_. (10.5)

This formula describes the statistical process of the lateral deviation

of a test particle.

2. The following interesting corollary can be most readily under-

stood with the aid of an electrostatic analogy. This corollary was

first noted, apparently, by S. T. Belyayev and G. I. Budker (Ref. 12).

If the distribution function f_(v*) is isotropic, i.e., it depends

only on the magnitude of the velocity V* , but not on its direction,

then the "analog of density of electric charges in velocity space" -

which is determined by expression (3.15) - has the same property.

These "charges" are thus distributed in velocity space spherically
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symmetrically around the origin V* = 0. As is known from electrostatics,

in this case "the charges", which are further away from the origin than

v , have no effect on the "electric field" Ev at the point v* = v.

Therefore, not changing the values of the integral (3.13), we can take

the space within the sphere v * < v as the region of integration, which

was done in the first formula (6.1). It thus follows that the field

particles, whose velocity exceeds the velocity of a test particle, have

no effect on the value of --_<d > • i.e. on the mean lon_ tudinal

tardation of this particle.

This result is a corollary of the approximation being used, in

which the Coulomb logarithm L does not depend on the relative velo-

city U . But even in this approximation, field particles with velo-
cities of v* > v have an effect on the lateral deviations of a test

particle, as can be seen from formula (10.5) and (3.14): the integral

1

V'>V O'>V

differs from zero and is essentially positive. These particles have an

effect on the kinetic energy of a test particle, always increasing

it on the average, as follows from formula (3.11), and also from

simple physical considerations.

3. Let us now calculate the Maxwell distribution (6.2) of field

particles. In this case, Ev and @v are determined by the expressions

(6.3) and (6.4). Substituting them in formulas (3.12) and (10.5), we

find

/dp __ 4he2 Le*" (b'u) (10.6)\n,/ v
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_--_/ = --5- Ln*e*_I)(b*v). (10.7)

ii. THE RANGE OF A RAPID ION IN A PLASMA

i. Let us assume that a rapid ion moves in a plasma with a kinetic

energy which is much greater than the mean kinetic energy of thermal

motion of ions and electrons in a plasma. In this case, b*v >> i;

therefore, it can be assumed that _I (b_v) = _ (b'v) = I. Let us

first disregard the change in direction of motion of a rapid (test)

ion, which is described by formula (10.7), and we shall assume that
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it moves in a strictly rectilinear manner. Thus, the ion undergoes

retardation which is described by formula (10.6). If p and V are

used to designate the mean (with respect to a group of test ions)

values of its impulse and velocity, then this formula can be represen-

ted in the form

dv A
m dt -- v, ' (ii.i)

where A is a constant which equals

Le *z ,
A = 4_e _ "P,* -- n . (ii. 2)

Integrating equation (ii.I), we obtain

vo _ v3= 3At, (n. 3)
m

where v 0 is the value of the velocity v for t = 0.

If we introduce the path c_ = vdt, which is traversed by a test

ion during the time dt , then equation (ii.i) can he written in the form

dv A

and after integration, we have

m

x = (v0 o4) (11.4)

Formulas (11.3) and (11.4) can be used, since the velocity v

is such that the kinetic energy of a rapid ion exceeds the mean

kinetic energy of thermal motion for plasma electrons and ions. If

the initial velocity V 0 is very large, and the final velocity v

approximates the mean velocity of thermal motion for plasma field

ions, then the components V 3 and uq can be disregarded in formulas

(11.3) and (11.4). In particular, formula (11.4) determines the

mean range l of a rapid ion in a plasma, i.e., the mean distance

traversed by it until the time when it reaches thermal equilibrium

with the surrounding plasma. Thus, for the range l we obtain

mv_ mv_

l = -47- = 16he, _* Le*--
n*

(11.5)

Since the reduced mass for ion-ion collisions is very large

as compared with the reduced mass for ion-electron collisions, in

a calculation of l the influence of the ions can be disregarded,

as compared with the influence of the electrons. Then formula (11.5)

/12__._!_5
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is simplified and assumesthe following form:

l : mme V_,
1 "6m'2_Ln, (11.6)

where the notation is the same as that used in Section 8.

Thus, in Coulomb interactions, the retardation of rapid ion8

takes place primarily due to their scattering by plasma electrons.

This result, which appears to be paradoxical at first glance, agrees

with the results obtained in Sections 6 - 8, where the energy exchange

between a rapid ion and a plasma was discussed. All of this can be

explained by the characteristics of Coulomb interaction. As formulas

(2.14) and (2.15) show, at one and the same scattering angle _ , the

impulse and energy increases 6p, 6_ of a test particle are propor-

tional to the first power of the reduced mass _ , as a result of the

single scattering process. However, according to the Rutherford

formula (3.5), the differential scattering cross-section a (_, u) de-

pends on _ to a greater extent; it is inversely proportional to

the square of _ . As follows from formula (6.7), the mean energy

loss of a rapid particle per unit of time decreases with an increase

in its velocity v: it is inversely proportional to v

2. The assumption used in deriving formula (11.5) still remains

to be verified. This assumption states that the trajectory of a test

ion, while its velocity exceeds the mean velocity of thermal motion

of plasma ions, is practically rectilinear. To prove this, we shall

represent equation (10.7) in the form

a
at ---V'

where B = 8we2l_Ln_e .2 is the new constant equaling m_ , correct

to the coefficient on the order of two. Introducing the velocity v

as an independent variable, and utilizing equation (ii.i), we obtain

Consequently,

dd _ ,4.
dt do dt --" mv "= dt "

dp2_ m B
dv A o.
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After integration, we have

p_ = Bm o _Bmv2)<

Thus, if P0 is the value of the initial impulse of a test ion, then
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/&\ B ,,,,
m

For the ions, m >> me and therefore <Pi) << p2 . This means that
the lateral shifts of the rapid ions are negligible; before they are

slowed down, such ions move almost in a rectilinear manner. This

conclusion is not valid for electrons.

12. RELAXATION TIMES AND MEAN FREE PATHS

i. On the basis of the results derived in Section i0, let us

introduce the concept of different relaxation times, with the aid of

which qualitative statements can be readily made with respect to the

extent to which a plasma approximates the state of thermodynamic

equilibrium. As was done previously, let us examine an individual

test particle in a plasma which has an arbitrary initial velocity v •

We shall assume that the plasma itself is in a state of thermodynamic

equilibrium. As the test particle moves, it is always retarded, on the

average, and undergoes lateral deviations. Therefore, two types of

relaxation time can be introduced: the time of lon_tudinal retardation

T,, and the time of lateral deviation T_ . The first - _II - deter-

mines the mean time in order of magnitude, during which a test particle

loses ordered velocity in the direction of its initial motion. The

second - r_ - determines the mean time in order of magnitude, during

which the velocity vector of a test particle turns at an angle on

the order of 90 °. If p is the initial impulse of the particle,

then it is reasonable to determine these times with the aid of the

relationships

/ dp I!_ P

:

(12.1)

(12.2)

Comparing them with formulas (10.6) and (10.7), we find /127

TII_ ,_--_,Le*z
4_ "l _.j _ n*@, (b'v)

m2u "a

1;-L= 8ae__* Le*2n*(D (b'v) "

(12.3)

(12.4)

2. Let us mentally select some plasma component - for example,
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one consisting of electrons - and let us disregard the interaction of
the test particle with all the other components. Then it is possible
to introduce the relaxation time _* in order to describe the
interaction of the test particle with the separate plasma component.
For example,

T*H = m_ vs
4u (ee*)2Ln*O, (b'v) "

The total relaxation time T , which describes the interaction of the

test particle with the entire plasma, can be represented in the following

form- as the structure of formulas (12.3) and (12.4) show:

! E*I-_-= -_, (12.5)

where the summation is done for all types of field particles.

For purposes of simplicity, let us assume that the plasma is a

two-component plasma, and consists of electrons and positive, singly-

charged ions. Let us assume that an electron is the test particle.

Then we can.speak of four relaxation times, which we shall designate by

•_ Tll T_ . The first two of these refers to the interaction

of a test electron with an electron plasma component, and the last two -

to the interaction of the test electron with the ion component. In

addition, let us assume that the velocity of the test electron is

greater than, or on the order of, the mean velocity of thermal motion

for plasma electrons. Also we shall assume that the thermal velocities

of the ions - as is almost always the case - are less +than the thermal

velocities of the electrons. Then we can assume that in formulas (12.3)

and (12.4) the functions #I and _ equal unity, and we obtain

(12.6)

where the concentration of electrons or the concentration of positive

plasma ions (quasi-neutral), which is equal to it, is designated by n .

The relaxation times which are introduced describe the behavior of any

definite indi_dual test particle which has a definite velocity v .

Let us now introduce the relaxation times which characterize the mean

properties of the plasma as a whole. They can be obtained from the

relaxation times which have already been introduced, for individual

particles, by averaging with respect to the corresponding distributions

of their velocities. Therefore, we shall designate the new relaxation

times by the same letters, but with short lines above - for example,

-_e -ee -_i
TII, T_, _ll etc. If we are interested in thebehavior of the elec-

tron plasma component, then the corresponding relaxation times can be
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obtained from the expression (12.6), substituting any meanthermal
velocity of the electron, instead of the velocity ve . The former

can be determined, for example, by the relationship me v2 = 3Te. Then

the formulas (12.6) are transformed into

T3_/'2
-. -. I 76̀ -,, a _.'i'll --T± =_- =*±--

8nnLe" (12.7)

8e
These quantities differ from the equalization time T_ of the

temperatures of electron plasma components (9.8) by the numerical

-ee -ee -ei -ei eemultiplier _ 0.7. Thus, all of the times "ell "ra_ T,, _ _

agree with each other in order of magnitude; therefore, they can be
combined into one - the mean electron relaxation time

-- 8#.L_ --" ' (12.8)

which characterizes the behavior of the plasma on the whole.

In a similar manner, we can obtain the following for ions in order

of magnitude:

:e# -" a/_. rp],.
: Z_t ---- 8xnLe4 (12.9)

ii
These times differ from expression (9.9) for the time T_ of
equalization of the temperatures of ion plasma components also by

-ii -ii iithe numerical multiplier 3 . Thus, all the times T, Tj_ and _

agree with each other in order of magnitude, and can be combined into
one - the mean ion relaxation time

}_= 3 )/-gg_ T3./2
8_nLe 4 _ , (12.10)

which also characterizes the conduct of the plasma as a whole.

-ie -ie
The mean relaxation times T,, and T_ , remain to be examined.

They refer to the processes of interaction between ions and electrons

in a plasma. We shall regard a plasma ion, which moves with a mean

thermal velocity v , as a test ion. If the velocity v - as is almost

always the case - is small as compared with the thermal electron velocity,

then the argument x = b*v is small, and the functions _(x) and _l(X)

can be replaced by the first terms of their expansion in power series.
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2

- fx,

(D1 (X) -- 4 Xa"
3 F_

We then find from formulas (12.3) and (12.4): /129

_ = 3mir:/, (12. ii)
8V_-_,.L_ '

I

_i -- 3miTiT e/"

8 y2nm, ,I_4 (12.12)

-ie ei

The time T il agrees with the time T_ of equalization of the

temperatures of electron and ion plasma components, as can be seen from

a comparison of expressions (12.12) and (9.7). With respect to the
-ie -ie

time tj_ , in order of magnitude it agrees with r II , if only the

temperatures Ti and T e do not differ from each other too much.
-ie

On the other hand, the time T/_ does not play a significant role,
-ii

since - in the majority of cases - it is T]_ and not it, which is a

decisive factor in the examination of the process of lateral ion

deviation. Actually, from formulas (12.9) and (12.12), we obtain

T_ V
_1_ _ me T i

:ej_ "_ m--i--r,-," (12.13)

-ii -ie
If Ti < m__i Te , then Tj_ _ T]_ . The lateral deviation which

m e

is caused by collisions with ions is a more rapid process than the

deviation caused by collisions with electrons.. Our statements sub-

stantiate this. Therefore, it is sufficient to use one time Fie ,

which can be called the mean ion-electron relaxation time and can be

determined by the expression

8 Ir_ nl+e+ (12.14)

Comparing expressions (12.8), (12.10) and (12.14), we obtain

\ me / \ To ] me

which agrees with the relationships (9.10).

(i2.15)
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3. All of the expressions for relaxation time, which have been

obtained in the present section, refer to the Maxwell velocity distri-

bution of electrons and ions. However, there is no reason to doubt

the fact that they are suitable for qualitative approximations for non-

Maxwell distributions.

These expressions make it possible to refine the statements

regarding the extent to which the plasma approximates the state of

thermodynamic equilibrium, which were discussed in Section 9. If

the plasma has an arbitrary initial velocity distribution of electrons

and ions, two processes begin as a result of the collisions between

electrons and between electrons and ions. These processes take place

at almost the same rates; one is the process by which isotropic

velocity distribution of electrons is established, and the other is

the process of energy exchange between them. Both of these processes

very rapidly lead to an almost Maxwell velocity distribution of the

electrons, with the temperature Te which slowly changes with time.

If the mean energy of electrons and ions is such that the following
condition is fulfilled

Tt < \-_,/ T,, (12.16)

then _i << _ieo_ If this condition is fulfilled, after the Maxwell
distribution electron velocities is established, two slower

processes begin - which take place at almost the same velocities.

These are the processes by which isotropic velocity distribution and

Maxwell velocity distribution are established for the ions. As the

result, a quasi-equilibrium state of the plasma arises, with Maxwell

velocity distributions of electrons and ions, but with different electron

T e and ion T i temperatures. Then, the slow process of equalization

of electron and ion temperatures begins, which ultimately leads to

equilibrium Maxwell distribution for the entire plasma. This process

was discussed in detail in Section 9.

4. Along with the relaxation times, a useful concept in examining

the many processes in a plasma is the concept of the mean f_ee path.

When applied to a plasma, this concept is just as clear as in the

classical kinetic theory of g_ses. The comparative clearness of the

concept of the mean free path of molecules in gases is due to the

fact that the trajectory of a gas molecule takes the form of a broken

line with sharp breaks which arise when the molecule under consideration

collides with other gas molecules. Due to the slowness with which the

Coulomb forces increase with distance, similar breaks which are caused

by close interactions are encountered very rarely. The far-removed

interactions, and not the close ones, play a basic role in the
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direction change of particle motion in a plasma. Due to this fact,

the trajectory of a particle in a plasma has the form, not of a broken

line, but of a twisting line with constantly-decreasing curvature.

Therefore, only conditional statements can be made about the mean

free path in a plasma. This concept can take on an additional meaning,

depending on which side of the particle motion we turn our attention.

One of the possible definitions is as follows: the mean free path

in a plasma is the mean distance traversed when the direction of

motion of the particle under consideration is changed by an angle on the

order of 80 °. In accordance with this, the quantity _ can be quan-

titatively determined with the aid of the relationship

\-_-_/ = %-, (12.17)

where dm

particle.

form

is the element of the path length traversed by the test

Since dx = vdt , this equation can be rewritten in the

,/d_ "b. P'
\---_/= v-f.

Comparing this relationship with formula (12.2), we obtain

Therefore, in view of formula (12.4), we have

(12.18)

_, : msv4 .
8;te'_* l.e*'n*Q (b'v) " (12.19)

It should also be possible to determine the mean free path by

the relationship _" = v_l]. In every case, the mean free path

refers to the behavior of any indi_dual test particle which has the

definite velocity v. For the characteristics of the pl_asma as_a

whole, it is possible to introduce the mean free paths _ or _" ,

which characterize the behavior of particles of the plasma as a whole.

These quantities are obtained from the expressions for _ and _" by

replacing the individual velocity v by the corresponding mean

velocity of thermal motion.
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13. THE PHENOMENON OF ELECTRON ESCAPE

i. In the derivation of formula (i0.6), it was assumed that there

is a Maxwell velocity distribution in a plasma, and that external force

fields have an effect upon it. Let us now assume that at a certain

moment of time, when the velocity distribution is a Maxwell distribution,

a homogeneous electric field £ is switched on. Then, at least at

first when the velocity distribution has not changed significantly, an
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increase of the impulse of the test particle with time, which is

caused by its collision with plasma particles, will be determined

by the right part of the equation (i0.6), as was done previously.

However, eE must now be added to this part, with which the electric

field £ acts upon the test particle. As a result, we obtain

_ dt //dP "_= 4_e'______¥ _._* _Le*2 n*@x (b*v) q- eE. (13.1)

If the velocity v of a test particle is not too small, the first

component in the right part increases - with respect to absolute

1 (X)

magnitude - with an increase in the velocity v ( the function __

x 2

for x = 0 becomes zero. With an increase in x , it increases,

reaching a maximum for x = 0.968; then it begins to decrease, and

assymptotically strives to zero for x + _). Therefore, for rather

large v , the particle will not be retarded on the average, but will

be accelerated. The acceleration of heavy ions is insignificant,

but the acceleration of light electrons can appear in the phenomenon

of electron escape , which was first pointed out by Giovanelly

(Ref. 13).

For a Maxwell velocity distribution, electrons will always be

found in a plasma with rather large velocities, which will be accelera-

ted in the electric field, on the average. Such electrons are called

r_n-c_2ay e_ctrons. The region of velocity space corresponding to

them can be called the re,on of escape, and the remaining region can

be called the basic region. The location of the boundary of the

esccrpe region , depends on the strength of the electric field E.

Due to the Coulomb collisions, electrons from the basic region can fall

into the escape region. Part of these electrons, undergoing further

collisions, can return to the basic region. Another part is accelerated

by the electric field, and enters a regime of continuous acceleration.

This process takes place continuously. As a result, the Maxwell velo-

city distribution which exists at the initial moment changes constantly.

A constantly increasing portion of the electrons changes from the basic

region to the escape region - i.e., it is drawn into a regime of con-

tinuous acceleration. This comprises the phenomenon of electron escape.

2. The location of the boundary of the escape region can be

simply found with the aid of equation (13.1). We shall use a rapid

plasma electron as the test particle. In contrast to equation (13.1),

we shall designate the absolute value of the electron charge by e .

The direction of the force acting upon it ( - eE) will be assumed to

be a positive direction of the axis x , and we shall project equation

(13.1) on this axis. As a result, we obtain
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/ dpx _ 4a ez * *_"
dt // v---T--Vx E Le*'n*O,(b*v)+eE.------ _ (13.2)

In the derivation of this equation, it was assumed that all of the

electrons, with which the test electron collides, have a Maxwell velocity

distribution. In the problem which interests us, the velocity distri-

bution of the electrons is not a Maxwell distribution. However, this

is not of great importance, since stages of the process are also examined

when the number of electrons in the escape region is small as compared

with the number of them in the basic region. In actuality, in this case

the collisions of the test electron with the run-away electrons can be

disregarded. The electrons in the basic region - with the exception of

a small number of them close to the boundary of the escape region -

have almost a Maxwell velocity distribution.

In equation (13.2) the averaging is carried out with respect to a

group of test electrons characterized by identical values of the

vector V . In the problem which we are discussing, we must be con-

cerned with the group which is characterized by one and the same value8

of the component v x . Therefore, we shall subject expression (13.2)

to secondary averaging, namely to averaging with respect to Maxwell

distribution of transverse velocities for a fixed value of v x. For

the average in this sense, we obtain

i b,,2u2¢,, (b'v) e- x vj_dui
V I

/ O (b*o) \ _ o
\ : /- 7 ::"

-J e-- .I. u£ du_t
o

2b'2 i o_(b*v) b'2o_: e- ivido I,
O s

o

where the transveme velocity component of the electron v I = v 2 - v 2 is

designated by u__ . For a fixed ux , we have uj_duj_ = u du . Therefore,

introducing a new integration variable _ = b*u we obtain

OL(b'v) \ :2 2
-" 2b*3e ° vx J (b*vx).

v' / -- (13.3)

Here the following integral is designated by J (z)

i o_(U _-v
/(x)= --_--= dL (13.4)

x

As a result, after secondary averaging the equation (13.2) changes

into

/dpx _ --8:W_'Ux E* Le*_b*2 b'22\\ at // = _ n*d (b*vx) e °x -7 eE. (13.5)
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If the right part of this equation is negative, then an electron with

the fixed value of vx will be slowed down on the average in the

direction of the x-axis; in the opposite case, it will be accelerated.

The location of the boundary of the escape region can be determined,

if the right part of equation (13.5) is set equal to zero.

3. We are interested in the case when the argument b_v x is
large. Then it is possible to set _I (_) = i in the integral (13.4).

(For _ = 2, the error which is thus introduced does not exceed 5%, and

for _ = 3 it is about 0.03%). Then we have

=_ e-_' d_-- e_x_ "-
X

If the asymptotic series (6.10) is used, then we can write

i e-_'d-_+e-x_(__l)k÷,l.3...(2k--I)-'if- _ 2k.x,k+_ •
X k-_l

Confining ourselves to the first term of this series, we obtain

(13.7)

e--x I

J(x)- V . (13.8)

This formula gives somewhat exagerated values for J (x). The error

3
not exceed _-_ e-12 ; for z = 2, it is about 30%, for x = 3does

- about 16%, for m = 4 - about 10%, etc. Such errors are not sig-

nificant in approximate calculations which are in the nature of es-

timates.

After expression (13.8) is substituted in formula (13.5), the

latter changes into

4_e' E* Le*'n* q_ eE. (13.9)

Assuming that the ions are singly-charged, and substituting the values

of the reduced masses for electron-electron (_ = _)and electron-

ion (_ = m) collisions, we obtain

dpx _ 12_"4Ln

kk_dt/= m_ +eE

(rt is the electron concentration; m is the electron mass).

(13.10)

Colli-

sions with electrons are twice as effective as collisions with ions.

Let us introduce the so-called critical field

Eo " 4:teSLn ! eL.• ---- r =T-D r' (13.ii)
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where D is the Debye radius. Then equation (13.10) can be rewritten
in the form

/dPx_ e(E 3T E_)\ " (13.12)

As is clear from its derivation, this equation is applicable when the

argument b*v x = _2T vx for the electrons is large (it is almost

sufficient that it he not less than 2 - 3). Setting its right part

equal to zero, we find the position of the boundary for the escape
region. If

E> 3r
,,_ £..-. (13.13)

then the electrons will be continuously accelerated, on the average,
in the direction of the x-axis.

4. In order to determine the magnitude of the critical field,

let us take a numerical example.

Let Te = Ti = 1 kev= 1.6-10 -9 erg, n = 1015 cm -3, and, consequently,

L = 14.1. Then from (13.11), we obtain

E,,. = 0,012 cSse.= 3,6 v.lcm.

Although this field is small, it is difficult to form it in

a fully-ionized plasma due to its high electrical conductivity.

Therefore, a study of the escape phenomenon of electrons in weak

fields- i.e., fields whose strength is much less than the strength

of the critical field - is of primary interest. We shall confine

ourselves to an examination of this case.

In qualitative terms, the picture of electron escape in weak elec-

tric fields can be represented as follows. At the moment the electric

field is switched on, the velocity distribution of the electrons is

strictly a Maxwell distribution. After the electric field is switched

on, the electron velocity distribution in the basic region continues

to become almost a Maxwell distribution. However, a weak stream of

electrons is applied to this distribution in velocity space; this

stream carries electrons from the basic region to the escape region.

At first it is non-stationary. Then, after a short period of time

Zest, , which can be called the time required to establish the stream,

a quasi stationary stream is established, which is proportional to the

concentration of electrons in the basic region. Quantitatively, this

stream is defined as the number of electrons per unit of plasma volume

which leave the basic region each second and go into the escape region.
Designating it by S we can write
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*Note: est designates 'establish'
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d_

dt -- --S, (13.14)

where n is the electron concentration in the basic region. Since

the latter is large as compared with the electron concentration in

the escape region, the current S is almost constant. The velocity

distribution of the electrons in the basic region is slightly dis-

torted by the presence of this stream- this distribution remains al-

most a Maxwell distribution. The case is somewhat different in the

escape region. The number of electrons passing from the basic region

to the escape region can be comparable to, and can even surpass, the

number of electrons located in this latter region at the beginning

moment of time. Therefore, the initial Maxwell velocity distribution

in the escape region, and close to its border, is distorted so much

that it assumes a completely different character.

5. The time required to establish Tes t the quasi stationary

stream agrees in order of magnitude with the relaxation time for an

individual plasma electron which has the velocity u - i.e., accor-

ding to equation (12.6) it is determined by the expression

m2D s

_ _" "8_,e_L. " (13.15)

If the mean thermal velocity Utherm of an electron, and the mean

electron relaxation time, which corresponds to it, for the plasma as

a whole, are introduced, we have

T e
8_Ln ' (13.16)

then this formula can be written in the following form

(o/Tz. 4. -_ _ Tt'" (13.17)

The velocity of an electron at the boundary of the escape region is

used as u . At this boundary Vtherm _ -- , and we obtainE

T.t _ [--_-} T,. (13.18)

6. With respect to the stream S , a qualitative approximation

of its magnitude contains an element of indeterminate form which is

too large I Therefore i it is inadvisable to make this estimation here.

1 With the aid of different qualitative considerations, it can be

readily established that S must contain a multiplier having the form

E
e-_ -- , where a is the numerical coefficient on the order of unity.

Ecr

it is impossible to establish a more accurate value for this coefficient

from qualitative considerations. This fact makes the qualitative esti-

mates very indefinite.
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The calculation of the quantity S must be based on the kinetic equa-

tion for a plasma. The effect of run-away electrons has been studied

in the works of Dreicer (Ref. 14, Ref. 15) and A. V. Gurevich (Ref. 16,

Ref. 17), from the point of view of the theory. There are significant

discrepancies between the results obtained in these studies, which we

shall not discuss here. For purposes of a general orientation, we

shall cite only the results obtained by A. V. Gurevich (Ref. 16).

In our notation, we have

*Z -_-" k-_-_-_] exp -- j_- -_ ' (13.19)

where the time _e is determined by the expression (12.8). The basic

(exponential) multiplier given by Dreicer has the form e_ cr
e

7. In systems with no electrodes, with a vortex electric field,

all of the plasma electrons must take part in the acceleration process

due to the presence of the stream S - if only to provide that par-

ticles do not depart at the wall. The idea of creating a high-_rent

electron accelerator was based on this fact; it was first presented by

Steinbeck. The time ta , which is necessary for the basic mass of

plasma electrons to enter into a regime of continuous acceleration for

a given value of the strength of the electrical field E , is deter-

mined in order of magnitude by the expression

t= _--_-_-. (13.20)

However, the possibility of the existence of a mechanism representing

an increase in the intensity of the electron streams is not excluded.

This mechanism could consist of longitudinal plasma fluctuations,

which are excited by a bundle of rapid electrons (Ref. 16). In their

turn, these fluctuations act upon the bundle which has excited them,

and can lead to an onomalou8 retardation of it (Ref. 18).
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14. FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION

i. When a plasma is not in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium,

a rigorous examination of the different types of processes taking place

in it is possible, generally speaking, only on the basis of the

kinetic equation. In the derivations of this equation, we shall con-

fine ourselves to examining only a fully-ionized or hot plasma, in

which the processes of ionization, recombination, and excitation of

the particles play hardly any role. This means that our results

refer only to a fully-ionized plasma, consisting of electrons and

bare atomic nuclei. The internal state of each plasma particle does

not change. From a classical point of view, the particle can be regarded
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as a material particle of classical mechanics. The phase space of

such a particle is six-dimensional space, each point of which is

characterized by three rectangular coordinates x I, x 2, x 3, which

determine the position of the particles in normal three-dimensional

space, and the impulses which correspond to them Pl, P2 P3- It

can also be stated that the position of th$ point in phase space is
determined by the six-dimensional vector _ , with the coordinates

(14.1)

Let us assume that at the moment _f time under consideration
the particle is located at the point _ of phase space, if it has

the coordinates (14.1) at this moment of time.

The concentration FCt, _) of particles in phase space can be

called their distribution function. In terms of this definition,

the number dN of particles, whi_ are located at the moment of

time t in the volume element+ d_ _ d_ld_2...d_6 of phase space

with the center at the point _ , is related to the distribution

function by the relationship

dN
(14.2)

It is understood that here - as in all statistical studies -

we are not discussing the true number of particles d/V in the element

of phase volume d_ , but rather its smoothed out value with

respect to the volumm of phase space which are infinitely small

in physical terms.

For a complete statistical description of the plasma, it is

necessary to introduce as many distribution functions as there are

types of particles. A particle of each type will have its corresponding

phase space. From this point on, the distribution function for the

particles of any definite (but arbitrary) type will be designated by
m(t, _).

Instead of phase space (i.e., coordinate impulse space), it is

sometimes more convenient to use coo_inate-velo_ty sp_e with the

volume element dx dv E _l_2_3dvldv2dv3 . The distribution function in

this space will be designated by the small letters f(t, ×, ¥). Then,

instead of the relationship (14.2), we can write
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dN = f(t, x, v)dxdv. (14.3)

The equation or system of equations, which describe the change in

the distribution functions in time and in phase space (or coordinate-

v_w_ space), can be called a kinetic equation. In the case when
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there are no ionization and recombination processes ( in the more

general sense - the processes by which the particles are interchanged

with each other), the kinetic equation expresses the conservation of

a number of particles of each type.

2. We can obtain the kinetic equation by the same method which

is used in hydrodynamics, in deriving the equation of continui_ in the

Euler representation. Let us examine a fixed phase volume _, which

is bounded by a =losed five-dimensional surface E . The particles

move in phase space, and this motion can be described by the vector

as six-dimensional velocity. A portion of the particles leaves the

volume _ through the surface E; the other portion enters it from the

surrounding sections of phase space. For this reason, and only for

this reason, the number of particles within the volume _ changes.

Generally speaking, the vector _ of each particle changes constantly

in time. However, when two or more particles converge toward each

other, very strong forces develop between them, and the velocity V

of each particle changes sharply throughout very short time intervals.

In an idealized picture, these times are disregarded, and the velocity

change is regarded as an instantaneous process - collision. With such

an idealization, the vector W and the vector _ along with it, ex-

perience a discontinuity at the time of collision. This means that,

as a result of the collision, the particle crosses instantaneously

from one point of phase space to another. The collisions can be

divided into close and far-removed collisions. For close collisions,

the vector V (and, consequently, the vector _ ) changes greatly,

while for far-removed collisions - it changes very little. As a rule,

the far-removed collisions play a more significant role thaD the close

collisions, since the latter are relatively rare. This is verified by the

large values of the Coulomb logarithms, by means of which the far-

removed collisions can be taken into consideration. If the close col-

lisions are completely disregarded - taking into account only the far-

removed collisions, then only the small particle jumps stop in phase

space. This jump-like motion can be approximated fairly accurately

by level, smooth motion. Therefore, the motion of a set of pa_tlcles

in phase space can be described by the six-dimensional vector J 6 of

the particle stream density, similarly to the manner in which the

motion of a liquid is described in hydrodynamics. With respect to the

definition of the vector J 6 , the number of particles which pass through

an elementary, five-dimensional surface dE each second can be repre-

sented in the form j 6 dz, where j 6 is the projection of the
v v

vector _ 6 in the direction _ normal to the surface dE. Thus, the

projection of the vector J 6 is determine_ in any direction in phase

space, and consequently the vector itself j 6. With the aid of the
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vector _ 6 the condition for the conservation of a number of par-

ticles can be described in the form of a 8ix-dimensional equation of

continuity

aF aJ_)

o--f-+ O_ - O, (14.4)

where in accordance with the tensor symbolics, it is understood that

the summation (= = 1.2, ..., 6) is made with respect to the coor-

dinate index _ which occurs twice. _he problem is reduced to de-

termining the six-dimensional vector _b

3. In order to solve this problem, let us conceive of a _mall

five-dimensional surface dE in six-dimensional phase space G(X, p);

this surface is perpendicular to some coordinate axis Ga of this

space (= = 1.2, ..., 6). We shall assume that the positive direction

of the axis Ga is the positive direction of the normal to the surface

dE. Let us determine the excess dN of a number of the particles

belonging to the type under consideration, which pass through the sur-

face dE in the positive direction during a small time interval T ,

as compared to the number of particles passing in the opposite direction.

Among the particles of the type under consideration, let us

conceive of a fairly large group of particles whi_. are displaced in

phase space by the s_me six-dimensional vector AGi during the time T.

We shall use F/(t, G) to designate the concentration of the particles

in this group in phase space.

The number dN / of particles in the group under consideration,

which pass through the surface dZ in time _ , obviously equals the

number of them within an oblique+six-dimensional cylinder with the
base dE on the generatrices A_ (Figure 8) - i.e., this number

equals the integral IF/(t, _)d_ which is taken over the entire volume

of this cylinder. Since it can be assumed that the surface dE is

infinitely small, the element of the phase volume can be represented
• +

in the form dG = Idl'dGa[. In addition, let+us designate the radius-

_ect_r o_ the center of the surface dE by G0 • Then, assuming that

G = G0 + s and - fo_ the sake of brevity - omitting the argument t in
the function F/(t, G) , we can write

0

Let+.us assume that the time T is chosen _o small that the displacements
AGz are small. Then, expanding _(G0 + E) in powers of e , and

truncating the expansion at the linear terms, we obtain

0 0

-[ el3 de="

Integration can be readily carried out, if it is taken into consideration
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Figure 8.

that all e 8 are proportional to e= , due to the assumption regar-
ding the finite smallness of the surface dE.

On this basis, we have

!
• dN_=dZ'[ A_'F_ -- Y -6--_}"

The argument _0 of the function _ is omitted here, since from

this point on it is assumed that the values of the function _ and

all of its derivatives refer to the center of the surface dE

The excess _V of the number of particles belonging to the type

under consideration, which pass through the surface dZ in a positive

direction, as compared to the number of particles going in the

opposite direction, can be determined by the summation of the preceding

expression over all the values of i - i.e., over all of the groups

of particles. According to the definition of the mean, we have

i (14.5)

i

It is obvious that the quantities A_ , as independent variables z do

not depend on _ However, their mean - and also the mean of A_A_ -

g_nerally speaking, depend on $ , since _ and F are functions of
. Therefore, differentiating the second equation with respect to $8'

and making a summation over 8 , we find

Utilizing this expression, and introducing the notation
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(14.6)

we obtain

j_6)= (A_a) 2 0_ (A_a A_) F -- (A_= A_) 0_ " (14.7)

If the following expansion te_ms are taken into consideration in
an expansion of the function _ (_0 + e), then we would obtain the

following expression, instead of expression (14.7):

+ 1 <A_.A_I3A_v) O'Fo_o_v " _ (14.8)

However, we shall confine ourselves to the simpler expression
(14.7). Formula (14.8) can be used to estimate the error in the

approximation being used.

out

with respect to the groups of partxcles_ Zwhich"_" _are determined in such

a way that, during the time _ X the particles of each group undergo
one and the same displacement A_i in phase space. These groups can

be selected in such a way that the concentration of particles in each

group in normal space is small; then the interaction between the par-

ticles of one and the same group can be disregarded. In this approxi-

mation, the particles of the same group behave like in_pen_nt

particles. Therefore, in calculating the mean values of < &_> and

a<$_aA_8? , it can be assumed that each group consists of only one
p ticle Thus, the averaging operation is reduced to the averaging

over all of the particles of the type under consideration in the vicinity

of the phase point _ (X, p).

4. If the time • is rather small, then - within an accuracy of

terms on the order of _2 - the increases in the coordinates Axa ,

during the time _ , can be represented in the form Axa = v_x ,

where V is the velocity vector of a particle in normal three-dimen-

sional space. As regards the increases in the impulses, they can be

divided into two parts: Ap = A'p + A_p . Here A'p is the increase

caused by the regular field force (for example, electric or magnetic),

and such a field is called a self-consistent field. A_p is the in-

crease caused by the collisions of the particle under consideration

with other particles. Within an accuracy of the square of • , we

can write A'pa = Xa_ for A'p. Here, X is the force acting on a

particle from the self-consistent field. Thus, we have
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(A_a)= v_x (a---I, 2, 3),

(A[a) ----XaT -k,.(A"_a) (a -=-4, 5, 6).

We shall consider only the far-removed collisions, i.e. those

for which the increases A_p are small as compared with p .

Nevertheless, for rather small T , these increases are large as

compared with the increases A'p caused by the regular force X ,

since very large (in mathematical idealization - infinitely large)

forces of interaction develop during the collision. The directions

of the vectors _'p for the different particles in the vicinity of

the phase point _(x, p) can be any directions at all. However,

these directions are not equally probable, due to the presence of the

ordered velocity V in these particles. Therefore, it can be assumed

(this will be demonstrated in the following section for a plasma in

the pair collision approach) that, when the quantities A_pe are

averaged, only the large components disappear, but the small ones

remain, which -within an accuracy of terms on the order of T 2 -

are proportional to T . Thus, we have

(A'p_)- A_T (a =: I, 2, 3)

or

(A'_) = A_, (a= 4, 5, 6),

where the vector A" does not depend on T .

Let us now turn to an examination of the tensor <A_eA_8 > . The
increases of the coordinates and the regular increases of the _ impulses

can be disregarded, since these increases are proportional to T

and the terms of the tensor A_eA_ 8 , which correspond to them, will be

proportional to T2 (in our approach, such terms can be disregarded).

0nly terms of the series A'p_A"p8 remain, i.e., terms resulting from

the collisions. Under determined conditions, these terms are propor-
tional to the time T . We can write

a-p= vp,
i

where 6"p is the impulse increase in the particle under consideration,

as the result of a single (ith) act of collision between it and another

particle. Therefore, we have

= (6pe6p_).
i !

If the subsequent collisions between the particle and other particles

are statistically independent, i.e.

then

<A'pa-A'pa) _ ' ' p= (6pa6pa) = z (6pa6 a),
i
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where z is the number of collisions for the particle under considera-

tion during the time T . It is proportional to T , and our state-
ments are substantiated.

Thus, we arrive at the conclusion that a six-dimensional vector

(14.7) - within an accuracy of terms on the order of T - does not

depend on T , and can be regarded as a vector for the stream density

of particles in six-dimensional phase space. With the aid of this

vector, the kinetic equation can be written in the form of a six-

dimensional equation of continuity (14.4). It can also be written in

a three-dimensional form:

ap ap a (X.F) +0-7-+ + = O, (14.9)

where a = i, 2, 3, I is the three-dimensional vector which rep-

resents the projection in space of the impulses from the part of the

six-dimensional vector _ 6, which is caused by particle collisions.

Vector I gives the stream density of particles in impulse space

caused by the collisions between particles. It is determined by the

expression

aF

(14.10)

where

Aa "T ( APa) -- "1 a

Da _ = 1 (Apa Ap_).

(14.11)

(14.12)

Here and from this point on, Ap designates only that part of the

particle impulse increase which is caused by collision8 (in the deri-

vation, it was temporarily designated by h_p), and not the total

increase in the particle impulse.

The kinetic equation in the form of (14.9) is called the Fokker-

DE

Pl_nck equation. The term DaB _P8 is called the diffusion stream

of particles in impulse space, since it is related to the gradient of

particle concentration in this space. By analogy with normal diffu-

sion, the tensor Des can be called the tensor of diffusion in

impulse space. The presence of the term AeF can be explained by

the fact that uniform distribution of the particles with respect to

impulse space is not an equilibrium distribution. If this distri-

bution is formed artificially, after a certain amount of time has

elapsed it changes by itself into Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium

distribution. The vector A is called the coefficient of _'".",,__'_""2_
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friction in i_pulse space.

5. The Fokker-Planck equation can also be written for the distri-

bution function f(t,r,V) in velocity space. It takes the following
form

af _ ! a a/aa-_-+ v: + ,, ao. (x j) + -_-f. (14.13)

Here, j is the three-dimensional vector of particle stream density

in velo_i-y space resulting from the collisions between particles.

is determined by the expression

It
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where

The tensor

and ae

friction.

i_=aJ--d_- or ,
. P av_

(14.14)

I a

'<Av.av,>d=i 3 = -_

(14.15)

(14.16)

deB is called the diffusion tensor in velo_l- b, space,
(according to Chandrasekhar) is the coefficient of dynamic

It is obvious that

(14.17)

15. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DIFFUSION TENSOR AND THE

DYNAMIC FRICTION COEFFICIENT, AND THE DISTRIBUTION

FUNCTION. THE KINETIC EQUATION IN THE LANDAU FORM.

i. In order to obtain the kinetic equation of a plasma in final

form from the Fokker-Planck equation, it is necessary to express the

mean values of <Ape > and <_geAp8 _ by the distribution function of

plasma particles: W_ should'note t_at dp here designates the

impulse change in the particle under consideration, which it undergoes

during the time x as a result of collisions with other plasma

particles. In solving this problem, we shall use the customary assump-

tion of the theory of pair collisions. According to this theory, in

the calculation of a similar type of mean values it can be assumed that

the total i_pulse change dp equals the vector sum _6p of those

changes which a particle impulse would undergo during subsequent

collisions, which were independent of each other, with other plasma

particles.
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Let us first examine the collisions of the particle under con-

sideration with only a group of uniform particles which have one and

the same impulse p* , with scattering within the small element dp,.

The concentration of such particles in normal space equals F*(p*)dp *.

Then the relative velocity U = V - V* can be assumed to be the same

for collisions with all particles in the group under consideration.

Let us first conceive of a special coordinate system whose

z-axis is directed along the relative velocity U , and the small z-

and y-axes are per@endicular to it. Let us calculate the mean value

of _ip_>and ¢ip .Alps> , where Alp is the impulse change in the

particle unde_ consideration (test particle) during the time z ,

caused by the collisions between it and the particles in the group

under consideration. Since the azimuth of the collision plane can

assume the values from 0 to 2_ with equal probability, only the

mean values of <Alpz> <Alp_> and _Aip_>will differ from zero.

(The quantity <Alp _ >must be assumed to equal zero and _be infinitely

small of a higher order in the given approximation). For

the same reason<Alp2>= <AIp_> = _ <Al,i> where AIp_ is the

change in the component of the impulse p, which is perpendicular

to the relative velocity U . Thus, in formula (2.16), we have

I (A,t_>, (15.1)(Alp,> -- 2u_

so that it is sufficient to calculate only AIp_3 . We can de-

termine the latter quantity by summation 6_z_ _-"_pl!= - 2_u sin 2
2

[see formula (2.12)] over all the collisions with the particles of

the group under consideration during the time T . Changing from

summation to integration, we can write

(Axpz> = F* (p*) udp* T _ 6pzo (0, u) de.

/14__5

Substituting expression (3.5) for c( 0, u) and truncating the lower

limit of the integral in the usual way, we obtain

where L

we find

4a (ee*)' TLF* (p*) dp*,
(ALP,> -- _u'

is the Coulomb logarithm. On the basis of formula (15.1),

(A,p_) = (A,p2u) = + <All> -- 4a (ee*)'uTLf*(p*)dp*.

Thus, in the coordinate system under consideration the tensor<AlpaAlp8 >
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has a diagonal form, while <Alp2y 0 in the approximation being used.
The vector <Alp > contains only one component which is different from
zero ( the z-component).

If we change to an arbitrary coordinate system this tensor and
this vector can be written in the form

(Atp=Atpl_ > ---- 4.'_(ee*) 2rLu,z_F* (p*) dp*,

(Alpa> _ 4a (ee*)' TLua F* (p*) dp*,
p.u 3

(15.2)

(15.3)

where the following tensor is designated by uaB :

ut6_S--uaug O_u
u_-- u" --Ouaau a " (15.4)

All that remains now is to integrate expressions (15.2) and (15.3)

with respect to dp* and to make a summation over all types of field

particles. As a result, we obtain

Daa='_,*2aL (ee*) _ _ uaaF* (p,) dp*,

(au_ 2ua I F* (p*) dp*.A= : - E*2 L (ee*)' .[ opa+ /

(15.5)

(15.6)

The formulas obtained provide a solution for the problem which

was posed at the beginning of the present section.

2. The expression for A a can be transformed to a more sym-

metrical form. First of all, we have
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In addition,

Consequently,

OU(,[$= 1 Oua_ 1 Oue[$ 1 0 O*u __
apa mav a =--_-6_=--_au= auaaua

2 u(l

m u3 " (15.7)

Ou_._t_2u a = 2u= ( I

A=----E* 4x (ee*)2L _ m*u3U----LF* (p*)dp*. (15.8)

If the velocity of a field particle with respect to a test par-

ticle is designated by U* , then U* = - U, and on the basis of

the relationship (15.7), we can write
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or

0u_ = 2 u_

ap; m* u*s

au._____--_ 2 ua

Op; m'uS"

Therefore formula (15.8) is changed into

A= = -- _* 2_ (ee*)' L _ Ou%_F* (p*) dp **
Opfj

After integration by parts, we obtain

u OF*(p*) d_ ,
A==_*2_(ee*) _L_ a_ Op---_ e •

Finally, formulas (14.10), (15.5) and (15.9) give

(15.9)

la - _-a* 2 _ (ee*)_ L _{ F (p) OF* (p*)Op'_
OF(p)]F* (p*)
apo / ua_P *" (15.10)

This is the collision integral which was first obtained by Landau

(Ref. i0, Ref. Ii) by a different, more formal method. Introducing

it into equation (14.9), we obtain a kinetic equation in the Sarw_u

form.

The Landau equation can also be written in the form (14.13),

utilizing velocity space instead of impulse space. On the basis of

formulas (14.14) and (14.17), the vector j will be determined by

the expression

_,2g(ee*)2L _[r(v) _*(_*) f*(v*) 0[(v)} ua_dv,"J==_ m J[-m-_ Ovfl m Ovp (15.11)

3. For certain purposes, it is advisable to transform the ex-

pressions for the vector A and the tensor DaB into another form,
which is particularly suitable for calculating these quantities in terms

of the given distribution function. For this purpose, let us change

from integration with respect to impulse space to integration with

respect to velocity space. In addition, let us take the fact into

account that

_u

ua_ -- Ov_v_" (15.12)

Then formulas (15.8) and (15.5) can be rewritten in the following form:

A __* 4g(ee*) _L " u ,= _. _ _-f (v*)dv*,

Da_ Y_*2_ (ee*)"-L= a_ ]".p (v*) _v*

(15.13)

(15.14)
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or more concisely

A =_ -- _'_,LE_,
i-_l-_,

D,., = Y,* L O',i.(v)

(15.15)

(15.16)

Here £v is the analog of the electrostatic field in velocity space,
which was previously introduced in Section 3. We should note that

it is determined by the expression

where

_, = 4_ (e_*)V* (v*).

(15.17)

(15.18)

By definition, the function _(V) equals

I .[ uQv(v,)dv,"(v) : T (15.19)

Functions of this type were first introduced by Rosenbluth,

MacDonald and Judd (Ref. 2), and by B. A. Trubnikov (Ref. i) in-

dependently of them.

4. Formulas (15.10), and (15.11), and all of the expressions

equivalent to them, were introduced under the assumption that the

effect of the force field on the particle collisions can be dis-

regarded. This is not always admissible in the force fields, due to

the finiteness of the time required for particle collisions. The

case when we are dealing with a magnetic force field is of practical

importance. Then, the _rpression8 (15.10) and (15.11) can be used,

if the Debye radius (4.4) is small as compared with the Larmor radius

mcv c
rz- eB eB ]/3mT. (15.20)

The Coulomb force of attraction or repulsion of the interacting par-

ticles is screened at distances on the order of D. Therefore, in

order that the formulas (15.10) and (15.11) may be applicable, it is

sufficient that at distances on this order the magnetic field B

distorts the particle trajectory slightly. This is possible if the

following condition is fulfilled

D B
--_ <<I, (15.21)

where n is the particle concentration of one sign (the plasma is
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assumedto be quasi-neutral). For electrons:

for hydrogen ions

D 127B

r---__ ---_,

for deuterium ions

D 3B

72'

D 2,1B

q ir '

where B is given in gauss.

It is interesting to determine whether condition (15.21) is ful-

filled in a different type of momjnetic t_ps, which have been deve-

loped in connection with a study of the problem of contPolled

the_nonuclec_ _eactions. For this purpose, let us give condition

(15.21) a somewhat different form. Let us introduce the generally-

accepted designation

8_p
-- B' (15.22)

for the relationship of the plasma pressure p to the magnetic

pressure __B2. We shall thus examine the pressures of the electron

8_

and ion plasma components separately, so that the latter will be

characterized by two values of 8 - one for electrons and the other

for ions. The quantity 8 can not be greater than unity, since

otherwise the magnetic pressure could not counterbalance the pressure

of the plasma particles - i.e., it could not hold it in the trap.

Since p = nT , condition (15.21) can be readily transformed to the
form

! T
_ 3-_-m-_c'" (15.23)

If we tentatively assume T = 50 key then for deuterons

= 1 , and condition (15.23) requires that 8>> i ,
md2 40 000 400 000

which is fulfilled very well in our arrangements. However, for

electrons T = 1 , and this condition changes into 8 >> 1 .

100
In certain arrangements - for example, in stellarators, it is either

not fulfilled or fulfilled very poorly. In these cases, formulas

(15.10) and (15.11) provide correct results for only that part of

the collision integral which is caused by the scattering of ions by

ions. For collision integrals, connected with the scattering of

ions by electrons or with the scattering of electrons by ions and
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electrons, these formulas can at most be used only to estimate the
order of magnitude.

5. It is obvious that the kinetic equation in the Landau

form is approximate. We disregarded the effect of far-removed

collisions in deriving it. It contains a poorly-determined

quantity - the Coulomb logarithm L. The value of the latter de-

pends, in particular, on the plasma temperature - a quantity which

has a clear and distinct meaning only for thermodynamically equi-

librium states. An explicit kinetic equation, which is used to

describe the non-equilibrium states and processes in a plasma,

cannot contain such quantities as the plasma temperature as

parameters. Therefore, the Landau equations can be used only for

states which do not differ too greatly from the state of thermo-

dynamic equilibrium. In particular, they are well-adapted to an

examination of the phenomenon of _ansfer, since in this case it

is solved by the method of dis_bonees, and it is assumed that

the velocity distribution does not differ greatly from an equi-

librium Maxwell distribution. The phenomena of electrical con-

ductivity, thermal conductivity, diffusion, and internal friction

in a plasma, for example, refer to the phenomenon of transfer. The

laminar theory of these phenomena, based on the kinetic Landau

equation, has been developed in detail, and comprises a very im-

portant part of plasma kinetics. It has been described in detail

by S. I. Braginskiy (Ref. 19). Therefore, we shall not deal with

this theory at all here.

16. DIFFUSION TENSOR AND DYNAMIC FRICTION COEFFICIENT FOR

ISOTROPIC DISTRIBUTION OF FIELD PARTICLES IN IMPULSE
SPACE.

i. As was noted in Section 14, the vector of particle stream

density I in impulse space - which results from their collisions

with each other and with other particles - can be regarded as the

8F

overlapping of two streams: the diffusion stream DaB _P8 and the

stream AF, connected with the dynamic friction coefficient. In

terms of its structure, vector I is completely similar to a stream

of regular particles under forced diffusion - i.e., diffusion which

takes place in the presence of an external force field. Thus, for

example, Brownian particles in a viscous liquid, located in a homo-

geneous field of gravity, are diffused from the location of greatest

concentration to the location of least concentration. The forced

stream is superimposed on this diffusion stream; the magnitude of
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the forced stream is determined by the combined action of the force
of gravity, Archimedes buoyancy force, and the Stokes viscosity
force. The density of this forced stream is proportional to the
intensity of the field of gravity and the concentration of the
particles;in terms of structure, it is completely similar to the
term AF.

However, as comparedwith ordinary diffusion, diffusion of par-

ticles (or more accurately, their representative poin%8) in impulse

space is described by more complex equations. In the first place,

the latter equations contain the diffu$ion tensor DuB , instead of
the scalar diffusion coefficient. In the second place, and this is

more important, the diffusion tensor DaB and the dynamic friction
coefficient A do not remain constant, but are determined at each

moment of time by the form of the distribution function F{t, r, p_

for the plasma particles.

As a result, instead of differential equations, a complex system

of non-linsom integro-differential equation8 is obtained.

There are no general methods for solving such equations exactly.

We must be satisfied with approximate solutions. Moreover, as a rule,

the latter can be obtained only after far-reaching schematization

and great simplification of the original system of equations. One

of the possible simplifications consists of replacing the unknown

tensor components D_B and the vector A by the known functions of

p whose form does not change during the process. The solution

which is obtained in this way is called the diffusion c_ppro_ation.

The intuitive basis for this can he provided by the fact that - under

the usual conditions when the true values of D=B and A are re-
placed by constant quantities which are close to their mean values

during the time of the process - it is not possible to change the

nature of the diffusion qualitatively, and it is expressed only by
the numerical coefficients in the final formulas. It is obvious that

the accuracy of the diffusion approximation depends on the extent to

which the functions DaB(p ) and A_(D) are successfully approximated.

2. Let us assume that the test particle moves in the medium

of field particles with isotropic velocity distributions. This

means that all of the distribution functions F*(p*) of the field

particles depend only on the vector length p* , but not on its

direction. Let us find the form of the diffusion tensor DaB and

the dynamic friction coefficient A in impulse space for such a

test particle. Let us direct the z-axis along the impulse p of

the test particle, and the x- and y-axes - perpendicular to it.

In view of the symmetry in this coordinate system, the tensor DaB

will have a diagonal form, and in the vector A only the z-component
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will differ from zero. Due to the same syn_etry, Dm_z = Dyy. let us
introduce the designations

• DI = D= ='Duy, /

D u = Dzz. f (16.1)

If I is the stream density vector of test particles in impulse

space, then its components along the vector p , which are perpen-

dicular to it, can be written in the form

I u =--D n grad n F-I-AF,

! ± = -- D Lgradi F, (16.2)

where it is obvious that the gradient is chosen in impulse space.

The coefficients D D and D_ can be called the ooefficient8 of

longitudinal and transverse diffusion, respectively.

3. Let us calculate the vector A and the tensor DaB for

two cases of isotropic velocity distribution of field particles.

First Case. The velocities V* of the same type of field par-

ticles are identical in terms of absolute magnitude, but uniformly

distributed in terms of direction. For different types of field par-

ticles, the magnitudes of these velocities can differ.

In this case, the quantity which is an analog of the electric

charge in velocity space is uniformly distributed with respect to a

sphere of radius V* , with the center at the origin. The calcu-

lation of the vector A can be reduced to the elementary problem

of electrostatics, concerning the field of a sphere which is uni-

formly charged with respect to the surface. As can be seen from

expression (15.18) and the normalization condition ff*(v*)dv* = n _,

the total "charge" distributed on the surface of the sphere equals

4_(ee_)2n _ . Therefore, using the known formulas of electrostatics,

we obtain the following from formula (15.15)

where

A (m, m*) -

A = _E*A(m,m*),

4z_(ee*)' n* L V
m* vs -9o,-" V _> 0",

2n (ee*)' n* L V
m*v a _COr U-- 0",

0 -for- v < v*.

(16.3)

(16.4)

As follows from formula (15.16), the calculation of D.R can be

reduced to calculating the potential function ?(V), which _ deter-
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mined by the expression (15.19). In the case which we are considering
of the surface distribution of the "charge", the latter formula
changes into

(_*)' n"
(v)= 2v*' _uds,

and integration is carried out with respect to the surface of the

sphere under consideration with the radius V*. This integration

can be readily reduced to integration with respect to the angle 0

(Figure 9):

(v)== _(_*)2n* _ u sin OdO.
0

Let us introduce the quantity u as the integration variable.

Since u 2 = u 2 + v .2 - 2vv* cos d , then udu = vu* sin _d0 , and

after elementary calculations, we obtain
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.2 (ee*)_-n* (v } -5- t:or v* <v,

1 v_
2n(ee*)2n*(v * i- -5--_ fo.. v* >v.

(16.5)

@:
Figure 9.

Now we can readily obtain the following:

= (m,m*), (16.6)

where

For

2_(ee*}'n* L [ ( lv -g-_/ 6a_--

Da_ (m, m*) = -- 1 -- -_-_]_-r.i for" v > v*,

4._ (ee*)2 n* L 6a _ for V _ V*.
3t.,*

v = V* both expressions coincide.

(16.7)

We can see that, for v < V* , the dynamic friction coefficient
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becomeszero, and the diffusion tensor degenerates into a scalar.
This result agrees with the statements given in Part 2 of Section 10.
The field particles, whosevelocity exceeds u , do not influence the

longitudinal retardation of the test particle, on the average.

Their role only amounts to changing the direction of its motion.

This change in the direction of the test particle motion can be sta-

tistically described as its diffusion in impulse space with an iso-

tropic diffusion coefficient.

This fact makes it possible to understand the relative role of

plasma electrons and ions in the scattering process of a test ion

from a new point of view. Let us assume that the velocity of a test

ion is on the same order as the mean velocities of thermal motion

for plasma ions. With respect to the plasma electrons, we shall

assume that their thermal velocities are very large with respect to

the ion thermal velocities. Then, very few electrons are found with
velocities of _ < u . The effect of these electrons on the scat-

tering process of a test ion can be disregarded. The remaining

rapid electrons will cause diffusion of the test ion in impulse space
with the diffusion tensor

. 3. j v,

Since the greater velocity v_ is in the denominator, the quan-
tity Z_'_ can be disregarded in comparison with the contribution to

the diffusion tensor which the plasma ions introduce. Therefore, in

the case under consideration the scattering by electrons can be

generally disregarded.

The formulas which have been developed hold for any choice of a

coordinate system. In order to obtain the expressions for the

longitudinal and transverse diffusion coefficients from them, it is

necessary to change to a coordinate system in which one of the co-

ordinate axes is parallel to the vector V . Then the tensor DaB
becomes diagonal, and we obtain

where

DII =E*Du (re, m*),

D L = _* D± (m, m*), J

4n (ee*)Zn* Lv .23vs _or" V _ V*,

D u (m, m*) : _ 4:_(ee*}_n * L
30* -For- v < v* ;

I 2n(ee*)Sn*L v*_Di(m,m*) 4n (ee*)*n* L
" 3u* _or v _ v*.

(16.8)

(16.9)

(16.10)
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As follows from the expressions (16.4) and (16.7), the following
relationship exists between the diffusion tensor DaB (m, m _) and

the dynamic friction coefficient A= (m, m *) for u > u* :

fill O_ (m, m*) : --- m*v*_._._._22Aa (m, m*).3 (16.11)

It gives
vD, (m, m*) = m* v*'3 A (m, m*). (16.12.)

For V < v * these relationships do not hold, since in this case

A s (m, m _) = O, while DaB # 0 .

Second Case. The velocities of the field ions and electrons have

a Maxwell distribution. The ion and electron temperatures cannot

coincide. In this case, A and DaB are represented by the ex-

pressions (16.3) and (16.6), following the preceding method, while we

obtain the following from formulas (15.15) and (6.3):

A (m, m*) - 4_(_*)'n*L@x(b*v)v. (16.13)
m* 9 3

We can determine the potential function _(v) by integration of the

function (16.5) with respect to the Maxwell distribution

This gives

b* 3 b,2o,t

(o) = 2_t (ee*)' n*

+i(v*

1
(v + -_-_) f* (v*).4_ v*_dv* +

°')t }1 , ) .+ -_-_ (v* .4_v*_dv * :

By carrying out the integration, we obtain

1 1
• (v)=2a(ee*)2n*v[(1 +_)(D(b*v)+ V_b*v

After this, with the aid of formula (15.16) we find

e--b"_'].(16.14)
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Dap (m, m*) -- _ 2b .2 v' ) 6a_ --

-- (O (b* v) a¢,, (b*_)_ ,,,__ ]
. 2b*_v2 / v_ J'

DII (m, m*) 2_ (ee*)z n* L (I)_ (b* 9)= o b*z v"

2x (ee*)' n* L [0 (b* v) % (b*v!lD L(m, m*) = -_ 2b*'v' J "

(16.15)

(16.16)

(16.17)
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From formulas (16.13) and (16.15), we have

m* Aa(m,m,)v_ Da_ (m, m*) = 2b**

or

In particular we have

"v_Dap (m, m*) -: -- T* Aa (in, m*). (16.18)

vD u (m, m*) = --T*A (m, m*). (16.19)

The density of the particle stream Ia in impulse space, which

is caused by collisions, is determined by expression (14.10). If the

velocities of all the types of particles have a Maxwell distribution,

but the temperatures of different types of particles can differ from

each other, then we can write the following in view of the relation-

ship (16.18):

F _] Aa (m, m*) IT-- T*]. (16.20)_=r *

In the state of thermodynamic equilibrium, when the tempera-

tures of all the plasma components are identical, this expression

becomes zero. This means that the collisions between particles does

not affect the distribution function. It could be shown that this

condition is a necessary condition for complete thermodynamic equi-

librium, and on this basis it could also be shown that the only

distribution which satisfies this condition is the Maxwell velocity

distribution.

4. The form of formulas (16.13), (16.16) and (16.17) is simpli-

fied when a rapid electron is the test particle - i.e., one whose

velocity v is large as compared with the mean velocity of ther-

mal motion of electrons. For purposes of simplicity, we shall assume

that the plasma consists of electrons and one type of positively-

charged ions. Then, in the calculation of A and D R the influence

of the ions due to their relatively large mass can be disregarded.

For this reason, in a calculation of D_ it is possible to disregard

the term , when the collisions of a test electron with
2b*2V 2

ions are examined. This term must be retained only for collisions of

a test electron with electrons. Thus, since the argument b_v is

always large (it is sufficient for it to exceed 2), then the functions

@(b_v) and _l(b*v) can be approximated by unity. As a result, we
obtain

A = --_(p)p,

Dll = v (p) mT,,-

Dj_ = _ (p) t; (I -- mr,2p' ) '

(16.21)

(16.22)

(16.23)
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where m is the electron mass. For purposes of brevity, the
following quantity is designated by _(p):

4ne_nL • 4n_mnL (16.24)
v(p): m=v= __ pZ ,

which signifies the frequency of collisions between a test electron

and electrons or ions in the plasma (it is assumed that the plasma

is quasi neutral).

The expressions obtained can be used to describe the kinetic

equation for r_d electrons. For example, in an investigation of

the phenomenon of electron escape in weak electric fields (i.e.,

fields which are much less than the critical field) all of the elec-

trons can be divided into two groups: electrons of the main group -
whose distribution function is almost a Maxwell distribution - and

electrons which have high velocities. If the concentration of the

latter electrons is small as compared with the concentrations of

the electrons in the primary group, it is possible to disregard the

scattering by rapid electrons. It is sufficient to consider the

scattering of rapid electrons by electrons in the primary group and

by ions. Therefore, in a description of the kinetic equation for

rapid electrons, it is possible to use expressions (16.21), (16.22)

and (16.23).

According to equation (14.10), we have

! = AF--Diigradlt F--D±grad± F, (16.25)

where the gradient is chosen in impulse space. By way of an example,

let us conceive of a spherical coordinate system in this space with

an axis which is directed along the effective electric force eE. It
is assumed that the electric field is uniform. The distribution

function F , in addition to time, depends on p and on the polar

angle _ . It does not depend on the azimuth ¢ , due to the assump-

tion of cylindrical symmetry for the problem. Therefore, vector I

has only two components: the component I v along the vector p ,

and the component I0 which is perpendichlar to it, and whose positive
direction coincides with the direction in which the angle _ increases.

For these components, we have
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or

OF

1, = AF--DIj _,

OF
Io= -- Oj -_-_,

Ip = -- v (p) roT. + pF ,

[. mTe\ OF
I e = -- v(p) p _ l -- _-_- }_-.

(16.26)

(16,27)
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Utilizing these formulas, and also the expression for divergence

in a spherical coordinate system, we can attribute the following

form to equation (14.9):

)a-T + (vv) F + eE (cos 0 OF sin 0 OfaV p aO

1 d

A. V. Gurevich used this equation in his work on the theory of

electron escape (Ref. 16) i.

17. APPLICATION OF THE KINETIC EQUATION TO THE PROBLEM OF

ENERGY EXCHANGE BETWEEN DIFFERENT PLASMA COMPONENTS

1157

i. The problem of energy exchange between different plasma

components was solved in Section 9. Let us introduce another solu-

tion for this problem, based on a kinetic equation. We shall assume

that there are no external force fields.

In the derivation of all the primary equations, it was assumed

that the total energy does not change in the collisions between any

two particles. The collisions cannot change the total energy

supply of plasma particles, but only redistribute it between these

particles. It can be readily verified that the expression for Ia

satisfies this condition. We shall use 9 to designate the energy

of any type of plasma particle per unit of volume

t p_
p) dp.J zrn " (17.1)

For its time derivative, we can write

03 _ p_ OFa--f-= 2-ffT dp.

i In the work of A. V. Gurevich, the last term in this equation dif-

m%
fers somewhat from our term: instead of the correct factor (I - -- ),

mT e 2p 2
(i - -- ) erroneously appears in his work.

4p2
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In the case which we are considering, I a = 0. In addition, it
is assumed that the plasma is uniform, and consequently _F = 0.

Therefore, equation a4.9) assumes the form _x

and we obtain the following:

aF , #la
#--TTg-_a= 0, (17.2)

03 [ p, Bla
T_ -G-d8p.

Let us transform the right side according to the Gauss theorem

into the following form:

a3 I
-_- = -_- _ l=pa dp. (17.3)

This expression can be summed over all the particle types, and it

is found that zero is obtained as a result. For this purpose, the

simplest method is to use the expression for I S in symmetrical

Landau form (15.10). We then obtain

Op_

ap_ -

The symbol E* is used for summation of the quantities designated

by the letters with asterisks, and the symbol Z - for summation of

the quantities designated by letters without an asterisk. Since we

are discussing double summation over one and the same particle types,

all of the quantities with an asterisk can be replaced by the corres-

ponding quantities without an asterisk, and vice versa. Let us

make this substitution in the second component of the preceding ex-

pression. Then, taking the fact into consideration that

u'a8 = uaB , ua - V_ = U a , we obtain

-ai-° Z3= Z __'2:x(ee,)2L f ; F (p) aF*(P')ap_____ua.ua_ dp dp*.

As can be readily verified with the aid of formula (15.4):

and, consequently,
UaU_ = 0

(17.4)

@Zs=o. (17.5)
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2. Leg us makea more detailed study of the energy change 9
in the group of particles under consideration due to their collisions
with other plasma particles. Weshall assumethat the velocity of
all the groups has a Maxwell distribution with different tempera-
tures. Substituting expression (16.20), in formula (17.3), we
obtain

03 1 Z*(T T*)_v_Aa(m,m*)F(p)dp. (17.6)a-_-= T --

Just as in Section 9, let us focus our attention on only

one component of the sum (17.6) - i.e., we shall examine the ener-

gy exchange only between two particle groups. For this component,

we can write

0.9 T--T* _ T--T* ;a---f= ---T--- vA (m, m*) F (p) dp = T vA (m, m*) I (v) dv

or
8.9 T -- T*

0--7- = n .T (vA (m, m*)), (17.7)

where the averaging is carried out with respect to the Maxwell

distribution of test particles (particles of the first group).

Instead of A(rn, rn*) , substituting its expression from formula

(16.13), we obtain

Oa T* -- T 4_ (ee*)'nn*L / if), (b'v)
a--i-=---_ m* \ _ /"

In calculating --7 _-_, we can use the results ob-
gained at the beginning o_ _ectlon 9. In view of formula (6.6),

they give

/ O, (b'u)_ __ 2 bb *s
\ v /- V_ .(b_+b*,)'/."

Finally, we have

03 T* -- T 4 V'_'. nn* (ee*)* L
at ' mm*

(!_l - T* _'/. (17.8)
km m* J

This result agrees with formula (9.2), since

! 03
Q = n 0t ""
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18. THE OUTFLOW OF IONS FROM A MAGNETIC TRAP WITH

MAGNETIC MIRRORS AS A RESULT OF COLLISIONS

I. Let us apply a kinetic equation to the problem of outflow
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of ions from a magnetic trap with magnetic mirrors, which was pro-

posed by G. I. Budker (Ref. 20), and independently of him by

York (Ref. 21) for the confinement of charged particles. The trap

represents a cylindrical tube placed in a solenoid, which creates

a strong, uniform, constant magnetic field B, which is parallel

to the axis of the trap. At the ends of the trap there are

auxiliary windings which intensify the magnetic field. The regions

of the intensified, constant magnetic field at the ends of the trap

are called the magnetic mirrors. We shall use B to designate

the intensity of a uniform magnetic field in the trap, and Bma x

to designate the maximum value of the latter in the magnetic mirrors

(it is assumed that Bma x is the same at both ends of the trap).

In addition, we shall use d to designate the angle between the

direction of motion for a particle in the trap and the direction of

the magnetic field in those regions where it can be assumed to be

uniform. As is known, the drift theory for the motion of a charged

particle in magnetic fields leads to the following results. A

charged particle is confined in the trap for an infinite period of

time, if _ - _o > d > do " and it leaves the trap through the

mirror if _ < _o or @> _ - dO . Here d O is the limiting

angle, which is determined by the relationship

V Bsi,@0 = B_ (18.1)

If there is not one particle in the trap, but only the plasma,

then in this case even in the drift approximation there is an

escape of particles through the mirror. One of the reasons for this

escape is provided by the Coulomb collisions, which are accompanied

by changes in the angle d and changes in the points representing

the outgoing particles (in impulse space or velocity space) within

the limiting cone d < dO, d >7 - _0 " These collisions lead

to the outflow of particles from the trap through the magnetic

mirrors. We shall only study here the mechanism for the departure

of the particles, and we shall not concern ourselves with other

mechanisms - for example, collective fluctuations and instabilities

of the plasma I.

i It is known that convective plasma instability occurs due to a de-

crease in the intensity of the magnetic field from the center toward

the periphery in the magnetic trap, which was proposed by G. I. Budker.

Therefore, it would appear that we are not interested in the problem of

the outflow of particles through the magnetic mirrors due to colli-

sions, within the framework in which it is being examined here. In

fact, this is not absolutely the case. By the superposition of the

supplementary magnetic fields, which provide for an increase in the
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2. The solution of this problem can be reduced to determining

the distribution function F(t, r, p) for the type of particles

under consideration. If new particles do not enter the trap, this

problem is non-station4_y. In order to simplify the solution,

following the procedure of G. I. Budker (Ref. 20) we shall turn to

the stationary problem. For this purpose, we shall introduce the

source8 of the new particles, which balance the outflow of particles

from the trap. Idealizing the problem, we shall assume that these

sources are continuously distributed throughout the entire trap.

Then, instead of equation (14.4), we must write

0na--_-+ a$, -q , (18.2)

where q £ is the strength denszty of the sources in phase space,

i.e., the number of particles produced by the sources per unit of

volume of phase space in one second. In three-dimensional form,

equation (18.2) is

OF BF

o-T + v_ _ + X_ a_ at_-_ -_-6-_ =q(r, p). (18.3)

The stream I arises as a result of the collisions between the

particles under consideration, and collisions between these and other

particles. Therefore, its expression does not explicitly depend

on the form of the function q(r, p) but is entirely determined by

the distribution functions of these plasma particles at the moment of

time under consideration. This means that in the presence of the

sources formula (15.10) is valid, as well as all of the expressions

which are equivalent to it.

In order to simplify the problem further, we shall assume that,

in the first place, the plasma is a two-component plasma - i.e., it

consists of electrons and the same type of ions. It is assumed

(Footnote continued from previous page)

intensity of the magnetic field toward the periphery, it is possible to

suppress the convective instability. However, in impulse space all of

the "gaps" - which are similar to the limiting cone in the Budker trap

- are closed, through which the particles must pass from the trap as a

result of the collisions. The problem regarding the departure of par-

ticles through such gaps is fully analogous to the problem which we

are discussing regarding the departure of particles through the limi-

ting cone in the Budker trap. Therefore, the results which we obtained

will be applied both qualitatively, and to a significant extent quanti-

tatively, to traps containing gaps in which there is no convective

instability.
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that the electron velocities are very large as compared with the

ion velocities; it is then possible to disregard the scattering of

the ions by the electrons. In the second place, we shall examine a

simplified model of the trap, assuming that throughout almost all

of the trap the magnetic field B is uniform, is parallel to its

axis, and very rapidly (within a limit - discontinuously) increases

at the edge of the trap up to the maximum value Bma x . With
this simplification, the magnetic field in the mirrors will not

enter into equation (18.3), but only enters into its boundary con-

ditions.

In the stationary state, the function F can depend only on the

length of the vector p and on the angle 0 , which it forms with

the axis of the trap. The vector I will lie in the meridian

plane and, in conformance with this, will have only two components:

longitudinal component Ip along the vector p , and the meridian

component I0 , which is perpendicular to it. There will be no
azzmuth component I_. Therefore, as can be readily seen, equation

(18.3) can be writte_ in the form

p -_- (sin _I_) + sin _ (p_lp) = qp'- sin _. (18.4)

_F _F _F

The terms _t and us _x_ become zerO.e The_Fterm X_ _p_ in the

case under consideration is reduced to c [vB]_p and also becomes

_F

zero, since the vectors V, B, _p are coplanar. We obviously shall

assume that condition (15.21) is fulfilled.

On the basis of formula (14.10), for I_ and Ip we can write

aF
1_-- p! D_o _ -- Dop _ _, AoF,

= or l ApF,ap p D_ _ -I-

(18.5)

while in view of formula (14.12), we have:

D% ----D_.

Boundary conditions must be added to equation (18.4). Since

the time in which a particle is confi_Bd in the trap is very large

as compared with the time of its free flight from one end of the

trap to another, we can assume - just as G. I. Budker did - that
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within the limiting cone 3 < 30, 0 > _ - 0 0 there are absolutely
no particles. Therefore, we require that the function F becomes

zero both within and at the boundaries of the given cone. However,

equation (18.4) does not change if angle 0 is replaced by angle

- 0 • It thus follows from the boundary conditions that

F(@) = E(_ - @). In addition, this is apparent from the symmetry of

the problem. Therefore, in solving equation (18.4), we can confine

ourselves to the integral of the angles 3 0 _ 0 _ 2 , and can

write the boundary conditions in the following form:

F=O _. 0=0 o, ]

OF 0 _ O= n J (18.6)_= _

3. An exact solution of this problem is difficult, because

the tensor D _ and the vector A are not known, and are deter-
e_

mined by the mode of the unknown distribution function F. In

order to make a solution possible, let us change to the diffusion

approximation, in which De8 and A are replaced by the known

functions of p and 0 • rUnfortunately, it is impossible to manage

without introducing unjustified and arbitrary assumptions, whose

effect on the nature of the solution is difficult to estimate. How-

ever, it can be assumed that in a successful substitution the basic

features of the phenomenon which interests us will not be touched

upon. Let us first replace D B and A s by the values which they
would assume with an isotropic distribution function F, without

specifying the form of this function. Then D_ and A_ become
P

zero, and the components DPP _ Du " DO0 _ D_ and Ap • A become

functions only of p , and will not depend on 0 . Therefore,

equation (18.4) assumes the form

(18.7)
= -- qp_ sin O.

Let us now conceive of the expressions for D, , Dj_ and A with a
M_ell velocity distribution, and we shall search for the function

F in the form

pS

F-- f)(O)e 2,.r (18.8)

Then, in view of the relationship (16.19), we have

D u-_p AF=-- Djl +A F= 0
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and equation (18.7) changes to

@F ) qp2a sin _ -_- _ sin _.a--_-- -- -- (18.9)

4. We assume that the function q depends only on p, but

does not depend on _ (isotrop{c _ction). Then the solution of

the equation (18.9), which satisfies the boundary conditions (18.6),

assumes the form

F = qp_ sin (}
In sin _o " (18.10)

Comparing this expression with expression (18.8), we conclude that

0(0) = Cln sin_) (18.ii)
sin _o '

p'
qP---__i._'= Ce 2mr"

D± (p) , (18.12)

where C is the constant. Formula (18.12) determines the strength

density q(p) of the forces, at which a quasi-M_ell distribution

of the type (18.8) is maintained in the plasma. As can be seen from

formula (16.17), relationship D_(p) decreases with an increase in

p2 i

p : for small values of p, it is proportional to p2 ; for large
i

values - it is proportional to - p3 • Therefore, in comparison

with the Maxwell distribution, the sources must have relatively more

slow ions than they do rapid ions. This is understandable, since

the slow ions diffuse more rapidly within the limiting cone

O< 0 0, _> _ - 0 0 , than do the rapid ions.
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Thus, we have:

Figure i0.

F C In sin O' e P"_- 2mr (18.13)
sin _o
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while the constant C is determined from the normalization con-

dition

F (0, p) dp = n. (18.14)

5. By knowing the distribution function F(O , p), we can

determine the Pate at which the ions leave the trap as a result of

the collisions. It is determined by the number N of ions which

leave per unit of volume of the trap in one second through the sur-

face of the limiting cone 0 = J0" 0 = W - _0" It apparently

equals

where integration is carried out with respect to the surface of

the entire limiting cone, and _ is the unit vector of the in-

ternal normal to this surface - i.e., of the external one with

respect to the impulse space occupied by the particles (Figure i0).

By partly closing this surface of the infinite sphere, which passes

outside of the limiting cone, transforming the integral by the

Gauss theorem, and going to the limit , we can write

[ Ol_

while integration is carried out with respect to the entire impulse

space outside of the limiting cone. In view of equation (18.3), we

_I_
have --= q , and therefore

N jep (1815)

This must be the case, since in a stationary state the number

of ions which are supplied by the source must equal the number of out-

going ions.

6. The problem is reduced to calculating two integrals: the

no_maliza_on integral (18.14) and the integral (18.15). It is

advantageous to take the following as the volume element of

impulse space:

dp=2gp'sinOdOdp. (18.16)

Then, after elementary calculations, we can readily obtain

C. (2nmT) 'l' [In ctg-_ -- cos Oo] = n,

i p,
N = 4:_C cos _o D± (p) e 2mr dp.

0

(18.17)

(18.18)
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According to formula (16.17):

_='_,.L r .... _ (").1
D± = _ [u__x) 2x' J ',. (18.19)

where m = V = _ . The substitution of this expression in

the preceding formula gives

4 _) (x) e-*'dx. (18.20)N = 8;¢e4nmLC 7 2x"
o

In order to calculate the integrals entering into this, we shall

first determine the integral

l (b) = i _0 (x) e_t,._,dx"
0

The integral, which is obtained by differentiation of the integrand

with respect to the parameter b , converges uniformly with respect

to b in any interval a _< z < + m , where a > 0. Therefore, we
have

-= -- j x_P (x)e-b*'dx= -- _ e dy.
0 _-_0 0

Changing the order of integration, we find

dl 2 _ e -y' dy
db -- _ v xe-°X'dx --

Since I (_) = 0, then

Consequently,

_Vz+b

b

dx = In V-i+b+ 1t(b) =-- z_¢_ +x V-G

i O (x) _-_,._e ax=Z(!)=In(V__t_l)"
0

In order to calculate the second integral in formula (18.20) we should

note that

(I), (x) : • (x) -- xO' (x),

O'(x)= 2 -x,
, _e ,p

and therefore we can write

i a,, (x) e--..d _ i lz_, " _- [o (x) -- xO' (x)l_' (x)d --_-.
o o
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Thus, performing integration by parts, we find

iqh(x)-x,. V___io$'--2x_'CZdxe ax = . x= =
o o

= -- W e- X'clx q- e-_'dx =

o 0

1 l
= In + l)

Consequently,

N == 4_e'nmLC [31n (]/_ + 1) -- }-2] cos 0o. (18.21)

Eliminating the constant C both here and from formula (18.17), we

obtain

N= 2n. Le4n____.3 In (V-_ + I) - |r_ cos O0.
(18 22)In ctg _ -- ca O, •

This formula was first obtained by G. I. Budker (Ref. 20) by a

similar method, which differs from that employed here only in terms
of the calculations.

7. The assumption which was made in deriving formula (18.22)-

to the effect that the function q is not dependent on the angle

(isotropic injection) - is of little importance. In order to con-

firm this fact, let us assume that q has the form

q = qo (P) _ (0), (18.23)

where _( _ ) is arbitrary within wide limits of the function. Let

us normalize it, so that

]'q_ (_)) sin 0 d_ = cOS_o, (18.24)

- i.e., so that this integral assumes the same value as for isotropic

injection, when _ (_) = i.

The solution of equation (18.9) , which satisfies the boundary

conditions (18.6), will be

qop _ dO'
F = [ (18.25)
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With the aid of the well-known mean-value theorem of calculus, this

expression can be written in the form

F= q0p'_ In sinO
(18.26)

where 01, generally speaking, depends on 0 and satisfies the condition

flo < fl, < -_-. (18.27)

Now, instead of formulas (18.11) and (18,12) we must write

0 (O) : CqD(_1) In sin _ (18.28)
sin _o

• ps

q°P2 Ce 2mr
D±_) -- " (18.29)

Expression (18.21) for N does not change, in view of the nor-

malization condition (18.24). The entire difference is reduced to

calculating the normalization integral (18.14). Instead of the

previous integral,

2

sin
I sin _ In d_

_o

we must calculate the integral

_ (fl_) sin _ 1n sin @ d@sin _0 "

But, according to the mean-value theorem this integral must be
represented in the form

2

sin fl
sin m

where _ is the value of the function _(0) for any intermediate

value of the argument between 0 0 and _ . This value appears as
2

a multiplier in the left part of the relationship (18.17). There-

fore, instead of formula (18.22), the following formula is obtained
which barely differs from it:

Le4n ' 3 In (V'2 -_ 1) -- V'2N

TV" _[lnctg_--cosfl,] c°sfl°" (18.30)

8. G. I. Budker (Ref. 20) also examines the ease of particle

/16.____Z_.7
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injection perpendicular to the axis of the trap. In this case, the

function _( @ ) has the form

and formula (18.25) gives

F = q_' cos_oln_
D±

With the aid of this formula, we find

(o)_-. 0o8

0
tg-_-

tgOo" (18.32)
2

N
T'/, 1 COSO o.¥ m

In sin 0-----_ (18.33)

As follows from the inequality which can be readily proved

lnctg-_--cosOo<ln 1
sinOo'i

for one and the same values of the parameters n, T and _0,

formula (18.33) yields smaller values for N than does formula

(18.22). This is understandable, since in the case of particle

injection perpendicular to the magnetic field they must change the

direction of their motion by an angle, which is not less than [ - _0,
2

in order to leave the trap.

9. The time Tout, , during which n particles leave a unit of

volume in the trap is determined by the expression

T_t=-N" (18.34)

In a stationary state, the source injects the same number of new

particles into the trap at the location of the outgoing particles.

If there were no source, then - during the time determined by

formula (18.34) - not all of the particles would be able to leave the

trap. However, in this case the time TO _ would determine inUE

order of magnitude that time interval in which the main portion

of the particles leaves the trap. Therefore, we can designate the

quantity tou t as the mean confinement time of a particle _n the

trap.

For isotropic injection, the time _out can be found if ex-
pression (18.22) is substituted in formula (18.34), instead of N .

Thus combining all of the numerical multipliers, we arrive at the

following formula:

*Note: aut designates 'outgoing'.

/16_____8
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%,t : 1,57
(18.35)

where _i is the mean ion relaxation time, determined by expres-
sion (12.10).

fl

z

(5

0

/

7 9 # 7J /5 B_.

Figure ii.

In a similar way, for injection which is perpendicular to the

magnetic field, we find the following from formula (18.33)

1
ln--

To,,_= 1,57 sin Oo _.. (18.36)
cos @o

The graphs of these functions are shown in Figure ll [curve 1

corresponds to formula (18.35); curve 2 - (18.37); curve 3 -

(18.36) ], while the corkscr_o ratio Bma x , which is connected with

B

the limiting angle 0_ by the relationship (18.1),is plotted on the
abscissa axis,

i0. In connection with the expressions derived for N and

tou t , it should be noted that they can be approximately correct

only for small _r_le8 of 00, i.e., for lodge value8 of the

corkscr_ ratio Bma x . In fact, if the angle 00 is very small,

B

then the distribution function F( 0, p), as can be seen from for-

mulas (18.10), (18.26) and (18.32), will barely differ from an
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isotropic distribution - with the exception of the region within

the limiting cone and its close surroundings. But, as can be

readily shown, the integrands in formulas (15.5) and (15.8) are

finite. Therefore, the contribution which is made by this region

and its surroundings to the tensor Ds8 and the vector A e , is

small. Consequently, the real values of Ds8 and A s will

barely differ from the Maxwell expressions which were used in the
derivation.

In addition, in deriving all of the expressions for N and

Tout, we used the Landau equation, and, consequently, disregarded

the effect of close collisions. HDwever, it can be readily seen

that for small angles of @0 the contribution which is made by

the close collisions in the stream N is negligible with respect

to that which is made by the far-removed collisions. In fact, for

close collisions the particles are scattered at large angles.

Therefore, the stream of particles - which pass through the limi-

ting cone - which is caused by close collisions is approximately

proportional to a solid angle at the a_ex of this cone

n = 2_(i - cos @0) = 4_ sin 2 @__0_ - i.e., the square of
2

the angle a0 . If the angle @ 0 is small, then this stream becomes

negligible as compared with the stream of particles which are

leaving as a result of far-removed collisions. Actually, for small

values of _0 , the latter stream - as follows from expressions
1

(18.22) and (18.33) - is proportional to in -!--i The ratio of
0O

1

the first stream to the second stream is proportional to 0 2 in @0'

and strives to zero for 0 0 + 0.

Thus, formulas (18.35) and (18.36) can be assumed to be valid

only for small angles of 00F-to i.e., for large values of thecorkscrew ratio Bmax . small 00 , it is possible to assume

B

cos @0 = i, after which formula (18.36) changes to

•_= 0,785_In B_ (18.37)
B '

formula (18.35) under these same assumptions changes into

T_=: 0,785_iln B_B 2! T_,-

which barely differs from formula (18.37).
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The graph for the function of (18.37) is shown in Figure ii by
curve 2. It provides a correct asymptotic expression for the con-

finement time at large values of the corkscrew ratio Bmax . However,

B

utilizing this formula, we also obtain the correct value for Tou t

in another limiting case, when Bmax = i. Actually, it is clear from

B

physical considerations that in this limiting case the trap will ab-

solutely not confine the particles - i.e_ Tou t = 0. But we obtain
the same value for Tou t if we assume max = i in formula (18.37).

B

Therefore, formula (18.37) can be used not only for large, but also

for any, values of the corkscrew ratio, if we consider this formula

as a reasonable eztrapoL_tion.

ii. The diffusion mechanism for the particle outflow within

the limiting cone thus leads to a very slight (approximately loga-

rithmic) dependence of the confimment time Tou t on the corkscrew

ratio Bmax . The confinement time is barely sensitive to the
B

changes in the corkscrew ratio. For this reason, it is not advisable

to construct a trap with very large values of the corkscrew ratio.

This fact obviously makes a trap with magnetic mirrors unfeasible

as a thermonuclear reactor of the future, even if it were possible

to suppress the different type of instabilities arising in such a

trap.

In fact, in order that the trap function as a thermonuclear

reactor, it is necessary that the confinement time Tou t be not

le88 than the mean time Tp which is required before an ion
reacts with another ion

z._t>Tp (18.38)

For the time Tp , it is possible to write
!

Tp = ,(_u) ' (18.39)

where <ou> is the product, which is averaged by the appropriate

method, of the reaction cro88-sedtion _ and relative velo_ty u,

which is only a function of t_pera_e for any reaction with a Max-

well velocity distribution. As regards the time Tout, according

to formula (18.37) it can be identified with the mean ion relaxation

time _i (the corkscrew ratio Bmax _ 3.5 corresponds to this

B

assumption). Under this assumption, we obtain the following from the

formulas (12.10), (18.38) and (18.39) for the reaction
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(all quantities in the cgs system). The values of the quantity

<ou> for different temperatures with a Maxwell velocity distri-

bution are given in the work of Tompson (Ref. 22). The maximum

temperature in his calculations amounts to 109 °K. At this

temperature, for the reactions _ we have <o7_> = 5-10-17cm3sec -I

If this value is used and we assume that L = 20, then from

inequality (18.40) we obtain

• Ti> 1,46-I0 -s _ =9,15 Mo = 1,06.10n°K. "

The fact that the temperature Pi was obtained above the
original temperature (109 °K) points to the fact that we clearly

used the wrong value for _ou >. However, this can not be of great

importance, in the first place, because the quantity <o_> increases

slowly with a further increase in the temperature. In the second

place, with a non-Maxwell velocity distribution of the reacting ions

( and this will be the case in a thermonuclear reactor) the quantity

<oU> is less than for a Maxwell distribution (Ref. 18). For the

reaction td the quantity <ou> is one order of magnitude larger.

Again, this cannot be of great importance, since in a reactor which

is operating with a mixture of tritium and deuterium, the outflow of

ions from the trap is caused by collisions between any plasma ions,

while nuclear reactions only occur for collisions of tritium ions

with deuterium ions.

We should note that in the reaction c_ the charged reaction

products - p, t, and He 3 - have kinetic energies which equal 3,

I, and 0.81 Mev, respectively.

In the reaction

d + t-_He 4 + n q- 17,6 ,v/ev

s-particles are obtained with an energy of about 3.5 Mev. Thus, we

arrive at the following conclusion. In order that an adiabatic trap
with magnetic mirrors serve as a thermonuclear reactor with a poai-

tive energy outflow , it is necessary to heat the plasma which i8

located in it up to the temperature at which the mean kinetic energy

of each ion is not less than the energy (per one charged particle)

which i8 liberated in the given thermal reactions. It is difficult

to see how, under these conditions, it is possible to heat the

plasma, due to the nuclear processes which are taking place in it -

i.e., to carry out a self-sustaining thermonuclear reaction.
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19. THE NATURE AND ELIMINATION OF DIVER-

GENCE IN THE THEORY OF PAIR COLLISIONS

i. All of the results in the preceding sections were obtained

with the pair collision approximation. This approximation, as we have

seen, leads to divergent integrals, and the divergence is eliminated

by _l_fi_al truncation of the radius of action of the Coulomb

forces. Let us now turn in greater detail to the physical assumptions

underlying the theory of pair collisions, and to the nature of the

indicated divergence.

One of the basic assumptions in the theory of pair collisions

is the assumption regarding the instan_v_9ous quali_ of the

collision act. As will be shown below, this assumption leads to

divergence. Therefore, in order to understand the nature of

the divergence and to determine the way to eliminate it, it is

necessary to renounce this assumption and to take the fact into con-

sideration that the interaction of a pair of particles is a long

process and not an instantaneous process. This will be done in

the present section.

As was shown in Section 14, the problem in this theory is

reduced to calculating the mean values<Ap_>and <_p=Ap$> _ which
are called moment8 of the dis_bution_un_tion of the flrsE and

second orders, respectively. _ere, Ap is the impulse change of

the test particle!s, which it undergoes during the small time _ as

a result of random interactions with the other particles. The word

"random" indicates that in the calculation of Ap the changes in the

impulse p must not be taken into consideration. These changes

are caused by the action of regular force fields. The effect of

the latter is taken into consideration by the term _ (XeF) of

the kinetic equation (14.9). _P_

In calculating Ap , we confine ourselves to classical mecha-

nics. It will be seen from the subsequent considerations, if the

results of Section 5 are taken into account, that the consideration

of the quantum properties of the particles appears only in the nu-

merical values of the Coulomb logarithm, which appears in the

theory.

2. Let us conceive of a frame of reference in which the plasma

as a whole is at rest. We shall use Ez to designate the electric

field created by the i th particle at the point where the test par-

ticle is located. The total field, which is created by all the

field particles at this point will equal _Ei, where the summation

i
is made o_ all of the field particles. If a regular component is

F
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present in a plasma of macroscopic charges, and if this component

is contained in the sum _ Ei and equals the mean value of the
i

indicated sum, it can differ from zero. However, without a loss

of generality it can he assumed that this regular component equals

zero, i.e.,

Ei\ = O.
/ (19.1)

In fact, it is a component of the 8elf-oo_istent field and,

as was already indicated, it is automatically taken into account

by the term ! (X_FJ of the kinetic equation (14.9). Therefore,

it is necessary to take into consideration _ only the non-regular

electric field which enters into the sum _E z - i.e., the field

whose mean value equals zero. This field produces the random

changes in Ap of the test particle impulse with which the values

of the moments, which are interesting to us, <Ap_> and <Ap Ap8 >are
determined.

Let us introduce the hypothesis that the electric fields

created by the field particles at the point where the test particle

is located are statistically independent, or more precisely

( Xe (oe (t>)=o\,.,
(19.2)

whatever the moments of time t and t" may be, as well as the

coordinate indexes _ and B • In terms of its nature, relation-

ship (19.2) is an analog of the more general hypothesis of moleou-

l_L_ c/_=O8 which is widely used in the kinetic theorzj of g_es.

3. Let us now examine the motion of a test particle over a

small period of time T (from the moment of time t until the

moment t + T) during which its trajectory is not significantly dis-

torted. We shall assume that the initial direction of motion (at

the moment t) passes along the z-axis. Then, due to the slight

extent to which the trajectory is curved, each direction which

is perpendicular to the z-axis can be assumed to be approximately

perpendicular to the trajectory of the test particle at any point.

The random change in the test particle impulse during the time T
is

Ap=: E 8p ,
i

where

6p_ = e _ E_ (t + t') dt'.

Thus, we have

Ze:(,+ t')Et.(,+ o.
i .,
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Averaging these expressions and utilizing the relationship (19.2),
we obtain

<Ap,_>= _ <6p_), (19.3)
i

<Ap=Ap#) - _ E C6P_bP_>
i i (19.4)

Our scheme correctly presents the nature of the interaction

between a test particle and the other plasma particles: the inter-

actions overlap in time, and do not follow behind each other, as in

the pair collision approximation. In other words, the interactions

are multipZe, and not pair interactions. However, the relationships

(19.3) and (19.4) show that the moments _A_and__ <Ap£Ap8 > -
when a test particle is scattered by a gr_oup of all £ie_d particles

- are found by adding the moments obtained from scattering by in-

dividual field particles.

4. Nevertheless, this result is of little help to us in

solving the problem of calculating the given moments, and it would

be incorrect to assume that it reduces this problem to the problem

of the interaction between two particles. Actually, in order to

calculate 6ip it is necessary to know beforehand the true tra-

jectorY.e8 cowZvelooitie8 of both the test particles and the ith

field particles. In order to do this, it would be necessary to

solve the N-body problem - the problem of the motion of all the

plasma particles which interact with each other and with the

external fields. This has not been accomplished. A new proba-

bility assumption is necessary, which we shall introduce.

For this purpose, we shall divide the interactions between a

test particle and each of the field particles into close and f_-

removed interactions. Although this division is conditional and

contains a significant amount of uncertainty, this uncertainty does

not influence the final result within the limits of the calculational

accuracy which we have assumed.

For close interactions, the particles approach each other

within small distances, and as a result of this there are sig-

nificant changes in their impulses during the time under con-

sideration _ . Therefore, during the interaction between a test

particle and one of the field particles the influence of the other

field particles, and the interaction itself, can be regarded as an
instantaneous collision.

For far-removed interactions, the particles are consistently

located far from each other, and the changes in their impulses during
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the time T - as a result of the interaction - are small. The
trajectories of the interacting particles are slightly distorted,
but their form is not significantly affected by the result of the

interaction. The true trajectories of the interacting particles

can be approximated by straight lines, or by any other lines which

are slightly distorted. Therefore, the far-removed interactions

can be considered in the approximation of the given trajectories

of the interacting particles. In particular, such trajectories

can be represented by the trajectories which would be obtained if

the system were composed of only two bodies - of the test particle

and the field particle under consideration. In Coulomb interactions,

these trajectories will be hyperbolic.

ThUS, in a calculation of the moments (Ap_ and <Ap Ap_,
both the close and the far-removed interactions can be ultlma_ely

reduced to independent interaction8 of a pair of particles -

i.e., to those interactions, when each pair of particles is regarded

as an isolated system during the interaction time. We have now

arrived at the _pprozimai_on oI pair intePaction8 I.

5. However, there is a significant difference between this paiP

interaction approximation and the pair collision approximation,

which we utilized in the preceding sections. In the pair collision

approximation, the real interaction between two particles is

replaced by the instantaneous collision act, and, in addition, the

impulse change 6ip of the test particle, resulting from the

collision, is assumed to equal the change which results in reality

during the infinite interaction time. In the more general approxi-

mation of pair interactions such a substitution is not made - in

calculation of the moments _Ap_> and <ApaAp_ > the actual a

changes _ip in the impulse, during the finite interaction time

for a pair of particles T , must be used. The same is true for
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I It must be kept in mind that the method for calculating the random

interactions with the aid of vector I in the kinetic equation (14.9)

is suitable only for far-removed interactions, which are accompanied

by small changes in the impulses of the interacting particles. But,

with the Coulomb forces, the effect of close interactions is, as a

rule, small as compared with the effect of the far-removed interac-

tions. Therefore, the close interactions can be entirely disregarded,

or they can be replaced by the equivalent far-removed interactions.

This can be done by taking both the far-removed interactions and the

close interactions into consideration in a calculation of the moments

and Ap Ap This method, used in the present ar-

ticle, does not pretend to provide a fully adequate description of the

operation.
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all field particles.

For close interactions, both methods lead to almost the same
values of _zp . In this case, the time _ can be regarded as
infinitely large, only if the momentof maximumconvergence for
the interacting particles occursat the meantime interval _ ,
or is close to it.

The picture is entirely different for far-removed interac-

tions. Whatever the time interval T may be, it is always

possible to find a field particle which is far enough away, so that

- when scatterin_ is effected by it - the impulse change in the

test particle during the time _ will be negligible, as compared

with its change during an infinite interaction time. In this case,

the first method of investigation (which is used in the approxi-

mation of pair collisions), based on the Rutherford formula, is

not used. It utilizes exaggerated values for _ip , which leads

Ap_ andto divergent expressions for the moments _ > <Ap_Ap8 >, and
for the quantities related to them. The divergence is not caused

by the slowness with which the Coulomb forces decrease with dis-

tance, as is frequently stated, but is caused by the incorrectne88

of the cal_lation , in which the Rutherford formula - or expres-

sions similar to it - are used outside the limit8 of their appli-

c_ili_. In a correct calculation, no divergences arise. Let

us use the example of the calculation of the moments <Ap_ and

_Ap_Ap8 > to illustrate this.

6. Let us begin by calculating the change 6p_ in the per-

pendicular component of the test particle impulse, caused by its

interaction with the field particle during the time from t = 0

to t = T. Thus we are employing a frame of reference in which

the field particle at the moment of time t = 0 is at rest, and

is located at the origin at this moment. The direction of the

test particle velocity at this moment of time is assumed to be

along the positive direction of the z-axis.

For our purposes, it is sufficient to confine ourselves to the

far-removed interactions. Therefore, the calculation can be carried

out in the approximation of the given test particle trajectory m .

Let us use a straight line, which is parallel to the test particle

velocity at the moment of time t = 0 and which is removed from

the z-axis by the a_ming distanoe p (Figure 12), as such a tra-

jectory. Let the initial value of the z-coordinate of the test

particle equal z 0 . Then, in the approximation of the given tra-

jectory, its coordinate z at any moment of time t is deter-

mined by the expression z = z0 + ut. An increase in p_ during
the time dt
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ee* sin q_dt = ee* ee*Q de
dp_ L = r---r- _ Q dt : (Q2+ zD'/, u '

and a change in pj_ during the time from t = 0 to t = T , give

z +-t-u _:

ee*Q S dz6P.L = --_ (Q2 + zZ)'/, "
2[ I

Carrying out the integration, we find

ee*{ Zo+ Ur Zo }l

to

If we set

(19.5)

z 0 = -_, z 0 + uT = + _, in this formula, it changes

The latter expression is used in the approximation of pair collisions.
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7. Let us now calculate the moments of the second order <ApaApB _ .

Let us first investigate the special case when all the field particles

are identical and move at velocities which are identical in terms of

magnitude and direction. Then the calculations can be most readily

effected within the frame of reference where they are at rest. This

we shall do. The initial direction of the relative velocity u of a

test particle is assumed to lie along the z-axis of a rectangular

coordinate system. Out of all of the second-order moments, in view of

the symmetry, only <Ap_, <Ap_ > and <Ap_> can differ from zero.

In view of the same symmetry, they are related by the relationship

1
(Ap2x}= <Ap_> = -_ <A/i ). (19.6)

Therefore, the calculations of <Ap_ > and <Ap_ > are reduced to

a calculationof
k -.u-/

The quantity Apl can be represented in the form

Ap_ = Alp I + A2p I , where Alp _ is the change in the perpendicular
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impulse componentof the test particle, which is caused by far-removed
interactions, and A2pj_ - is that caused by close interactions. In

view of formula (19.4), we have

8. First, let us calculate <AIp2 > . We shall designate the far-

removed interactions as interactions having aiming distances P which

exceed a rather large length d >> pj_ , where Pj_ is given by
expression (5.2). All other interactions will be called close inter-

actions• The distance d must be large enough so that the calculation

of <Alpi> can be carried out in the given trajectory approximation

of the test particle, which we shall assume to be rectilinear• The

magnitude of d does not have to be defined more precisely, since it
does not enter into the final results.

On the basis of formula (19•4), we have

= E <8'i>
Q>d (19.8)

where the summation is made over all the field particles, for which

the aiming distance P exceeds d. The expression for _Zp_L is

given by formula (19.5). Let us approximate the sum (19.8) by the

integral. The mean number of field particles in the volume element

dV = 2_pdpdz 0 equals n*dV. Therefore, the sum (19•8) changes into

(19.9)

with approximation by the integral.

Let us introduce new integration variables m

respect to the formula

UT

zo = Qx, Q =--.

and a with

Then, we have

where

u_

d

< - .<"')'"SJ<°)
0

x+o x12 xJ (a)= V_ + (x+ _), Fv4-_

The last integral is reduced to an elliptic integral. It can

be readily calculated for small and large values of the parameter

For this purpose, we shall introduce the notation

X

(z)--fl--¢-_"

(19.10)

(19• 11)

(19.12)

C_, •
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the expression [_____=] 2 _

Then the integrand in formula (19.12) can be written in the form

[ @(x + _) - _ (x)]2 . For small _ • it can be approximated by

e 2

(i + x2_ 3 " For such _ ,

+®
dx

Let us now obtain the asymptotic empre88ion for J(e) for

large _ .

(19.13)

For this purpose• let us turn to the drawing (Figure 13).

,r

Figure 13.

The function _(x) asymptotically strives to +i for m ÷ +

and to -i for x + - _ . For small x it can be approximated by the

linear function _(x) = x . If both of these approximations are

extrapolated to the region of intermediate values of x , then we

obtain the broken line shown in Figure 13. We shall replace this

broken line by the curve _ (x) = x in calculating the

integral (19.12). This substitution is barely expressed in the

asymptotic value of expression (19.12) for large values of the

parameter e . In order to illustrate this• Figure 14 shows the

function _(x + _) - _(x) for _ = 7. The function approximating it

is shown by the broken line. In a large part of the interval -

(a + i) < x < 0 , which represents the main contribution to the

integral (19.12) - the approximating function, which is larger than

the true function• barely differs from the latter (the difference is

noticeable only close to the edges of the indicated interval). This

leads to a small exaggeration of the integral (19.12). Outside of the

interval - (_ + i) < x < 0, where the integrand in formula (19.12)

is small - the approximating function is smaller than the true

function. This leads to a small underestimation of the integral

(19.12). As a result• for large _ the given approximation leads

to an asymptotic expression for the integral J(_) whose accuracy

is completely adequate for our purposes. In addition, as is clear

from the following calculations, the approximation of the function

_(x + e) - _(x) by the broken line• which is shown in Figure 13,
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cannot change the order of magnitude of J(_), either for small

or intermediate values of a Therefore, in order to have a

single simple analytical expression for the function J(a), we

shall use the indicated approximation for any, and not only for

small, values of the parameter a . The error arising from this

is unimportant, because the integral (19.11) will interest us

for large values of the upper limit ur .
2U

Thus, we approximate 9(x) by the function

--I {or --oo<x<-- I,
_(x)= x _ --l<x<+l,

+I _. +I <x<+oo.

Then we can readily obtain

S (a)-

1
2&-

-- _ an _. a < 2,

8
4a----g- _or" u >/2,

(19.14)

(A,p__) =-

8nn* (ee*)' x [ u, 1 ( .'c ]2] u'ru 2d 24 _ d ] j for" --_-_2,

8_n* (ee*)_ 'I: In + -_- -- In 2 -t- --5- for
U

ux 2'.
7 >/ (19.15)

The linear term 4_ enters into the asymptotic formula (19.14)

with the correct coefficient 4 . Therefore, the logarithmic term

UT

in-_ in formula (19.15) also has the correct coefficient. All

of the other terms in formulas (19.14) and (19.15), are, strictly

speaking, incorrect. They correctly impart only the order of the

corresponding magnitudes. Consequently, only the second formula (19.15)

i The expression (19.14) for small _ strives to zero in the same

way as eL , in conformance with the correct formula (19.13).

However, instead of the correct coefficient 3_ , the coefficient 2
8

is obtained. This divergence can be eliminated, if the more general

approximation of the function _(x) is used:

q, (x)=

--1 for --co< x < --m,

X

¢_r --m<x< + m,

+1 ¢.,ar +m<x<+oo.
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Figure 14.

can be regarded as correct for large values of the time T , when
UT

in --_ >> I. It is just this case in which we are most interested.

As will be seen further on, we are primarily interested in the case

(Footnote continued from previous page)

where m is the constant. Then, instead of expressions (19.14) and
(19.15), we obtain

/178
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J (a) =
-- 3m 2 _or a_C2m,

8
4a--_rn for a>2m,

(19.14a)

If we set m --

8:_n* (ee*)= T [ uz" 1 (' ur '_2] u_;

8nn* (ee*)' • [In u, I '>mfld_l u,u ---_--+----_---ln(2m)--_- 3 uzJ to. --_->2m. (19.15a)

16
, then for a + 0 formula (19.14a) changes into the3_

correct formula (19.13). In this way, we obtain the correct expressions

UY

for <Alpi> for small and large values of the parameter --_ . For

intermediate values of this parameter, formulas (19.15a) can be regarded
as extrapolation formulas.
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when the time T , which is contained in the logarithmic multiplier
UT

in_- , is on the order of the period of Lungrmxir fZuctuntion8 for

electrons, and consequently, u_ is on the order of the Debye radius.

Therefore, assuming that In uz >> 1 and keeping the fact in mind
/i a 2 d \

that the auxiliary term[_-in 2 + _ _T] is small and is not

\-- !
calculated absolutely correctly, we can discard this small term and

can write

(All±) S=.*(ee*)' =T=" u xln_-. (19.16)

9. Let us now calculate _ A2Pi> under the same assumption

uT
that -_ >> i. Under this assumption, the time T can be assumed

to be almost infinitely large, and we can calculate the mean value

<A2pi> in which we are interested, utilizing the concept of the

effective scattering cross-section o( @ u) , which/is determined

by Rutherford's formula (3.5). In view of formula (2.4), the change

in the perpendicular component of the test particle impulse resulting

from a single scattering act is determined by the expression

6p± = F6ui = Fusin O, (19.17)

where _ is the scattering angle. As is known from the elementary

theory of Coulomb scattering, it is connected with the aiming distance

p by the relationship

tg_ O± (19.18)

Thus, we have

(A2p_) = n*uT S 6Pl'a (0, u) dfl,

and the integration must be extended to the region of the scattering

angles @ 0 _ _ _ _ . Here, d 0 is the scattering angle value

which it assumes for p = d . After substituting expression (3.5) in

the preceding formula, we obtain

or

 A2p-±j =

I cos' {_
2 ao=(A == 4=n*(ee*) 2 T

u sin --
2

8nn*u(ee*)_ T{-- In sin 0o2 21 cosO -2100[

(19.19)
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Since d >> 0__ , we can disregard all the terms , with the ex-

ception of the logarithm. This is permissible, especially since

the interactions which are accompanied by large impulse changes

(on the order of the impulse itself) are all taken into account in an

equally incorrect manner by the theory, since the kinetic equation

(14.4) is derived under the assumption that the impulse changes are

small during particle interactions. Thus, under the condition

u_ >> d we have

(A_lfl_)- 8_n*(ee*)2u Tln-_ • (19.20)

Now combining expressions (19.16)and (19.20), we obtain the

following in view of relationship (19.7):

(A/l) 8_,." (ee*)' "r In uT
- Q± (19.21)

The indefinite, auxiliary quantity d is eliminated from the final

result, in accordance with the indications given above. Formula

(19.21) was first obtained by V. I. Kogan (Ref. 23) by a different

method. We obtain the following from this, in view of the relation-

ship (19.6):

u 9± (19.22)

i0. Let us now calculate the moments of the first order Ap_

and also the moment <Ap2) . In view of the symmetry of the

coordinate system which we have chosen, out of all the first-order

moments only (Apz > can differ from zero. Since

U_-_V--V* -_ P P*
m m* _

and the change _p + 6p* in the total impulse during pair collisions

equals zero, then

6p =-- 6p* --_tSu (19.23)

Let us turn to Figure 12. The increases in the relative

velocity in the sections of the given rectilinear trajectory which

lie to the right and to the left of point A , have opposite signs.

It thus follows that the increases 6pz , which are caused by different

field particles, can be positive or negative with equal probability.

Therefore, it can be shown that the moment _Apz> = <Z_pz> becomes
zero. This is not the case in actuality. In this discussion, atten-

tion has been given to the change in the vector U in terms of magni-

tude, but its change in terms of direction has not been taken into

consideration. This discussion only proves that the change in the

length of the vector U does not play a role in the calculation of

the moment <Apz >. This change in the length of the vector u can
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be disregarded; it is only necessary to take into account the
changes in the vector

we can write

or

U with respect to direction. Doing this,

u'= (u+ 6u)'

2 (u-5u)= --(_u)'

Thus, in view of relationship (19.23), we have

Finally,

2 (..8p)= ----

8Pz = -- --

in accordance with formula (2.16).

I (_p)2.
F

(8pp "

2uF
• (19.24)

It follows from formula (19.24),

in the first place, that the quantity 6Pz is of a much higher order

of smallness than 6p. Consequently, Apz is of a higher order of

smallness as compared with Apl . Therefore, in the approximation

which we are using it can be assumed that

(Ap_>= O. (19.25)

In the second place, making a summation of expression (19.24) with

respect to all the field particles, we obtain

1 4_n*(ee*)'Tl nuT (19.26)
(APz) = -- 2-_ (AP2±)= -- Fu' 01 "

ii. Now, we no longer have to employ the special coordinate

system in which the calculations were carried out, and we can write

the expressions for the vector <Ape>and the tensor <ApaAp8 > in an

arbitrary, rectangular coordinate system. This can be accomplished

in the same way as in Section 15. As a result, we obtain
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(Apa > = 4xn* (ee*)'ua',:ln uT
I/us _ '

uT
(Ap=App) = 4:_ (ee*)_u,=fjT In-_,

(19.27)

(19.28)

where the tensor ua8 is given by the previous expression (15.4).

We must now remove the last restriction - the assumption con-

cerning the uniformity of all the field particles and their identical

velocities. For this purpose, it is sufficient to replace n* by

F * (p*) dp* in formulas (19.27) and (19.28), to integrate with

respect to p* , and then to make a summation with respect to all the

types of field particles. This gives
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E*4:x(ee,)2S u,_ u'r F*{Ape) = -- "¢ _ In _ (p*) dp*,

(ApaApib) -----x E*4_ (ee*)Z S u_ In u--L F*%_ (p*) dp*.

(19.29)

(19.30)

12. Thus, we have obtained final, and not divergent, expressions

for the moments <APe > and <ApaApB >. In spite of this, we must still

overcome the difficulty of the theory of pair interactions. Actually,

if we substitute expr4ssions (19.29) and (19.30) in formulas (14.11)

and (14.12), expressions which clearly contain the time interval T

are obtained for the dynamic friction coefficient A e and the dif-

fusion tensor De8 . This interval can be selected in any way - it

must only be not too small and not too large. Therefore, the in-

definite quantity x - which can have any values whatever, which is

physically meaningl_ss - is contained in expression (14.10) for the

current density in impulse space I a and in the kinetic equation

(14.10).

Within the framework of the pair interaction approximation, two

methods for overcoming this difficulty can be pointed out.

13. In the first place, it is possible to artificially truncate

the radius of action of the Coulomb forces at a certain magnitude of

D . Then the total moment <Apl > can be accurately calculated, in

the same way as formula (19.20) was derived. In practical terms, this

means that the interactions are replaced by instantaneous collisions.

The distance D is contained in the integrands (19.29) and (19.30), /18___4
instead of the quantity uT , and no results which are physically

meaningless are obtained. This course was selected in the theory of

pair collisions, which we discussed in the preceding sections.

14. In the second place, it is possible to manage without this

artificial truncation, and to proceed in the following way. Ex-

pressions (18.29) and (19.30) cannot be valid for arbitrarily large

values of the time x. This can be seen from the fact that for large

T the test particle trajectory deviates from its original direction

by significant angles, and for this reason the calculation in the

given trajectory approximation is not applicable. In actuality, due

to the collective effects in the plasma, formulas (19.29) and (19.30)

become inapplicable much sooner. Be that as it may, there is a finite

time t O (we shall call it the collision time) at which, for T > tO,

formulas (19.29) and (19.30) are no longer valid, while for T = t O

they can be assumed to be applicable. Assuming this, we can reason

as follows.
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Let the time interval TO be contained in T a whole number

(k) of times. We can write it in the form T = T1 + T2 + "'" + Tk ,

while each of the intervals Ti equals tO . We shall use AZp_

to designate the change in the test particle impulse during the time

interval Ti. Then, we have

k

Ap a = _ Alpa,
i=l

k k

ApaAp p = _,_ ,_ AipaAip_.
i=! ]=1

If the collision time t O is sufficiently large, the changes

Aipa and AJP8 in the test particle impulse during two different

time intervals Ti and Tj are statistically independent:

(AtpcAip_) = O.

There, averaging the preceding expressions, we obtain

E(Ap=> = (,_lp¢> = k (A'p=) = To (A_P=>'
i=1

k

T i i

(ApaAp_) = E (AtpaAiP_> = k (AipaAip_) = _ (A p_A p_).
i=l

We have taken the fact into account here that the moments <AZpa >and

< AipeAip_> are one and the same for all i. The values of these
moments can be found according to formulas (19.29) and (19.30), if T

is replaced by t O in them.

As a result, we arrive at the expressions

(Apa) = -- _ E*4 _ (ee*)' _ u___aIn uT--2°F* (p*) dp*,. F ua 01

(ApaApp) = T•E*4"_ (ee*)_-y ua_ln "_0e±F* (p*) dp*.

(19.31)

(19.32)

These expressions are not sensitive to the collision times t O .

Thus, one of the conditions for their applicability is that the

logarithmic multiplier in uT° i8 large. Therefore, the assumption
P_

which was used in the derivation regarding the briefness of the times

T and T0 is unimportant and unnecessary; formulas (19.31) and (19.32)

are valid when this assumption is not fulfilled.
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Formulas (19.31) and (19.32) lead to the same expressions (15.5)

and (15.6) for the diffusion tensor and the dynamic friction coefficient,

which were obtained previously by truncating the radius of action of

the Coulomb forces. The following quantity plays the role of the

Coulomb logarithm:

L = In ul:o .
QI (19.33)

It can be replaced by a certain mean value and, just as was done

previously, it can be removed from inside the integral sign.

15. It now only remains to determine the value of the collision

time T 0 . This problem, as well as the rigorous substantiation of

the collision time concept itself, can only be solved within the frame-

work of the N-bo_ theory. However, the time t 0 can be roughly

estimated without going into this theory in detail.

If the same displacement is transmitted to all the plasma

electrons at a certain moment of time, then - as is well-known - an

electric field arises in the plasma which is proportional to this

displacement. Under the influence of this field, the plasma electrons

begin to make harmonic fluctuations with the Langmuir or plasma

frequency m which is determined by the expression

0)2 4,",.e2n
-- -q-A--- • (19.34)

Fluctuations with this frequency arise if, at a certain moment of

time, small displacements in the radial direction are transmitted to

all the plasma electrons; the magnitude of these displacements de-

pends only on the distance r from the center 0 of the correspon-

ding sphere. Let us assume that the plasma is electrically neutral

at a certain moment of time. Let us conceive of a certain sphere S

in it with the macroscopic radius r and with the center at the

point 0 (Figure 15). The electric charge and the electric field

within this sphere equal zero at the moment of time under considera-

tion; let us now assume that all the electrons undergo 8maIZ dis-

placement8 in the direction of the sphere radii (it can be assumed

that the ions are infinitely heavy and fixed). Then the electrons,

which were previously located on the surface of the sphere S , pass

over to the sphere S" , which is concentric with it and which has

the radius r" = r + x. The electric charge within the sphere S

decreases by the quantity q = 4_r2ex . As a result, the following

electric field arises on the surface of the sphere S

E --- q = 4uex,

which is directed toward the center of the sphere. Under the influence

of this field, the electrons begin to make radial h_r_nonic fluctuation8

with a plasma frequency which is determined by formula (19.34).
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Figure 15.

This discussion shows that for definite types of collective
motions - for example, _anslational and radial motions - the

plasma electrons behave, not like free particles, but like quasi

elastically-connected particles. But each field particle of the

plasma tends to produce collective radial electron fluctuations with

the center at the point where this particle is located. The quasi

eZastic force8 which thus arise influence not only the electrons,

but also the plasma ions. In particular, the test particle is sub-

jected to their influence. The simplest method for calculating the

collective effects in a plasma consists of taking these quasi elas-

tic forces into account in an examination of the test particle motion.

They were not taken into account when formulas (19.29) and (19.30)

were derived. If the quasi elastic force equals zero at a certain

moment of time, then after one fourth a period of Langmuir fluc-
T

tuations _ = 2--m in terms of magnitude it equals the Coulomb

force with which a test particle acts upon a field particle. In

1
general, during the time- the quasi elastic force changes by a

magnitude on the order of the Coulomb force. Therefore, it can be

expected that formulas (19.29) and (19.30) are valid for small time

1
intervals T _- . On this basis, we can determine the collision

time T0 by th_ formula

!

(19.35)

It is not important to define the numerical coefficient which is

contained in formula (19.35) more precisely, since the time T O

enters into formulas (19.31) and (19.32) in the argument of the lo-

garithm.
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The thermal motion of a test particle and a field particle

interacting with it has not been taken into consideration in this

discussion. However, this is not of great importance, since we

are interested in fc_-Pemoved interaction8 , when the distance between

interacting particles is large as compared with the distance uT 0

which is traversed by the test particle during the time T O during

its motion with respect to the field particle.

If the velocity u is now replaced by a certain mean electron

velocity in formula (19.33) - for example, by its most probable velocity

_ then we ob tain

_f : T
U% ----V-s_-_- = 2D, (19.36)

where D is the Debye radius. Therefore, the mean Coulomb logarithm,

calculated with the aid of formula (19.33) barely differs from that

which was obtained previously by truncation of the radius of action

of the Coulomb forces by the Debye length D. Thus, it has been shown

that both methods for eliminating the uncertainties in the expressions

for the moments <Ape > and <Apa_pS> , and in all of the other formulas
at the same time, lead to identical results.
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